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Abstract

Abstract

When retaining walls are constructed in cohesive soils, a zone behind the retaining wall is

excavated and backfilled with well-draining granular material to prevent the build up of
water and to reduce the lateral pressures acting on the wall.

Use of classical theories to predict the magnitude and distribution of lateral pressures acting

on the wall presents a number of issues for which the designer relies on experience and

judgement for guidance. Examples of these issues are the choice of appropriate soil

parameters to compute the lateral earth pressures, the choice and significance of the extent

of the backfilled zone and the effect of the type and stiffness of the retaining wall chosen.

Numerical analyses have been carried out using the finite element method to address the

above issues. The investigations have been carried out for a medium wall, with a height of
4.5 m, and for three common types of retaining walls used for residential and highway

construction. These walls are cantilever T-wall, cantilever L-wall and gravity wall. The

analyses have been carried out for a smooth vertical wall back and a horizontal ground

surface.

AIso, the focus has been on those walls supporting clay soils and having limited granular

backfills of different geometries. Three conìmon geometries of limited granular backfills

have been investigated; triangular, rectangular and trapezoidal.

In this thesis, various simplified analytical methods for determining the lateral pressures on

rigid retaining walls have been reviewed. The performance of these analytical procedures

has been assessed by comparing their predictions with the results of the numerical

investigations. Accordingly, the suitability of each analytical method for design has been

determined.

The influence of some of the design parameters on the distribution of lateral earth pressures

is examined through a parametric study. It is shown that the lateral earth pressures increase

as the stiffness of the embankment decreases, but decreases as the stiffness of the

foundation subsoil increases.



Abstract

For small to medium construction, where the overall cost of the project is reasonably low,
the costs involved in executing a good soil investigation are relatively high, and a numerical

analysis is usually out of the question. Accordingly, the designer has to rely on experience

to select suitable design parameters, together with suitable design charts, to estimate the

likely behaviour of the retaining wall.

This thesis presents suitable lateral earth pressure distributions for use in design. A
rational, step-by-step design process is suggested to improve design of retaining walls.

This design process and the design curves, together with the simplified lateral pressure

distributions, are applied to a case study of a retaining wall built in the metropolitan area of
Adelaide.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1..1. INTRODUCTION

This research project is aimed at determining the lateral earth pressure distributions

behind rigid retaining walls having limited granular backfills and founded on clays. The

problem of lateral earth pressure on retaining structures has been the subject of study

by many researchers over the last two centuries. This is because the cost of

construction is considerably high compared with other structures. Reducing factors of

safety and developing a rational design tool were the major aims of these studies, such

as Terzaghi (1934). The present research project was f,rrst established as an attempt to

improve the design of retaining walls and reduce the cost of construction.

Although the impractical assumptions involved in the classical theories of earth

pressure of Coulomb (1173) and Rankine (1857), and in spite of the strong arguments

accumulated over the last 20 years against these theories, they are still used for design

purposes. One of these assumptions is that the backfill should extend a sufhcient

distance behind the wall to allow for the formation of the inner plane of rupture.

However, in design manuals and codes, such as CP No. 2 (1951), it is recommended

that when retaining walls are constructed to support clays, a granular zone of at least

18" (457 mm) should be loosely placed between the clay deposit and the retaining wall.

This is to prevent the build up of water and to reduce the lateral earth pressures on the



Chapter l: Introduction

wall. This condition is known in the literature as the limitert backJiLl condition
(Huntington, 1957). Therefore, using the classical theories to determine the lateral
earth pressure distributions for retaining walls with limited backfills involves
considerable uncertainties.

Although the limited backfill condition was investigated in a number of studies and
simplified analytical methods were established, such as Huntington (1957), Reimbert
(1989) and Bang and Tucker (1990), it was not properly addressed. It has been found
that these methods are only valid for some particular conditions and a considerable
uncertainty is associated with using their solutions. This uncertainty is due to some

basic assumptions, namely: zero cohesion along the excavation surface; extreme high
stiffness of the natural deposit; using the at-rest coefhcient of earth pressures and only
treating vertical cuts.

A survey carried out by the author of consulting engineering firms in Adelaide, South
Australia, demonstrated that many geotechnical engineers rely on experience and
judgement, with little theoretical basis, for the analysis of retaining walls with limited
backfills. Although there are some analytical procedures treat the limited backfill
condition, the designer still uses the classical theories, as these analytical procedures

have not yet been assessed. Also, the results of the survey indicated that there is poor
design practice among geotechnical engineers because of low fees associated with
retaining wall design, as well as insufficient information on drainage systems. This
poor practice not only leads to uneconomical design of stiffer walls but may also result
in failure of retaining walls during their service life.

It was with all of these in mind that this research project was initiated to develop a

numerical technique to enable the behaviour of retaining walls with limited backfills to
be more confidently predicted. Also, the project was established to provide guidance

to the consulting engineers in Adelaide and allowing them to deal with limited backfill
conditions.

I.2 OBJECTIVBS AND SCOPE

The main objective of this project is to determine the lateral earth pressure on rigid
retaining walls which are founded on clays and have limited granular backfills. A
correction factor for the magnitude of the lateral thrust and its line of action are given
for different held conditions. In addition, one important aspect of this project is to

)



Chapter I : Introduction

develop simplified lateral earth pressure distributions to assist in routine design. As the

results of the survey of consulting engineers indicate poor design practice, a step-by-

step design procedure is one of the aims of this project. Another objective is to
investigate whether available simplified analytical procedures produce realistic

estimates to lateral earth pressure distributions. Therefore, more confidence in these

methods would be built up, thus enabling retaining walls to be constructed safely and

economically.

This research project involved theoretical computer modelling of rigid retaining walls.

The results are compared with a number of field measurements in the literature.

Attention is conhned to concrete retaining wall problems assuming plane strain

conditions and elastic-plastic behaviour of soil.

The numerical investigation of T-walls, presented in the present research, is an

extension to the work carried out by Goh (1993). Also, the numerical modelling of

gravity walls, presented in this thesis, is based on Clough and Duncan (I971)'

The f,rnite element method (FEM) was used to carry out the numerical investigation

program as it is able to model more realistically most of the significant variables such

as the deformation properties of the soil, construction sequence, wall flexibility, soil-

structure interaction, and complex initial conditions.

The finite element program AFENA (Carter and Balaam, 1994), developed at the

University of Sydney, was used to carry out the analyses. The numerical studies

involve investigation of the behaviour of rigid walls with particular attention being paid

to the key factors affecting lateral earth pressures. The focus was on cantilever and

gravity walls with smooth vertical rear faces and having different backfill geometries.

The natural clay deposit was categorised into four types: soft; medium; stiff; and very

stiff. Undrained conditions were assumed for the clay, and the ground water table was

chosen below the foundation level. The clay deposit was modelled as self supporting,

ie without allowance for temporary supports during construction.

J
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In order to simulate closely the conditions that exist in the held, f,rnite element models

are developed to model, as close as possible, the excavation and construction sequence

by using the macro programming option employed in AFENA. The large difference in

stiffness between concrete and soil results in relative movements along the interface.

This is overcome through employing one dimensional interface elements to simulate

the soil-structure interaction and relative movements.

This research project focuses on rigid retaining walls. Flexible walls are beyond the

scope of this thesis. Rigid walls are those constructed out of relatively bulky material

with large thickness (mass), such as reinforced concrete, masonry and bricks. Flexible

walls are used more for temporary construction such as sheet pile walls and are

fabricated using metals such as mild steel with much smaller cross sections owing to its

large strength and stiffness compared to rigid walls. The major difference between

thesà two types is the behaviour under lateral pressures, which in turn affects the

stress-strain field behind the wall. A rigid wall tends to slide along the base and/or to

rotate as a rigid body about the toe. On the other hand, flexible walls tend to bend

under lateral earth pressures, because of their ductility and flexibility, and most of the

movements are lateral deflections under bending action.

Rigid walls with heights more than 4.5 metres or with inclined rear faces (backs) are

not included in this study. No tension cracks, or any other discontinuity or softening

of the clay deposit due to wetting effects were considered in these analyses. The

research focuses on the active pressures behind the wall, as they are a key design

factor, while the passive lateral pressures at the front of the wall have been neglected in

the problem formulation.

The geometry and size of a limited backfdl chiefly relies on the type of drainage system

used for a particular site condition. This thesis considers the commonly used backfill

geometries. However, different drainage systems including their requirements and

applicable field conditions are beyond the scope of this research. Text books such as

Huntington (1957) and Bell (1987) can be used for further reading on drainage

systems.

4
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1.3 THESIS LAYOUT

This thesis focuses on the evaluation of effects of backfill geometry and size on the

distribution of lateral earth pressures behind rigid retaining walls. Also, the key factors

which affect the lateral earth pressures in the case of limited backfills are determined

through a parametric study. The thesis focuses on walls of moderate heights, 4.5 m

high, which are used for residential and highway construction. The main results of this

research project are given in Chapters 4 and 5. The cantilever T-wall is the most

coÍrmon type of retaining wall, therefore Chapter 4 is devoted to the analysis of this

type of wall. The layout of this thesis is given below.

In Chapter 2 background information on the problem of lateral earth pressures on

retaining walls is presented. The developments and major studies -of the problem of

lateral earth pressures on retaining walls are reviewed in a short historical review. A
literature review of the classical theories along with a coverage of the phenomenon and

theory of lateral earth pressures are discussed. The factors affecting lateral earth

pressures are discussed, focusing on wall and soil movements and the effect of shear

stresses. Available simplified analytical procedures for limited backfill conditions are

investigated and some of the available solutions are presented at the end of the chapter.

The hnite element methodology is described in Chapter 3. Attention is paid to

previous hnite element studies, and their main assumptions and findings are discussed.

The basic formulation of the finite element method relevant to the present problem is

briefly presented. The elementary features of the finite element analysis are described

with particular attention to constitutive soil models, interface modelling, modelling of

construction sequence and time constraints and efhciency. Also, the technique

adopted in interpreting the results of the finite element analyses is discussed at the end

of the chapter.

Chapter 4 deals with the analysis of cantilever T-walls having limited backfills. The

idealised case of unlimited backfill is first examined and the results are compared with

other finite element studies in the literature. A parametric study was carried out to

identify the critical design parameters. Two different sets of analyses were carried out.

The f,rrst set involves limited homogeneous backfills with three commonly used backfill

geometries which are described in Sections 4.4 to 4.6. The second set covers limited

non-homogeneous backfills that are described in Section 4.7. A correction factor for

the Rankine active thrust is proposed to allow for variations in backfill geometry and

size. The performance of simplif,red analytical methods is then assessed by comparing

their predictions with the results of the numerical investigations.

5
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Chapter 5 deals with the numerical modelling of gravity walls and cantilever L-walls.

Also, the unlimited backfill case is again described first followed by the results of a

parametric study. Design curves for the va¡iation of the lateral thrust correction factor

with backfill geo e lateral thrust, are presented.

Attention is given to the triangular shaped backfill geometry. However, additional

analyses for other geometries are included. Some comparisons between the results of

the three types of retaining wall (T-walls, L-walls, and gravity walls) are also

discussed.

Chapter 6 describes the application of the results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 for

design purposes. The current practice is discussed and the main difficulties are

included. Simplified lateral earth pressure distributions, to account for the size and

geometry of the backfill, are recoÍrmended for routine design. Also, a step-by-step

design procedure is presented at the end of the chapter.

Finally, a summary of the main findings of the research undertaken, the conclusions

drawn from it and the recommendations for future research, are presented in Chapter

7.

6



Chapter 2

Analytical Methods l-Ised to Determine
Lateral Earth Pressures

2.I INTRODUCTION

This chapter covers the background of the lateral earth pressure theories including the

main concepts of its phenomena and gives a historical overview of the developments

since the time of Coulomb (1773). Also, the chapter reviews the classical earth

pressure theories. The basic features of each method are covered, including the types

of walls that these methods may be applied to. The factors affecting lateral earth

pressures (LEPs) are reviewed, focusing on soil-structure interaction effects, in

particular, wall stiffness and geometry and associated movements. The available

procedures and methods used to predict lateral earth pressures for limited backfill

conditions are also investigated.

Although the research is directed at investigating the effects of backfill size and

geometry on the LEPs, it was found necessary, not only to review this particular

factor, but to cover all key factors which influence the distribution of the LEPs. This

results from the fact that the problem is complex and the factors are interrelated. As

an example of this complex interaction, changing the size of the backfill affects the

mode of deformation of the wall and subsequently va¡ies the LEPs.
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2.2 LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE THEORY

In this section, the theory of the lateral earth pressure is presented. First, the main

contributions over the last two centuries are briefly reviewed. The complex interaction

between the forces acting within the plastic zone (region bounded by the back of the

wall and the plane of rupture) is highlighted. The importance of determining the lateral

earth pressures, as the key factor in the design of retaining walls, is discussed.

2.2.L Historical Overview

The analysis of problems in soil mechanics is generally divided into two distinctr

groups: stability problems and deformation problems. The stability problems deal with

the condition of ultimate failure of a mass of soil; for example, problems of earth

pressures, bearing capacity, and stability of slopes fall in this category. The most

important feature of such problems is the determination of the failure load. Solutions

to these problems can often be obtained by satisfying static equilibrium and applying

failure criteria, such as the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, along the assumed rupture

surface, for example, plane, circular or log spiral. These methods are known as the

Limit equilibrium Methods (LEMs) in soil mechanics.

The earliest contribution to the evaluation of the active thrust on masoffy retaining

walls, using the LEMs was made n I7l3 by Coulomb. He proposed Coulomb's

criterion for soils and also established the concept of limiting equilibrium for a

continuum and applied it to determine the lateral thrust of a f,¡ll on a retaining wall,

employing wall friction in his mathematical formulation. In 1173 he also established a

simplified graphical procedure for irregular fills known as the Trial V/edge Method

(TWM). Another graphical procedure was introduced later by Culmann in 1866. This

method is similar to the TWM, but the only difference being the orientation of the

force polygon.

Rankine (1857) investigated the limiting equilibrium of an inhnite soil mass and

applied, for the f,rrst time, his stress-field theory for cohesionless soils for active and

passive states. His mathematical formulation conf,trmed Coulomb's value for the active

state. However, the theory of Rankine was restrictive in that the angle of friction on

the wall and soil interface was established at failure as being equal to the slope of the

ground for a vertical wall.
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Nevertheless, Coulomb's and Rankine's contributions are considered as very important

developments in the LEMs. In the classical theories of Coulomb and Rankine, the

constitutive relation (stress-strain relationship) was neglected, and the theories were

developed only for cohesionless soils. Important developments were made during the

nineteenth century when the stress circle was introduced and used for clays, the

elasticity theory was applied to surcharge loading, and the establishment of the beam

on elastic foundation model to account for the flexural rigidity of retaining walls, Chen

and Liu (1990).

By the beginning of the 20th century, research trends aimed to develop a simplif,red

theory of limiting equilibrium in order to solve various problems by elementary

methods. Kotter (1903) considered the differential equations of equilibrium and the

yield condition at each point, forming a set of equations and then transformed them to

curvilinear co-ordinates. This also includes developments by Fellenius (1926) who

assumed slip surfaces of various simple shapes, such as plane, prismatic and circular-

cylindrical. Neither Coulomb's nor Rankine's methods explicitþ incorporated

cohesion, however in 1915 Bell published his active and passive equations as a

solution to this problem, which were directly obtained from Mohr's circle.

Later, Caquot (1934) adopted a completely different approach and derived a system of
equations of limiting equilibrium for an ideally granular wedge to solve complicated

problems. Sokoloviski (1960) presented a highly mathematical, finite difference

solution for the lateral earth pressure problem for cohesive and cohesionless soils.

Parallel developments since 1920,largely due to the influence of Terzaghi (1920), led

to a better understanding of the limitations and appropriate applications of the classical

earth pressure theories. Due to the variety of types of retaining structures, and his

beiief that the earth pressure on a retaining structure is an experimental problem,

Terzaghi (1934) conducted large scale model tests at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT). In this significant contribution he confirmed the lateral earth

pressure concept, and as well he hightighted the influence of wall movements. Caquot

and Kerisel (1948) produced tables for lateral earth pressures based on Boussinesq's

non-plane failure method. Hansen (1953) based on Kotter's (1903) equations,

developed a new limiting equilibrium method applicable to cohesive and cohesionless

soils and a variety of retaining walls with any inclination and roughness, ¿rs well as for

irregular ground surfaces.

9
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Rosenfarb and Chen (1972) developed a closed form solution for the lateral earth

pressures on retaining walls using plasticity theory. Their equations for active and

passive coeff,icients were solved using a computer program with an iteration routine.

They considered several failure surfaces, and the combination of a so called /og-

sandwich. More recently, Chen and Liu (1990) established solutions for lateral earth

pressure problem, based on an upper bound theorem, in the case of earthquakes.

Contributions by Symons and Clayton (1992) used field studies and centrifuge and

Pilot-Scale models, with particular attention to diaphragm walls, to examine a number

of design factors, such as: wall stiffness; wall and consequent ground movements;

compaction and installation effects; and construction sequence.

In most of the afore mentioned studies, the key assumptions of unlimited backfill and

enough deformations to reach the active state have been employed. Little or no

attention has been paid to drainage requirements, which are specified in current design

manuals, where the retaining wall is founded on cohesive soil and the backfill is of

finite geometry. However, it is shown in the present study that a limited backfill is

often the case for these walls, and wall deformations depend on the size and geometry

of the backfill. In Section 2.5 the problem of a limited backfill is discussed and the

main analytical methods dealing with this problem are reviewed.

2.2.2 Forces Acting on Retaining Walls

In this section, the problem of lateral earth pressures on retaining walls is explored

including all forces contributing to the equilibrium of the wall and soil system.

Investigating these forces is essential, as any change in one force will affect the

equilibrium condition due to the complex soil-structure interaction.

To study the equilibrium of forces that are imposed on rigid retaining walls, the

conventional gravity retaining wall, shown in Figure 2.1, is considered. The bearing

force resists the weight of the wall plus the vertical component of the other forces

above the foundation level. The total lateral thrust, which develops as the backfill is

placed and as any surcharges are placed on the surface of the backhll, acts to push the

wall outward, and movements of the supported soil can take place. The total lateral

thrust is the integration of the lateral earth pressure distribution along the full height

and acts at the centroid of this distribution.
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The outward motion of the wall is resisted by sliding (shear) resistance along the base

of the wall and the passive resistance of the soil lying above the toe of the wall. The

lateral thrust (P) also tends to overturn the wall about the toe. This overturning is

resisted by the weight of the wall and the vertical component of the lateral thrust. The

wall and the soil above and below the foundation level form an indeterminate system.

The magnitudes of working lateral pressures acting upon the wall are not determined

using simple statics, because the behaviour of the wall and the adjoining soil depends,

to a large extent, on the associated movements and the interaction along the interfaces.

However, the limiting values of the lateral pressures can be determined by using the

classical earth pressure theories.

One key factor in retaining wall design is the overall stability which in turn affects the

lateral earth pressures. Exceeding the ultimate bearing capacity and/or the ultimate

sliding resistance along the base results in large movements. These movements change

the equilibrium condition and the geometry of the plastic zone, hence vary the

magnitudes of LEPs. The effect of the overall stability on lateral earth pressures is

discussed for soft clay soils in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.2.3 Earth Pressure Phenomena

The main aim of this research is to investigate the stress field behind retaining walls.

To accomplish this investigation, the basic aspects of the problem should be fully

reviewed. Identifying the initial in-situ conditions is of signif,rcant importance in this

investigation.

(a) Lateral Earth Pressure Concept

Terzaghi (1920) concluded that any development in the determination of lateral earth

pressure will be tied to the basic concepts of the theory. There are two main concepts

that form the fundamental basis of the lateral earth pressure phenomena. Consider the

retaining wall in Figure 2.1. If the wall yields, a slip occurs in the backfill along the

inner plane of rupture (am) and a soil wedge moves down. The wedge slides and the

slip is considered the only characteristic of failure of the soil mass behind the wall.

Hence, wall yield forms the hrst aspect of the problem.

The second aspect relates to the similarity between lateral earth pressures on retaining

walls and the stability of slopes. This can be demonstrated if the wall is entirely

It
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removed, then the slope (that has been supported by the wall) fails, since the angle of

the slope is larger than the angle of repose of the backfill. Also, the surface of the

front part of the backfill forms an even talus of specific angle. Generally, this angle

will be equal to the angle of repose of this soil. In fact, if a retaining wall is

constructed inclined to coincide with the surface of the talus, then the lateral thrust

acting on this inclined wall will be zero.

The first aspect of wall yield is examined in Section 2.4.2, while the second aspect is

discussed through the numerical investigations in Chapters 4 and 5.

(b) In Situ Lateral Earth Pressures

The lateral earth pressures in a soil mass are greatly affected by any lateral

deformations that the mass may have experienced before. Such pressures are divided

into three classes: earth pressure at-rest, or natural earth pressures; active earth

pressures; and passive pressures. The lateral earth pressures in a natural deposit that

has remained undisturbed are referred to as natural earth pressures or earth pressures

at-rest. Also, lateral pressures in deposits formed artificially by some construction

operation and in which no lateral deformation has occurred subsequent to deposition

are called earth pressures at-rest. The magnitude of these pressures depends upon the

manner in which the soil was deposited as well as the physical properties of the soil.

Minimum lateral pressures will exist in a loosely dumped fill, whereas the pressures

may be relatively high in deposits that have been artificially compacted. The effect of

compaction is discussed in Sections2.4 and 3.3.

Furthermore, earth pressures at-rest may exist in deposits retained laterally by

structures that do not yield appreciably under the action of earth pressures,

(Huntington, 1957). Examples of such structures are basement walls of buildings

supported laterally by rigid floor construction, the vertical legs of rigid frame bridges,

some types of bridge abutments, and retaining walls founded on soft rocks. It is not

possible to compute magnitudes of natural earth pressures or earth pressures at-rest,

but such values can only be determined experimentally. However, Jaky (1948)

established a simplified formula for the coefficient of earth pressure at-rest, Ko :

Ko=l-sinQ
where

0 = friction angle of the soil

t2
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Active earth pressures exist in a soil deposit that has been extended laterally, such as a

backfill of a retaining wall that has tilted or moved horizontally. In this case, two inner

and outer planes of rupture are mobilised, and both inclined to the horizontal at angles

equalto the Coulomb angle of rupture; P=t(45+þ/2). Figure 2.1 shows the inner

and outer planes of rupture (defined as am and am') and their relative orientations.

2.3 CLASSICAL EARTH PRESSURE THEORIES

In this current research, the classical earth pressure theories considered are those of
Coulomb and Rankine including the Trial Wedge Method (TWM). They are briefly

discussed in the current section focussing on their main assumptions. The

applicability of the TWM for the limited backfrll condition is examined.

2.3.I Coulomb's Theory

The main assumptions in this theory are that the soil extends a sufficient distance

behind the wall and the soil possesses constant properties, (Huntington, l95l).
Therefore, this theory can not be used for a limited backfill condition as there are two

material zones with different properties.

In this theory, the static equilibrium of the plastic zone is considered in order to

determine the lateral thrust of perfect sand against a retaining wall. Coulomb's

conditions for the active state of stress assume that a retaining wall yields sufficiently

to develop this state of stress. They differ from Rankine's conditions by assuming that

the soil slides along the back of the wall, and the obliquity of the resultant pressure on

the back of the wall has a value of ô. Therefore, Coulomb's conditions prevail when

the active wedge is bounded on one side by the back of the wall and on the other side

by the plane of rupture. Coulomb's conditions yield the resultant pressure against the

back of a retaining wall directly, whereas Rankine's conditions apply to the resultant

pressure against a vertical plane through the heel of the wall.

To derive Coulomb's formula for active earth pressure against the back of a retaining

wall, consider the equilibrium of the forces acting throughout the plastic zone behind

the wall, shown in Figure 2.I, and differentiating the equation of equilibrium with
respect to the angle of obliquity of the inner plane of rupture (p). Accordingly, the

well-known Coulomb's formula is given as follows:
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I
P

tr YH2K^" (2.2)

where

Ko"

P"

2

total active thrust on a vertical wall

Coulomb's active lateral pressure coefhcient, which is given by:

sin'z(cr + Q)

sin(Q+õ).sin(Q-<rr)
sin(cr-ô).sin(u+ro)

K
ac

(2.3)2

where

sin2 cr. sin(cr - õ) 1+

angle of inclination of the back of the wall to the horizontal

angle of wall friction

angle of inclination of the ground surface to the horizontal

It should be realised that there is a theoretical error associated with this method. This

error is caused by the assumption that the inner surface of rupture is planar, while, in

fact, it is slightly curved (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967). For Coulomb's formula to apply,

the first and either the second or third of the following conditions must apply: (1) the

back of the wall must be planar, or nearly planar, such that an equivalent planar surface

may be substituted for the real surface, for computational purposes; (2) the wall does

not interfere with the formation of the outer plane of rupture but sliding occurs along

the back of the wall; (3) the wall interferes with the formation of the outer plane of

rupture, so sliding occurs along the back of the wall, and an outer plane of rupture

does not develop.

2.3.2 Rankine's Theory

The key assumption of a sufficient distance of the backfill behind the wall was

employed by Rankine. The method does not allow for variation of the backfill

geometry or size. Therefore, this method is inappropriate for the determination of the

LEPs in the case of limited backfills.

In this method, the plastic equilibrium of soil elements in the plastic zone is considered

to determine active and passive pressures of sand against retaining walls. Rankine's

active state of stress exists if the followings two conditions are satisfied: (l) the wall

does not interfere with the outer plane of rupture; and (2) the soil in the active wedge

c[

ô

Cr)
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between the outer plane of rupture and the back of the wall does not slide on the back

of the wall but moves with the wall. The coefficient of Rankine active earth pressure
( K,, ) can be determined from assuming the soil elements have reached the active state

and according to plastic equilibrium:

K =cosú)¿[

COSCÙ _ cos2 û) - cos2 Q (2.4)
coso + cos2 ú) - cos2 Q

where all the variables are as inBq.2.3

The lateral thrust acting upon the wall will be determined using Eq.2.2, where Kn" is

to be replaced by K-. Note that the Rankine active thrust is always parallel to the

ground surface, unlike Coulomb's active thrust. In comparison, the value of
Coulomb's coefficient of active earth pressures that is given in Eq. 2.3 is less than

Rankine's coefficient that is given by F,q.2.4. Bell (1915) extended Rankine's theory

to include cohesive soils in the case of a plane ground surface. This formulation for

active state is given by:

Or:TZK. -Zc"tÇ (2.s)

where
(I3=

y=
L_

U_

Ko=

lateral pressure on back of the wall

unit weight of soil

depth below ground surface

cohesion
coefficient of active lateral earth pressure

Note that Ko could be either K* or Ko", as recommended by Bell. The conditions

that have been described for the application of the two theories may be summarised as

follows:

( 1) if the back of the wall is a planar surface or a surface, which can be assumed to

be plane without introducing signif,rcant errors, either method can be applied

depending upon which of the following conditions prevail: (a) if the outer plane

of rupture can not form, Coulomb's conditions prevail; or (b) if the outer plane

of rupture can form, Coulomb's conditions prevail if the obliquity of the earth

pressure on the plane is equal to or greater than ô, while, Rankine's conditions

prevail if the obliquity is equal to or less than ô ;
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(2) if the back of the wall can not be assumed to be a planu surface, Coulomb's

conditions can not prevail but Rankine's conditions prevail if the outer plane of

rupture can form without being obstructed by the wall.

In general, solid gravity walls with the usual proportions sadsry Coulomb's conditions.

Cantilever and counterforted walls do not satisff the assumptions of either theory but

walls with the usual proportions (the proportion of heel to height) can be assumed to

satisff Rankine's conditions without introducing significant error in the computed

pressures against the wall. Additionally, Coulomb's conditions prevail in the case of

comparatively flexible walls (such as sheet pile walls), where the mobilised movements

allow for the development of the shear stresses along the back of the wall. Moreover,

both Coulomb's and Rankine's theories were developed for cohesionless soils and plane

ground surface conditions. In the case of cohesive soils with irregular ground surface

the only method that can be applied is the Trial Wedge Method (TWM).

2.3.3 Trial Wedge Method

This method is a simple graphical procedure to determine the active and passive earth

pressures on retaining walls that can be obtained using Rankine's or Coulomb's

formulas (Huntington, 1957). The only limitation with this method is that the inner

surface of rupture must be a planar or close to a planar. The TWM can be applied

successfully to cohesive soils, cohesionless soils and for gravity and cantilever walls

with plane or irregular rear faces. Also, the method can be used if the backfill carries

line loads or distributed loads. However, the method has a number of disadvantages

including: the distribution of lateral earth pressures can not be determined accurately

by this method; the method has the same theoretical error as Coulomb's theory; and the

method does not allow for point loads.

The procedure of this method is given in most text books, such as Bowles (1988), but

herein its applicability for limited backfril condition is discussed. For unlimited

backfills, the plane of rupture is determined in the TWM based on the fact that the

maximum shearing resistance is mobilised along this plane. The angle of friction along

the trial plane is assumed equal to the angle of shearing resistance, 0, of the backfill.

This assumption is valid only for the actual plane of rupture. The shearing resistance

along any trial plane reduces the lateral force on the wall, as shown in the force

polygon in Figure 2.1(b). Thus, the shearing resistance along all the trial planes,

except the actual one, is larger than it should be. For this reason, the maximum value

of the lateral force is chosen. Accordingly, the TV/M can not be used in the case of a
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limited backf,rll, since there are two different material zones, and two different values

of 0. If the TWM is applied, two rupture planes are determined and each one

corresponds to the plane with maximum lateral pressure through a zone, and there is

uncertainty in selecting the actual plane of rupture between these planes.

2.4 DESIGN PARAMETERS

In general, the lateral earth pressures on a retaining structure are caused by the

instability in the backfill material governed by the mobilised shearing stresses in the

plastic zone and soil-structure interaction. The effect of soil-structure interaction is

investigated in Sections 2.4.2 to 2.4.4 and the influence of shearing stresses is

discussed in Section 2.4.5. Other factors affecting the lateral earth pressure are

reviewed in the following subsection.

2.4.1 Factors Affecting Lateral Earth Pressure

A number of factors affecting the mobilisation of lateral earth pressures are

highlighted, because lack of understanding of their effects may result in erroneous

estimation of the lateral earth pressures. These factors are: (a) subsoil conditions;

(b) compaction effects; (c) construction sequence; (d) backfill soil properties and wall

friction; (e) soil-tension effects; (f) seepage and pore water pressures'

(a) Subsoil Conditions

The New T.ealand Ministry of Works and Development Report (1913) includes the

effects of wall type and foundation conditions, and recommends design values for

lateral earth pressure coefficients, where higher values are recornmended for relatively

rigid walls on firm soils or rocks. This is because the lateral yield of the wall is likely

to be small for a stiffer soil which results in lateral earth pressure close to at-rest

conditions.

The subsoil deformation parameters affect the mode of deflection of the wall and,

consequently, the lateral earth pressures. The effect of constructing rigid T-walls on

soft soils is discussed in Bowles (1988), where there is likely inward wall tilting rather

than outside movement due to placement of a heavy backfill. In this particular case

there is uncertainty in earth pressures calculations, since the Rankine active wedge will

not form. Therefore, he suggested using at-rest lateral pressures in addition to a
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uniform surcharge at the ground surface of l5-30 kPa to determine the lateral thrust at

the back of the wall.

(b) Compaction Effects

Despite progress made in understanding the phenomenon of compaction-induced

pressures, it remains true that compaction induces soil stresses which are not amenable

to accurate and reliable analysis with existing theories and procedures (Duncan and

Seed, 1986).

Based on the available data provided in field measurements for compaction induced

pressures, such as Coyle et aI. (1974) and Davis and Stephens (1956), it can be

concluded that:

The compaction of soil represents a process of load application and removal

which can result in significant increases in residual lateral earth pressures. The

compaction process changes the properties of the backfill soil and may increase

the lateral pressures, particularly for rigid unyielding walls;

The depth which compaction increases the LEPs varies from 2 to 3 m for small

hand-operated rollers to 10 to 15 m for very heavy compaction equipments.

The compaction of soil against a deflected wall: (i) can significantly increase

structural deflections of the type reported by Terzaghi (1934); (ii) increases

near surface residual stresses to greater than at-rest values; (iii) decreases

LEPs at depth due to the increase of structural deflections. The mode of

structural deflections affect these later changes in stress distribution;

Terzaghi (1934), in his large retaining wall tests, noted that compaction

signif,rcantly affected lateral earth pressures and resulted in considerable

deflections. He concluded that, prior to any displacement of the wall, the

coefficient of lateral earth pressure at the back of the wall was Ko = 0.7 for

compacted dense sand, and Ko = 0.4 for loose sand;

The compaction of soil against a non-deflected wall generally increases the

LEPs along the full height to greater than the at-rest values. This was

explained more recently by the analytical model developed by Seed and Duncan

(1e86).
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(c) Construction Sequence

Conventional design methods take no account of effects of construction sequence on

lateral pressures as well as lateral performance of retaining walls, because these

classical methods assume that the wall appears 'magically' in place without any

apparent construction disturbance of the natural soils. The interaction between a

structure and the adjacent soil will be affected by the construction sequence, and by the

displacements that occur during construction of the structure and placement of the

backfill.

Construction sequence has two physical forms: (1) in the case of backfilled walls, the

number of lifts placed together represents the sequence; (2) in the case of sunken walls

(such as deep excavations), the schedule that is followed in installing the struts

represents the sequence. Tschebotarioff (1951) reported a redistribution of lateral

pressures during excavation for strutted sheet piling, and this was caused by increasing

movements at the top. He also reported that earth pressures developed in the case of

braced excavations chiefly depend upon the method of installation of the struts. The

effects of construction sequence are larger in the case of sunken walls, where the

movements are higher. The use of numerical methods in the analysis of rigid retaining

walls allows the determination of the effects of construction sequence on the lateral

pressures. These effects are discussed in Section 3.4.3, as one aspect of the hnite

element methodology.

(d) Backflrtl Soil Properties and Wall Friction

The effects of the backfill soil strength parameters on the LEPs are considered in the

classical theories. However, the effect of the deformation parameters is not considered

in these theories. These theories study the equilibrium at limiting state, where the

strength parameters determine the ultimate shearing resistance required to achieve

equilibrium. The deformation parameters are of negligible importance at this limiting

state, since it is assumed that large movements have already occurred along the rupture

plane. However, as it will be discussed in Section2.5, the limited backfrll condition is

a common situation where the active state may not develop, and the deformations of

the natural clay deposit control the equilibrium of the plastic zone.

The effects of lower estimation of soil parameters on the developed shear stresses, and

consequently on safety factors employed in design were discussed by Huntington

(1957). He indicated that low shearing strength results in high lateral pressures and
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vtce versa' The relation between method of analysis and level of accuracy of soil
parameters is discussed in a few contributions, such as clayton (1993).

wall friction considerably reduces the magnitude of the active thrust and its horizontal
component, as reported by Lambe and whitman (rg6g). They found that this
reduction is of the order of '|vo in the case of gravity walls. AIso, the effect of wall
friction on the shape of the plastic zone behind retaining walls is discussed by Terzaghi
and Peck (1967)' coulomb (1713) included wall friction in his analysis but rhe results
were not accurate due to the assumption of a planar rupture surface. on the other
hand, in Rankine's theory (1s57) wall friction was imprcitly neglected, and this leadsto an over-estimation of Kn. Bowles (198s) recommended typica design values for
angle of wall friction.

(e) Soil-Tension Effects

when a cohesive soil is used as a backfill, the total lateral force at the back of the wall
can be obtained by the integration of Eq. 2.s alongthe full depth:

P.

H

J
0

(T"K^-zc,fÇ) dz

H"
4c

- sn.yff

(2.6)

(2.1)

'il
: The critical depth, H", to which a vertical excavation or embankment in cohesive soils

may stand, without support, can be determined by equating Eq. 2.6 to zero and
employing a safety factor, SF, hence:

i

In the present research, this formulation of the critical depth is used to determine the
safety factor associated with each embankment type in subsequent finite element
analyses.

(Ð Seepage and Pore Water pressures

The presence of water behind a retaining wall has ma¡ked effects on the forces applied
to the wall' Many recorded retaining wall failures may be attributed to the action of
water' The design water pressure should be based on the worst expected ground

*
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water conditions. The Hong Kong Geotechnical Engineering Office (1993)

reported many factors that influence the water flow pattern and hence the water

pressures that act behind retaining walls. These factors are: the nature of the ground

(permeability); the ground water conditions; the topography; the land use and the

natural drainage of the site; and the layout of the drainage system.

For large retaining walls, the pore pressures under seepage conditions, which are likely

to be less than the hydrostatic ones, should be determined by the flow net procedure as

in Huntington (1957). In CIRIA (1984), for thin flexible walls, a simplified

mathematical procedure was derived for pore pressures under seepage conditions,

rather than using a flow-net. When all or a portion of the backfill material is saturated

with water, the presence of water will signifrcantly increase the magnitude of the

lateral thrust against the wall (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). This, also, will decrease

the resistance to sliding along the wall base, and reduce the effective stress throughout

the plastic zone due to softening effects. Therefore, it is very important to provide

adequate drainage behind a retaining wall and/or to take water pressure into account.

For residential retaining walls with adequate drainage provisions, zero water pressures

may be assumed for design (Bowles, 1988).

2.4.2 Backfïll Soil Movements

Results of a survey of Consulting Engineers in Adelaide conducted by the author

indicate that the classical earth pressure theories are used in design regardless of recent

developments. However, the arguments accumulated for more than two centuries

against their validity are so powerful that many studies have been canied out to
develop accurate solutions (Terzaghi, t92O).

In the classical theories, sand is assumed to behave as a rigid-plastic material governed

by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, and the structure itself is assumed to be

perfectly rigid. Additionally, both methods neglect the plastic deformations of the sand

during the development of the lateral pressures. Moreover, they consider only the

extreme case, where sliding occurs and minimum active pressures are mobilised.

Away from this extreme condition the theories provide no information about the

stresses or deformations. 'When Coulomb f,rrst established his theory, it was assumed

that the active wedge would slide as a solid material without any consideration of the

soil as a granular material. This demonstrates that, the major error was first

introduced by Coulomb, who ignored that sand consists of individual grains, and who
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dealt with the sand as if it was a homogeneous material with certain mechanical

properties. Coulomb's idea was proved very useful as a working hypothesis for the

solution of one special problem (earth pressure on masonry walls), but it was an

obstacle for further research to solve other problems (Huntington, 1957).

The way out for the researchers was to start again from the elementary fact that sand

consists of individual grains (Terzaghi, 1920). Developments using laboratory or field
models, such as Terzaghi (1934), or using numerical modelling, such as Clough and

Duncan (1971), were able to account for backfill soil deformation parameters and

associated movements.

2.4.3 Wall Stiffness and Geometry

Although the determination of wall stiffness effects on the LEPs has been investigated

for flexible walls, few investigations have been carried out for rigid walls (CIRIA,
1984). The effect of wall stiffness and geometry is presented here, because it interacts

with the effect of backfill size and geometry on the LEPs which forms the main focus

ofthis research.

(a) Watl Stiffness

The deflections that a flexible wall can accommodate without overstress (failure) are

much larger than those for a relatively rigid wall. The flexible wall causes a greater

degree of redistribution of pressures behind the wall than the rigid wall, as shown in
Figure 2.2. This redistribution of pressures behind the wall reduces the bending

moments in the wall, and this enables the support of very deep cuts with relatively

slender walls. This also means that, the more flexible the wall is, the lower the lateral

pressure developed, the lower the bending moment developed, and the more economic

the design is.

However, many geotechnical engineering designs purposely choose relatively stiff wall
sections to resist the applied loads. These stiffer walls will likely result in large lateral

pressures, as shown in Figure 2.2. These high lateral pressures are unlikely to be taken

into account in the hnal design. Accordingly, when backfilling is completed the wall

will most probably crack. Only design methods for flexible sheet pile walls allow for
moment reduction, while no such reductions have been established for rigid walls
(CIRIA, 1984). Therefore, a suitable method of analysis is required that accounts for
the stress-strain behaviour of the soil in the vicinity of rigid retaining walls.
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In addition, a number of f,reld measurements, and full-scale modelling, have been

carried out to investigate the influence of wall stiffness, and consequent movements,

on the stress field behind the wall. In full scale field measurements that were carried

out by Tschebotarioff (1951) on a 24.08 m high, rigid, reinforced concrete retaining

wall, the average coeff,rcient of earth pressure was K=0.42. This value was found to
be very close to the calculated at-rest value of Ko = 0.4. Also, full-scale field

measurements were reported by Symons and Wilson (1912) on a reinforced concrete

rigid retaining wall, with restrained side ends. In this case, the yield (outward

movement) of the wall was insufficient to mobilise active earth pressures.

Additionally, settlement of buildings located above the plastic zone behind retaining

walls is critical and depends chiefly on wall yielding (CIRIA , 1984).

It will be shown in Chapter 3 that the FEM considers the effect of wall stiffness in

modelling retaining walls. The effect of wall stiffness on the lateral earth pressures is

examined in Chapters 4 and 5, where it is shown that greater lateral pressures are

associated with stiffer walls.

(b) Wall Geometry

Wall geometry affects the formation of the inner plane of rupture and subsequently

affects the distribution of the LEPs (Terzaghi and Peck, 1961). In general, it is a

common practice to apply the classical theories for a gravity wall with a vertical back.

This is because the wall allows the formation of the inner plane of rupl.ure. Coulorrrb's

theory will be the most appropriate method for these walls. For cantilever T-walls

with base projection into the soil, the inner plane of rupture does not form and the

LEPs at the back of the wall are unknown. However, by assuming that the vertical

plane through the heel is a principal plane, Rankine's theory can be adopted to predict

the limit active pressures at the virtual back of the wall (Huntington, 1957).

Lambe and Whitman (1969) concluded that gravity walls are designed for active earth

pressures, since a small rotation around the toe is often sufficient to drop the pressures

to the Rankine active values. For T-walls, placement of the backfill over the base

significantly affects the behaviour of the wall. The large backfill weight acting on the

base limits any rotation about the toe, and bending rotation is the only rotation that

causes active conditions. The bending rotations (deflection) required to achieve active

conditions are often large and may cause cracking of the wall. Therefore, cantilever T-

walls are often designed for at-rest lateral pressures. In Chapters 4 and 5 different
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types of retaining walls are examined to investigate the effect of wall geometry on the

LEPs.

2.4.4 Wall Movements

There are a number of factors that control lateral wall movements. One of these

factors is wall stiffness, as discussed earlier. High stiffness of the foundation subsoil

greatly reduces wall rotation and translation which may increase the lateral earth

pressures. The effect of stiffness of the foundation soil will be examined in Chapters 4

and 5. Wall movements are of two opposite directions, outward and inward, as shown

in Figure 2.3. Outward yielding (extension) causes an active state of stress, while

inward yielding results in a passive state in the backfill soil adjacent to the wall.

The simple linear assumption about active pressures is an over-simplification of very

complex variations. In the 20th century, the varieties of retaining structures and the

substantial difference in stiffness have led engineers to study whether active pressures

are strain dependent. These studies have been based on different methodologies, such

as, theoretical analyses, laboratory and field tests, or numerical investigations. In the

following, a number of these contributions a.re discussed.

(a) Laboratory and Field Testing

The influence of wall movements on earth pressure was studied by Terzaghi (1934) in

his large retaining wall model tests, using sand as a backfill. He concluded that a slight

outward displacement of the wall of the order of 0.001H (where H is the wall height)

was sufficient to reduce the lateral pressures to their active values. Tschebotarioff

(1951), based on laboratory shear tests, reported that an outward movement close to

0.05H would be needed to fully mobilise the shearing resistance of clay, and to reduce

lateral pressures to their active values. Also, after many extensive unloading triaxial

tests on sand and undrained tests for clay, he concluded that strains less than 0.005H

for sand and 0.04H for clay were sufficient to develop the active state.

Many different investigations, using laboratory and held tests on model retaining walls

or controlled field experiments, have measured the movements required to reduce

earth pressures to the active values. Table 2.1 summarises the results of some of these

studies. These data will be compared against the results of the FEM in Chapters 4 and

5. Also, these data illustrate some signif,rcant points regarding active earth pressures:
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The movement (^/H) required to reach the minimum active pressure

condition is about the same for rotation and translation, provided A is the

movement of the wall at the top.

Two definitions of the active conditions have been used. The first corresponds

to the resultant active earth pressure force reaching its minimum value. The

second corresponds to development of a triangular pressure distribution. In
many experiments the first condition is achieved while the earth pressure has a

nonlinear variation, with the resultant at an elevation higher than 0.33H.

Continuing movement results in a triangular distribution of pressures and the

resultant at 0.33H.

The larger the wall, the greater the value of (Â/H) required to reduce the

active earth pressure resultant to its minimum value. This finding is consistent

with the fact that the stiffness of sand does not increase in direct proportion to
confining pressure, and therefore does not increase in proportion to wall

height. For large walls the movements required to reach the active condition is

of the order of A,/H=0.004.

The magnitude of the lateral extension of the soil required to develop the active

state of stress depends upon the type of soil, the manner in which it is

deposited, and the pattern of deformation. It is larger for soft clays and loose

sands than for stiff clays and dense sands.

(b) Analytical Models

The Harr (1917) model appears to be the only anatytical model that accounts for the

effect of rigid wall movements on the LEPs. The model considers the various modes

of rotation about the top and bottom, and translation of rigid retaining walls with
unlimited backfills. This method uses the same concepts of the classical earth pressure
theories. The main assumption involved in this model is that the angle <p (between the

total reaction acting on the rupture plane and the normal) varies linearly with depth.

This variation depends on the mode of displacement of the wall, that is, at full active
state q = *0 and at full passive state q = -0 , while for the case of zero rotation

9=0.

Five cases were examined, as shown in Figure 2.3, where the distribution of g with

the depth, z, is given: (a) active state with rotation about the top; (b) passive state with
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rotation about the bottom; (c) passive state with rotation about the top; (d) active state

with rotation about the bottom; and (e) active and passive states with rotation about

the mid point. The lateral thrust, P, and the lateral pressure, p, at a depth z are given

by:

P v
2cosô

z

(1 / cos g) + (tan2 q + tan g tan õ)0 
5

(2.8)

(2.e)
dP

dz

( . 1+m2l
zl Srno+- |( ' 2m)cos I

(1 + m sin rp)2 cos õ (1+msing)
l¿ql
l.drlcosq -

where

m

ô

I
z

[t+tanô ttangf'''

angle of wall friction
angle between total reaction acting on the rupture plane and the normal

depth below ground surface

This model has the advantage of allowing for the effect of wall movements on the

lateral pressures. To use this model to calculate the lateral pressure distribution the

mode of wall movement has to be assumed, considering the wall geometry and ioading

conditions. In addition, in Figure 2.3 (e), for rotation about the mid point, the lower
rotation was assumed sufficient to achieve the active state, and the upper rotation was

sufficient to produce the passive state. However, the passive state requires a rotation
much larger than that for the active state. The movements at the upper and lower
points are necessarily equal when the rotation of a rigid wall is about the mid point.
Hence, the linear assumption of the variation of the angle <p with depth is not justifred

in this particular case. The results of this model are compared with those of the FEM
in Chapter 4 in the case of a T-wall rotated about its bottom point.

2.4.5 Shearing Stresses

According to typical stress-strain curves for soils that are shown in Figure 2.4, it is

clear that the shearing stresses do not increase linearly with movement, and also the

shearing strength will not be mobilised unless a minimum movement occurs. In situ, a

wall starts to move and plastic movements occur along the shear planes in the plastic
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zone behind the wall, while the shearing stresses increase due to these movements until

they reach the ultimate shearing resistance. At this stage, lateral earth pressures

decrease to their minimum active values, and the Mohr's circle of stress touches the

failure envelope. This means that the active state and maximum shearing resistance are

almost simultaneously reached, and this should be borne to mind when studying the

stress-strain freld behind retaining walls.

Wall movements affect shearing stresses, and these, in turn, affect the lateral pressures.

To determine these effects, the equilibrium of the forces acting throughout the plastic

zone and the force polygon in Figure 2.1 are considered. When the wall starts to yield

the mobilised shearing stresses increase due to slip along the plane of rupture. Based

on equilibrium, any increase in the total shearing resistance, S, leads to a reduction in

the lateral thrust, P, acting on the wall. Hence, at the early stage prior to yielding the

lateral thrust acting is, Po = 0.5KoyH2 . When the wall starts to move and the

movement is sufficient to mobilise full shearing resistance the total lateral pressure

reduces until it reaches the minimum active value, P" = 0.5K^TH' .

Another way to recognise the effect of shearing stresses on the lateral pressures and

also to show the relation between shearing stresses, lateral stresses and vertical

stresses, is to consider full-scale measurements on a silo reported by Tschebotarioff

(1951). The measured vertical stresses transmitted to the bottom of the silo were not

geostatic ones, but were lower due to the shear stresses along the sides of the silo.

These shearing stresses depend on the corresponding horizontal normal stresses,

which, in turn, are a function of the vertical pressures. Hence, the change in lateral

pressures is due to variations in vertical pressures and not due to changes in the

coefficient of lateral earth pressure, K. This silo-analogy, between the vertical

pressures, the developed shear stresses and the lateral pressures, is important when

analysing the equilibrium of forces in the plastic zone, particularly, in the case of
limited backfills.

2.5 EFFECT OF EXTENT OF THE BACKF\LL

Commonly used classical earth pressure theories assume unlimited backfill conditions.

This is to allow for the formation of the inner plane of rupture that forms the principal

boundary of the active wedge. The equilibrium of the forces acting throughout this

wedge determine the lateral thrust on the wall. However, site and cost considerations

often lead to cases where a limited backfill zone is used. A limited backfill often
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results from excavation of the natural clay deposit and backfilling with well draining

soil to prevent the development of any hydrostatic pressure behind the wall as required

by most retaining wall design manuals, such as CP No. 2 (1951). This free draining

soil is a component of a drainage system often used in the construction of retaining

walls. Figure 2.5 shows the construction of a retaining with a limited granular backfill,
which was designed and constructed in Adelaide, South Australia.

A typical drainage system for a retaining wall is often made up of four elements. The

first element is adequate surface drainage to dispose of surface water. The second

element is a relatively impervious layer of soil on the top of the backfill to reduce the

amount of water which may permeate into the backfill. The third element consists of a
freely draining backfill, or pockets, channels or blankets of highly permeable material

to collect any water which may seep into the backfill. The final element includes the

conveying units, such as weep holes through the wall which collect water from the

collecting drains. Huntington (1957) reported some fleld situations and a number of
drainage systems which may be suitable for such cases.

In the case of limited backfill, there is a variation of soil properties which causes an

uncertainty in the determination of the LEPs. To explain this uncertainty, the

following example may be considered.

Worked Example [1]

Calculate the total lateral force on a 3 m high reinforced concrete cantilever T-wall.
The wall has a limited sand backfill and supports a natural clay deposit, with the

following properties:

Sand:

Clay:

T =I6kN/m3, 0, =300, c, =9
T=15 kN/m3, 0, =00, cz =20 kPa

Solution:

For this type of wall Rankine's conditions prevail as discussed before, hence

(a) Using sand parameters:

For Q, = 300, Ko = 0.333 (Bowles, 1988)

P' = 0.5TK.H2

P = 24 kN/m
I :
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fb) Using clay pa¡ameters:

For Q, = 00, Ko = 1.0

the lateral pressures at ground surface, eo = ThoKn -zc.tÇ = -40 kPa

thelateralpressures atthebottom, er =THK, -zcr!Ç = 5.0 kPa

by integration along the full height, the lateral thrust becomes,

P" = 0.83 kN/m¿ :

Accordingly, the limitation in the backfill causes *9658o difference in the magnitude

of the lateral thrust. In practice, engineering judgement is used to select the lateral

thrust used in the design. Most probably, the largest value will be selected regardless

of the large difference between the two values. However, a review of the literature

shows that there are a few procedures that treat the case of limited backfill. These

procedures are covered in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Huntington's Method

Huntington (1957) studied the effects of: (i) the inclination of the excavation surface;

and (ii) the natural deposit and backfill material type, on the LEPs and the formation of

the plastic zone. The results of his investigations showed that:

In natural cohesionless deposits, which result from excavation and backfrlling

with the same material compacted to the same density, the same shearing

resistance is obtained. This case should be treated as an unlimited backfill,

where the classical earth pressure theories can be applied.

2. In the case of c- Q soils, where cohesion is lost after excavation and backfllling,

but Q remains unchanged, the soil will behave as a frictional material along the

excavation surface. This assumption leads to the interface shearing resistance

always being less than that of the natural deposit, due to loss of cohesion. In

this case, two conditions were examined for different steepness of the

excavation surface:

For gentle cohesive cuts, where the inclination of the excavation

surface, cx,, is less than the inclination of the Coulomb's angle of
rupture, P=45+þ/2, as shown in Figure 2.6 (a). The classical earth

pressure theories are valid as the inner plane of rupture can form.

1

a
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In steep cohesive cuts, where the inclination of the excavation surface,
ø , is greater than the Coulomb's angle of rupture, p = 45 +þ I Z, ie, the

rupture surface is located beyond the excavation surface, as shown in
Figure 2.6(b). Since the shearing resistance along the excavation

surface is less than that along the presumed rupture surface through the

natural deposit, sliding will occur along the face of excavation, as the

wall moves under the action of the lateral pressures.

Thus, the excavation surface may be considered as the true rupture

surface. By constructing the force polygon for the forces R (total

reaction), W (weight of the active wedge) and P (lateral thrust), this

latter force can be determined. Huntington also found that the lateral

pressures in this case are not linear, but smaller in magnitude than those

determined using the classical theories. This reduction can be related to

the fact that the earth pressures result from the component of the

weight of the active zone, which is relatively small in this case.

The foregoing procedure, that proposed by Huntington, may be criticised on the

grounds that: (i) rapid excavation and backfilling has not been considered, where some

cohesion remains; and (ii) in the first and the second cases, he neglected the possibility

of reduction in friction angle, due to soil disturbance. Accordingly, it would be

diff,rcult to determine the true plane of rupture for steep cuts.

2.5.2 New Zealand, Ministry of Works Procedure

The New Zealand Ministry of Works and Development Report (1913) concluded that,

where an excavation is made to accommodate the wall, the natural deposit usually has

a different strength from that of the backfill. When calculating the inclination of the

inner plane of rupture to the horizontal, two positions can be determined: the first is

based on the backfill parameters; and the second is based on the natural deposit

parameters. Three cases were reported as follows:

a if both positions fall within the backfill zone, the critical failure plane is the hrst

one, and if both fall beyond the excavation surface, the critical failure plane is

the second one.
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a when the critical failure planes occur in both materials, the one giving the

maximum pressures should be used. In this case two ruptures will occur, one

due to instability in the backfill and the other due to rupture of the natural

deposit.

a where the first failure plane, calculated using the backfill parameters, falls

beyond the failure plane due to the natural deposit, sliding will occur along the

excavation surface, which, in turn, is considered the true plane of rupture.

This procedure was developed without clear theoretical basis. This procedure failed to

address the following: (a) the type of soil is not considered; (b) in the third case, the

shearing strength along the excavation surface has not been compared with that for the

rupture plane located in the natural deposit in order to decide which plane the sliding

would occur along; (c) when both rupture planes are located beyond the excavation

surface, the procedure provides no solution

2.5.3 Bell and Reimbert Methods

Using a completely different approach, Reimbert (1989) studied the case of a limited

backfill, with a retaining wall built in front of a heavily compacted backfill with a steep

slope. In this case the backfill has a special equilibrium state, which can be modelled

as a backing material contained between two adjacent walls. An analogy exists

between this case and lateral pressures on the side walls of a slender vertical silo.

Also, Bell (1987) suggested using this silo analogy to calculate lateral earth pressures

in the case of a limited backfill. If the area behind the wall is very narrow as shown in

Figure 2.7 , the classical wedge can not develop and consequently there is a reduction

of the lateral earth pressures when compared with the active value. This case is best

analysed using the modified equations of lateral pressures acting on a silo with vertical

walls. These modified silo equations used in this case are given by:

Tb

2 tan ô,K
D=LVZ

(1- e
2zK tan ô"

b (2.10)

(2.rr)Pn,=KPu,=,fr;,,-"
2zK t¡n ô.

b

where

P", vertical pressure

horizontal pressurePn,
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depth below ground surface

backfill width

coefficient of earth pressure (recommended at-rest values)

angle of wall friction within the silo

This method is valid only for vertical cuts and does not allow for variation in the angle

of inclination of the excavation surface. Also, shearing stresses along both side walls

in the silo formulation are essentially equal, which is not the case for a limited backfill.

This leads to a significant error in the magnitude of the lateral pressures determined

using E;q.2.12. However, this silo analogy may be suitable for the analysis of retaining

walls founded on rocks, because field conditions might be closely approximated by the

silo analogy.

2.5.4 Bang and Tucker Analysis

Bang and Tucker (1990) introduced an analytical model based on a limiting

equilibrium principle to estimate the developed active lateral thrust exerted by a
combination of an interposed cohesionless soil wedge and a natural deposit. The

geometry of the backfill soil wedge was defined by horizontal extents at the top (a) and

bottom of the retaining wall (b), as shown in Figure 2.8. The rupture surface was

assumed to be composed of two planes inclined to the horizontal at angles cr, and o, .

The orientation of the excavation surface was represented by its angle (n) to the

vertical. The total lateral thrust (P) can be determined from the static equilibrium of

elements I and2 as follows:

P = Fscosr? - F6sinn + ^F2 sinar- 4rcosoú1 (2.r2)

All symbols are def,rned in Figure 2.8

To determine the potential failure surface, ie the angles cr, and c[, , that produces the

maximum thrust on the retaining structure, P*o*, ffi iterative method is used. It was

assumed in the case of a > b that the angle c{,, has a maximum value of 90-n. This

means that, the excavation surface is considered as a failure plane for soils that possess

comparatively high values of friction angle.

Solutions for maximum thrust have been developed for soil strength parameters that

are typically used in practice. These solutions are presented for the normalised lateral

thrust versus bÆI and for different a/H values. For cohesive natural deposits, it was
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found that the lateral thrust decreases as the backfill size increases. As the cohesion of
the natural deposit increases, there exists a certain interposed backfill wedge geometry

which produces a minimum value of the active thrust. Zerc cohesion along the

excavation surface was also ¿rssumed in this procedure as in the Huntington (1951)

method.

Bang and Tucker analyses assume that the lateral thrust is due to instability in the

backfill and the natural deposit. This means that, there are two different failure

wedges. The first wedge forms in the granular backfill and is bounded by the Coulomb
classical plane of rupture that is inclined to the horizontal at an angle dt=45+ þ, I 2.

The second wedge is due to the failure of the embankment soil that is bounded by the
failure plane inclined at an angle az=45+Qrl2. Note that they only treat the case

when 0, > Q, and hence increasing the backfill size will intuitively decrease the lateral

thrust.

Stefanoff and Venkov (1972) used a similar analytical procedure for a vertical cut

where the angle of friction of the backfill is greater than that of the natural deposit.

They concluded that the lateral thrust decreases as the size of the backfill zone

mcreases.

2.5.5 Bowles's Method

For retaining walls founded on cohesive soils and having limited granular backfills,

Bowles (1988) concluded that the inner plane of rupture does not form and the backfill

soil does not reach the active state. Therefore, the Rankine or Coulomb coefficients

for lateral earth pressures can not be used and there is uncertainty in the lateral earth

pressure calculations. It was recofirmended for design purposes to use the at-rest
coeff,icient for lateral pressures ( Ko ), instead of the active value, as well as a surface

surcharge of 15-30 kPa. However, in this procedure it is unclear: (i) which soil
parameters Ko will be determined from, ie the granular backfill or the natural deposit;

or (ii) on what basis these recommendations were developed.

2.5.6 Teng's Method

One quick method treating the limited backfill condition, which relied upon

engineering judgement without any clear theoretical justification, is that proposed by

Teng (1962). In this method, if the sand blanket extends a distance <0.1H in a

horizontal direction behind the wall, then the lateral thrust is only due to the natural
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deposit, and if it extends more than 0.9H then the lateral thrust is entirely due to the

granular backfill. For intermediate values, linear interpolation is recommended.

2.6 SUMMARY

The classical earth pressure theories are not suitable for determining the LEPs for

retaining walls with limited backfills as they assume unlimited backfill conditions.

There are other limitations of these theories, such as neglecting soil-structure

interaction, construction sequence and in situ initial conditions. Accordingly,

numerical methods, such as the FEM should be used to investigate the limited backfill

condition as these can readily take into account these factors.

Two different approaches treating the limited backfill condition have been reviewed.

The results of Bang and Tucker (1990) and Stefanoff and Venkov (1972) demonstrate

that the lateral thrust decreases as the cohesionless backfill zone increases. They

assume that the lateral thrust is due to the instability in both materials, ie the granular

backfill soil and the natural clay deposit. However, these methods assume that the

strength of the backfill soil is larger than that of the natural clay deposit. Accordingly,

an increase in the size of the granular backfill results in a reduction in the lateral thrust

as the relative strength of the active wedge increases. On the other hand, the results of
Huntington (1951) and Bell (1987) demonstrate that the lateral thrust increases as the

size of the backfill increases. They consider the lateral thrust to be only due to the

instability in the granular backfill zone, assuming a stable natural deposit. These two

approaches are investigated using the finite element method in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Table 2.L Movements required to achieve active earth pressure conditions

0.005 to develop

triangular pressure

distribution.

translatesandr.494Teruaghi (1925-1940)

0.001translatesandt.494Terzaghi (1925-1940)

0.005 to develop

triangular pressure

distribution.

rotatesandt.494Terzaghi (1925-1940)

0.002rotatesandt.494Terzashi /1925-1940)

0.0011translatesand

(No compact.)

r.494Terzaghi (1934)

0.0011rotatesandr.494Terzashi0934\

0.0005rotatesand

(No compact.)

t.219Sherif et al.(l984)

0.0005rotatesand (compact.)t.219Sherif et al.(1984)

0.003-0.005rotatesilty sand10Matsumoto et al. (1978)

0,006 - 0.008rotatesilty clay10Matsumoto et al. (1978)

0.002translatesand2.0r7Carder et al. (1977)

0.0009 - 0.0024rotatesandy gravel8.656Broms and lngelson (1972)

0.0003rotatesand2.743Broms and Inselson 097I)

A/H to reach

active pressure

Mode of

Movement

Backfill soil

type

Wall height

(m)

Investigator
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Figure 2.1 Forces act on retaining walls: (a) forces act throughout the plastic

zone; and (b) force polygon.
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Figure 2.2 Influence of wall flexibility on lateral earth pressure distribution
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q=-0
9=o

9=o

9=0
9=o

F-0 (d) 9=o

(b)
(a) g=0

(c)

F-Q¿_
7

w2

-7z 9=o

(e) q=Q

Figure 2.3 Lateral movements of rigid retaining walls and distribution of the

parameter g along the depth, zz (a) active state with rotation about the top; (b)

passive state with rotation about the bottom; (c) passive state with rotation

about the top; (d) active state with rotation about the bottom; and (e) active and

passive states with rotation about the mid point ( Harr, 1977 ).
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Stress Stress

Strain
(b)

Strain

Stress Stress

(c) (d)

Figure 2.4 Typical stress-strain behaviour of soils: (a) remoulded clay or loose

sand; (b) undisturbed insensitive clay or dense sand; (c) sensitive clay; and (d)

undrained insensitive clay (Chen, 1975).
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t
I

(a) before placement of the backfill (b) during placement of the backfill

Figure 2.5 Typical construction process of a retaining wall having a limited
granular backfitt due to provision of a drainage system (courtesy oÍ M. B. Jaksa)
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Figure 2.6 Lateral thrust due to limited backfills; (a) gentle cuts; and (b)

steep cuts (Huntington, 1957).
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Rigid wall

0r r0ck

Fill material

Figure 2.7 Rigid retaining wall with a narro\il backfïll zone (Bell, 1987)
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Chapter 3

Finite Element Methodology

3.1. INTRODUCTION

It was observed in Chapter 2 that the classical earth pressure theories fail to determine the

lateral pressures in the case of retaining walls having limited backfills, and it was

concluded that the best way to determine these pressures is by using numerical modelling.

In this chapter, the technique of the finite element method (FEM) is reviewed, focusing on

its application to rigid retaining walls since the late 1960s. The basic features of the finite

element analysis of rigid retaining walls are covered including: the common constitutive

models of soil behaviour; soil-wall interface modelling; construction sequence; and

efhciency.

The numerical investigation program is also described, including wall geometries and soil

parameters used in the analyses. The finite element program AFENA, used to cary out

the analysis, is also briefly described. A full description of the interpretation of the hnite

element results is also given.
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3.2 OVERVIEW OF FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

This part of the work is concerned with the application of the f,rnite element method to the

static analysis of stresses and movements in geotechnical engineering problems, especially

the lateral pressures on rigid retaining walls. The theory of the finite element method is

not covered, nor the details of theoretical or computer aspects of the method, as it is well

described elsewhere in the literature. Instead, a description of the potential uses of the

method, and a review of different procedures used in the literature, are presented.

Although the FEM was applied to problems in aerospace and structural engineering from

the early 1950s, this was not followed up in the field of geomechanics extensively until the

late 1960s. This is due to the fact that soils and rocks, unlike other materials, are more

complex in their behaviour because they are non-homogeneous, anisotropic, and exhibit

non-linear behaviour. Apart from these problems, the extent of the boundary to be

considered for numerical modelling posed areal problem. Modelling the interface between

the soil and the structure represents a critical problem which controls the accuracy

achieved in the numerical analysis. Another problem facing researchers was the modelling

of a continuum.

The finite element method was introduced to the geotechnical engineering profession in

the late 1960s when Clough and Woodward (1967) demonstrated its usefulness for the

analysis of stresses and movements in earth dams. The most significant aspect of these

applications was the use of non-linear stress-strain characteristics in their analyses.

Geotechnical engineers had long been aware of the limited usefulness of the linear-elastic

analyses of soil and rock masses, and it was immediately apparent that the ability to

analyse non-linear behaviour gave the FEM great potential for use in geotechnical

engineering problems. The method has many great capabilities as well. These include the

fact that it can be used for problems involving non-homogeneous materials, complex

boundary conditions, sequential loading, and so on. In short, the method can be used to

overcome most of the difficulties which had made analysis of realistic conditions

previously impossible.

In the late 1960s the FEM was applied to many problems in geotechnical engineering. The

method was employed for: the analysis of stresses and deformations in slopes and

embankments (Clough and Woodward, 196l); the calculation of movements around

excavations (Duncan and Dunlop, 1968; Chang and Duncan, 1970); the analysis of
stresses and settlements due to footing loads (Girijavallabhan and Reese, 1968); and the
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analysis of earth pressures and wall movements. The main studies concerned with this

latter application are presented in the next section.

The fundamental concepts of the FEM are already well established and are adequately

covered in texts such as Rockey et al. (1983) and Zierkiewicz and Taylor (1989)

Basically, the FEM, as applied to a continuum, may be divided into two basic steps: (1)

discretization of the continuum into an assemblage of a finite number of elements

connected at their nodes, with the accl'xacy of the solution relying upon their number; (2)

stress-strain analysis of the element assemblage. This latter step essentially involves

satisfying the compatibiliry between displacements and strains, material behaviour, and the

equilibrium of this assembly, which involves partial differential equations. This requires

replacement of these partial differential equations by matrix equations which take the form

of linear algebraic equations suitable for computer programming, as follows:

tKl . {ô}={P} (3.1)

The vector {õi contains the unknown nodal displacements. The square matrix [K] is the

overall stiffness matrix of the assemblage of elements relating {ô} to the prescribed nodal

forces vector {P}.

3.3 DEVELOPMENTS OF RETAINING WALL ANALYSIS

The subject of rigid retaining walls is covered in almost every elementary text book and

manual on geotechnical engineering. It is always assumed that the behaviour of these

walls is simple and can be taken for granted. However, there are important soil-structure

interaction effects on rigid walls and a more complete understanding of these effects

provide an improved basis for design. The finite element method has provided new

insights into the behaviour of these walls and a better understanding of the complex soil-

structure interactions. Over the past 30 years the FEM has been used successfully by

resea¡chers to investigate the problem of lateral earth pressures on retaining walls. In thc

following paragraphs, the major finite element studies are described and a summary of
some of these studies is given in Table 3.1.

Girijavallabhan and Reese (1968) appear to be the first investigators to establish a realistic

relationship between a passive rotation of the wall and the lateral thrust for loose and

dense granular backfills. A perfectly smooth wall was assumed. Their predicted values

were based on the non-linear stress-strain relationships derived from conventional triaxial
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tests. The secant modulus at the specific stress was evaluated based on octahedral shea¡

stress and octahedral shear strain. Poisson's ratio was assumed constant in the analysis.

There was remarkable agreement between the predicted and observed experimental values

of the lateral thrust as shown Figure 3.1.

Morgenstern and Eisenstein (1970) used a linear-elastic soil model combined with a

smooth wall-soil interface to demonstrate the effects of foundation conditions on retaining

wall behaviour by varying the depth of the foundation layer from zero to a thickness equal

to the height of the wall, and assuming the base of the foundation to be either perfectly

rough or smooth. The first set of tests was carried out for a rigid unmoving wall and

excavation of the soil in front of the wall. This resulted in an increase in the earth pressure

near the bottom and a decrease near the top. In the second set of tests, the wall was

translated into and away from the backfill by an amount equal to 0.257o of the wall height.

They concluded that the base boundary conditions have a signif,rcant effect on the

horizontal earth pressures, with the earth pressure distribution becoming non-linear for a

rough base. This is possibly the result of the influence of restraining conditions at the base

on the behaviour of the wall and its subsequent movements. This study also demonstrated

the importance of the initial stress state.

Simpson and Wroth (1972) used the elastic-plastic model to analyse a rigid retaining wall
rotating about the top or the base into the soil. A perfectly rough wall was assumed. A
subdivision of the finite element mesh was made in the plastic regions. A comparison was

made between the predicted values and the experimental data of James and Bransby

(1970). It was found that the finite element results tended to exceed the experimental

values due to the stress concentration near the base of the wall and the assumption of a

perfectly rough wall. However, the computed and measured shear strains were similar. A
more satisfactory prediction of the lateral thrust was obtained for the wall rotating about

the bottom edge.

In all the previous studies the wall-soil interface was modelled as either perfectly rough
(zero relative slip) or perfectly smooth (zero shear). Clough and Duncan (I971) were the

Itrst to employ the Goodman et al. (1968) one dimensional interface element to model

more realistically the relative movement at the soil-wall interface. Interface tests were

carried out on soil-concrete specimens using standard direct shear apparatus and the

experimental behaviour was modelled by a non-linear hyperbolic stress dependent

relationship similar to that developed by Duncan and Chang (1970) for soils. Clough and

Duncan carried out two sets of analyses using the Duncan and Chaurg formulation to
model a medium dense granular backf,rll.
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The hrst series of analyses were for a rigid 3 m high wall on an incompressible rigid

foundation. The wall was displaced incrementally forward and away from the backfill until

the passive or active pressures were reached. Figure 3.2 shows that the maximum

displacement to wall height ratio required to achieve the active state is 0.23Vo and l.95Vo

to achieve the passive state. In the second series, the construction sequence procedure

was modelled as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Beginning from at-rest conditions in the

granular foundation, the wall and soil placement were simulated in incremental steps, as in

a realistic field situation. The finite element results showed that the horizontal earth

pressure distribution at the back of the wall was approximately triangular with some

concentration of pressure near the base. The earth pressure acting at the back of the wall

was greater than the active pressure but lower than the at-rest pressure. It was found that

the magnitude of the total force on the wall was in good agreement with the value

determined from the classical theories when the passive force was neglected. Figure 3.4

shows the inward tilt of the rigid retaining wall due to placement of the heavy backf,rll.

Kulhawy (1914) performed a preliminary design of a massive 31.8 m high gravity wall and

showed the importance of taking the wall movements into account particularly for high

gravity walls. Using the incremental construction sequence procedure, the finite element

analysis indicated that the earth pressures on the back of the wall were just slightly

reduced from the at-rest condition, as the wall movements were insufficient to develop the

full active state. Comparisons with the classical theories showed that these methods

overestimated the safety factors.

The construction sequence was examined by Christiano and Chuntranuluck (1974). The

wall was idealised by beam elements that were stiff relative to the backfill. A dry granular

backfill was represented by a non-linear shear modulus which was related to the octahedral

normal stress and the octahedral shear stress. The wall-soil interface was smooth and the

soil-base interface was rough. The wall was rotated about the base. The behaviour of the

wall using 10 increments was compared with that of the backfill soil placed in a single

construction stage. They found significant differences in the horizontal and vertical

sÍesses in the region close to the wall but these differences were negligible elsewhere.

The lateral movements were approximately 40Vo Sreater and the lateral thrust was 4Vo

larger in the case of incremental backfilling than those of a single construction stage.

A review of some of the limitations of the hyperbolic stress-strain model was presented by

Ozawa and Duncan (1916). They compared the predicted results using the hyperbolic

elastic soil model and an elastic-plastic dilatant model. There was significant difference in

the predicted values. They pointed out that the hyperbolic model gave reasonable results in
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the earlier stages of the wall movement but led to unsatisfactory predictions near failure.

An attempt to improve the model was made by the use of a combination of the hyperbolic

model and a plastic region which manifested dilation.

The potential usefulness of various soil constitutive models for application to hnite

element retaining wall analysis was comprehensively studied by Wong (1978).

Experimental studies were carried out for a model wall (passive rotation about the toe)

and comparisons made with the f,rnite element results. Three different constitutive models

were used: (i) a non-linear hyperbolic model; (ii) a Mohr-Coulomb simple plastic model;

(iii) a stress dilatancy model. The numerical results of these three models agreed

reasonably well with the measured experimental results. As these models were incapable

of simulating strain-softening behaviour, the finite element (FE) analyses tended to

overestimate the stiffness of the soil in the failure regions and underestimated the stiffness

in the remaining regions, leading to approximately correct results. Wong found that the

Mohr-coulomb model is suitable for modelling where large portions of the soil mass are in

failure.

To better model the soil behaviour during failure and post yield conditions, Richards

(1980), developed a joint element based on a non-linear hyperbolic soil model. This joint

element was automatically incorporated in the finite element mesh to replace the element

that has reached peak strength, and it was oriented in the direction of the failure plane.

This model has been used to back-analyse post-yield behaviour in the triaxial test and

direct shear tests. This model is useful in modelling retaining walls founded on soft clays

where large plastic zones are likely to develop.

Goh (1984) determined the effect of compaction of a cohesionless backfill in the case of
rigid retaining walls using the hnite element method. He used two different methods to
model the effect of compaction: (1) he assigned a large value to Ko to represent a high

density of the backfill due to the compaction process, and assumed the compaction
equipment was at a sufficient distance away from the wall; (2) he used a large value of K"

and additional horizontal forces at the corresponding nodes. He concluded that the first

method is more realistic and suitable to represent field situations. Figure 3.5 shows that

the lateral pressures are close to the at-rest values when using the first method, which is

represented by Case CS28.

Seed and Duncan (1986) investigated the compaction induced stresses on a rigid

undeflecting retaining wall with a granular backfill using the incremental finite element

methodology. Compaction loading was modelled as a transient, moving load of finite
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lateral extent, which passes one or more times over some specif,ied portion of the backfill
surface at each stage of the incremental backfilling. The finite element results were

compared with physical model measurements. There was good agreement between the

calculated lateral pressures and the measured values. They concluded that, the inclusion of
the compaction induced stresses nearly doubled the lateral thrust and tripled the

overturning moment about the base.

Recent finite element investigations by Duncan et al. (1990) is of importance as it gives

new insights into the soil-structure interaction of the Fifteen Miles Gravity Wall. The walt
is a 46 m high massive gravity retaining wall having granular backfill and founded on rock.
They reported that current design manuals require that gravity walls built on rock
foundations should be designed for at-rest conditions. They assessed the wall based on

these recommendations and the wall was found unstable, in spite of the fact that the wall
has performed well over the past 60 years. The results of their finite element analyses

illustrated that, the wall rotated about the bottom and that the lateral pressures were less

than the at-rest values. Also, the results indicated that, for this massive wall, a large
downward shear force develops at the heel which significantly improves the stability. This

shear force is neglected by the current design methods, as they assume zero relative
movements due to the large stiffness of the wall. However, the FE results demonstrated.

that a large relative movement developed along the interface due to settlement of the

backfill.

Goh (1993) studied the behaviour of a cantilever (T-shape) retaining wall by using a linear

elastic-perfect plastic soil model, an he assumed a smooth back of the wall and a rough
base. The signihcance of this study is that design distributions of the LEPs were

developed based on extensive investigations of the key design factors. In these

distributions, the lateral earth pressures exceed the Rankine active values and they were

close to the at-rest values, particularly in the lower half. This was attributed to the

restraint at the bottom of the wall.

Based on the investigations presented in the current section, it can be concluded that, the

FEM has been successfully used over the last 30 years to investigate the behaviour of
retaining walls. However, none of these numerical investigations has adequately studied

the signif,rcance of a limited backf,rll. In the current research detailed investigations are

carried out to examine the effect of backfill geometry and size on the lateral earth

pressures. In the remaining part of this chapter the procedure used in the current
investigation is described, while the results of these investigations ¿ìre given in Chapters 4

and 5.
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3.4 BASIC FEATURES OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

3.4.1 Constitutive Models of Soil Behaviour

Although a large number of constitutive equations for soil have been established, it has

been essential to use numerical methods for implementation of these models. The stress-

strain constitutive equations which have been proposed over the last 4 decades or so for
granular and clay soils, such as Schofield and Wroth (1968), have the merit that they

adequately represent the main features of the observed behaviour of soil. But their

complexity is such that exact analytical solutions are unlikely to be derived. Numerical

solutions, such as the finite element method, have become possible with the increased

availability of powerful digital computers. The FEM develops an approximate solution to

the mathematical formulation of soil behaviour.

In the studies that have been described in the preceding section the soil behaviour was

modelled by using one of the following: (l) linear-elastic model, such as Morgenstern and

Eisenstein (1970); (2) non-linear (hyperbolic) elastic model, such as Clough and Duncan

(I9ll); (3) linear elastic-perfect plastic model, such as Goh (1993); and (4) Cam-clay

model, or elastic-plastic strain hardening model, such as Simpson and Wroth (1912).

One of these four models should be used to perform the FE analyses in the current

research. Yd]tgplA (1978)_reported that the linear-el stic model is unsuitable for

modelling the non-linear behaviour of soil, particularly the plastic response in the active

zone behind retaining wal-ls,, Limited studies by Wong (1978) have shown that the

hyperbolic model is unsuitable for modelling systems undergoing continuous failure, as the
r-. 1'

, 
stresses tend to fluctuate above and below the failure surface causing elements to behave

'. 

erratically. r

, _Cam-clay,_or the elastic-plastic strain hardening model, is a very comprehensive model that

is used where soil parameters can be accurately determined from a detailed soil

investigation. Horvever, these parameters are not readily available. Accordingly, thc

linear elastic-perfect plastic model, with associated flow rule condition, was adopted in the

current research, as it better represents the soil behaviour close to failure which occurs in

the vicinity of a retaining wall due to placement of the backfill. fhis model is a simplified

formulation that accounts for volume change and plastic deformations. Although the

associated flow rule was used in the current research, it is accepted that the volume

change will be slightly over predicted, as reported by Chen (1975).
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Linear Elastic-Perfect Plastic Soil Model

In this model, typical nonlinea¡ stress-strain curves, that are shown in Figure 2.4, canbe

approximated to some degree by a linear elastic-perfect plastic model. The complete

description of this model entails appropriate elastic constants, yield function, and flow
rule. There exists a number of failure criteria that reflect the fundamental feature of soil

behaviour, that is soil failure. The Coulomb criterion is the best known of these criteria.

Drucker et al. (L952) discussed an extension of the well-known Von Mises failure
criterion that is recoÍrmended for the FEM due to its simplicity. Consequently, Drucker

(1953) presented the so called extended Tresca yield condition. However, for plane stress

andlor plane strain conditions, both the extended Tresca and the extended Von Mises yield

the same result as the Coulomb failure criterion. For example, for two dimensional, plane-

strain problems, the Coulomb failure criterion can be written as:

f = o', (1- sinQ )- o'¡(1 +sinQ' ) -2ccosQ' : 0 (3.2)

yield function
major principle effective normal stress

minor principle effective normal stress

cohesion

effective angle of shearing resistance

In the elastic analysis, the elastic strains depend upon the stress increments, while the

plastic strains depend on the magnitude of stresses. When analysing the plastic state, it is
necessary to consider the rate of strain not the total strain. The concept of flow rule is to

relate the strain rate to the stress state at yield (Chen,I975).

In other words, the definition of the flow rule is that the plastic strain rate is related to the

effective stress state at yield, and the strain tensor at yield is normal to the yield surface.

The mathematical formulation of the flow rule is represented by the following equation:

where

f
o'

o'

c

o'

(3.3)

where
f_l-

¡.=
yield function

scala¡
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plastic strain rate

stress level

There are a number of dehnitions encountered with respect to the flow rule concept or

normality principle. For example, the associated flow rule material expresses the condition

that the material deforms with the angle of dilation, g, equal to the angle of shearing

resistance, Q, whereas if <p+ Q the material is said to obey a non-associated flow rule. The

plastic behaviour of soils could be modelled by either an associated flow rule or a non-

associated flow rule.

Limited finite element investigations carried out on retaining walls by Potts and Burland

(1983) indicated no significant difference between associated flow rule material and non-

associated flow rule material. Also, Goh (1984) concluded that there was a lJ%o the

difference in magnitude of the lateral thrust between associated and non-associated flow

conditions. Preliminary analyses, which were carried out as part of this research, showed

minimal difference between both conditions. Therefore, the associated flow rule was

assumed in all the analyses conducted in this project.

The plastic behaviour is a load path dependent, therefore, this requires a step-by-step

calculation. This incremental procedure involves the calculation of the rate of strain, e,

and the rate of stress, o, as well as the elastic-plastic constitutive matrix, [D]. The

relation between these variables can be expressed in matrix form as:

{o} - tDl {e} (3.4)

The mathematical formulation of the constitutive matrix is given in several finite element

programming text books, such as Hinton and Owen (1911) and Smith (1982). Once this

matrix has been determined the principle of virtual work is applied to the assembly of

elements and the overall stiffness matrix is determined. The nodal displacement and nodal

forces are then computed by solving the developed linear algebraic equations similar to

Eq.3.1.

3.4.2 Interface Modelling

The use of FEM for anaiysing soil-structure interaction problems was limited to some

extent, until difficulties in representing the interface between the structure and the soil

were overcome. Most analyses undertaken before the development of interface joint
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elements were performed using one of two limiting assumptions concerning the

characteristics of soil-structure interface: (1) the interface was assumed to be perfectly
rough with no possibility for relative movements between the structure and the soil; or (2)

the interface was assumed to be perfectly smooth with no shear stress transfer between the

structure and the soil.

Furthermore, in geomechanics, it is often necessary to model the continuum that may

include shear failure planes, where a slip would occur. For this pu{pose, several types of
joint elements have been developed that can represent the interface behaviour, such as

Goodman et al. (1968). A joint element with four relative displacements was developed,

and the adjacent elements were allowed to penetrate into each other.

In the present research, a six-noded, zero-thickness, one dimensional interface joint
element based on Goodman et al. (1968) was used to model the soil-structure interface

along the base and the back of the retaining wall. In evaluating the stiffness of this element

it was assumed that both normal and shear displacements vary linearly along the length of
the element, which is compatible with the external boundary displacements of the two
dimensional elements of the soil and wall. The linear equations expressing this element

are:

o =K Ânnn (3.5)

1- K*As (3.6)

where

on=
kn=

An=
L_

Ku=
As=

Zero-thickness interface elements have been successfully used over the last 30 years in
finite element analysis to model soil-structure interaction. Recently, Kaliakin and U
(1995) have argued that zero-thickness interface elements suffer from: (l) stress

oscillations attributed to inappropriate quadrature schemes; (2) lack of accuracy due to
excessively large normal stiffness parameters; (3) inaccurate interface stress predictions

due to insufhcient mesh f,rneness. In spite of this argument against the use of zero-
thickness interface element, it has been adopted in this work with due care. The hnite

normal stress within the element

normal stiffness

average normal displacement across the element

shear stress within the elemcnt
tangent stiffness for a particular increment

average relative shear displacement across the element
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element program AFENA (Carter and Balaam, 1994) automatically incorporates the zero-

thickness elements along the selected interface surface, and this was found to be much

more efficient than manually inserting non- zero-thickness elements.

Extensive modified simple shear tests by Goh (1984) of soil-structure interaction

behaviour showed that the sand-wall interface behaviour was a tri-linear response, but the

clay-wall interface is a hyperbolic response. However, the interface laboratory shear tests

on granular soils by Acar et al. (1982), indicated that the sand-wall interface had a

hyperbolic response. This hyperbolic response was employed in a number of finite element

analyses of retaining walls, eg. Clough and Duncan (191I).

In the current research, a compatible linear elastic-perfect plastic interface model with the

other soil and wall model has been adopted to model the interface behaviour along the

back and base of the wall.

3.4.3 Modelling of Construction Sequence

Conventional design methods assume that the construction of the wall and placement of

the backfill is a single stage process with gravity applied to the whole system at the end of

construction. Clough and 'Woodward (1967) showed that neglecting incremental stage

construction in an embankment led to significant differences from the observed vertical

displacements. Goh (1984) reported that there were large differences in the results

between the "gravity turn-on" procedure and multi-layered (stage-by-stage) analysis.

The stage-by-stage placement of the wall and backfill, developed by Clough (1969), is the

most commonly used method for modelling the construction sequence. In this model, as

each new layer of backfill is placed, it is assumed to behave as a dense liquid, and the

interface elements between the newly placed backfill and the wall are assumed to be

frictionless. The main advantage of modelling the construction sequence by the stage-by-

stage construction procedure is that it accurately represents the mode of displacement at

each stage of construction.

In any analysis, the actual construction sequence should be followed as closely as possible

in order to achieve accurate results. This is often impractical from computer storage and

solution time considerations, particularly where large earthworks are involved, since this

would require many layers of backfill. About 10 layers have typically been used in the

analysis of major dams, eg. Clough and Woodward (1967), and retaining walls, eg. Goh

(ree3).
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In the present research, the stage-by-stage placement of the wall and backfill was modelled

using the technique developed by Clough (1969). It should be noted that, the bacKill was

loosely placed as no compaction is allowed in the drainage zone as required by retaining

walls design codes, such as CP No. 2 (1951). This is to facilitate the drainage of the water

which penetrates and accumulated behind the wall. However, it is accepted that

compaction of regions beyond the drainage zone will improve the strength characteristics

of the backfill.

The cohesionless backfill was assumed to be loosely placed, and the backfilling and casting

of the wall were simultaneously carried out in 10 lifts. The newly placed elements were
assigned the following properties: (i) K" conditions for lateral pressures; (ii) their strains

were set to zero; (iü) same strength and stiffness as existing layers; (iv) initial vertical

stresses were set equal to the overburden pressures at the centroid of the layer. In
addition, an interface element was placed between the newly backfilled layer and the new

concrete portion. Note that if the consolidation settlements had been considered in the

analysis this would more accurately represent the in situ displacements and hence the

stresses. Due to time constraint, the consolidation of the foundation subsoil was not

considered, and gravity was directþ switched on for the newly placed layer of backfill.

Figure 3.6 shows the construction sequence of a T-wall with a non-homogeneous backfill.

It can be seen that, the wall rotated about the toe due to construction of the backfill, and

the movements increased as a new layer was added.

As part of the cunent research a preliminary set of analyses was performed to examine

two different construction sequences. In the fîrst one, the wall was assumed in place with
no effect on the soil. The stresses were then set to the at-rest values, followed by the

placement of the backfill. In the second method, simultaneous construction was allowed,

in which both the wall and the backfill were incrementally constructed. The results

showed that there were considerable differences, but less than I mm, in lateral deflections

of the wall. Also, there were small differences (less than 27o) in the lateral thrust acting at

the back of the wall.

Figure 3.7 shows one of the analyses of a cantilever T-wall with a limited backfill

performed using the hrst method, where the wall deflections appear to be similar to a

cantilever beam f,rxed at the base level with its maximum deformations at the top. This is

because, âs a new backfill layer was placed, the wall deflected as a rigid body. In the

second method, the deflections were different, with the maximum deflection close to a

distance of FV3 from the ground surface. This results from a subsequent construction
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segment of the wall is jointed to a deflected portion of the wall from preceding

construction. The second method of simultaneous construction, however, has been used

in this research as it is more realistic and accounts for the effects of the weight of the wall.

Typical deflections of the wall associated with different backfill geometries are presented

in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.4.4 Isoparametric Elements

Extensive investigations by Goh (1984) indicated that, for gravity walls, four-noded

isoparametric elements, with 2x2 integration points, were sufficient to model the wall and

the soil system.¡ Also, he concluded that, for cantilever walls, 8-noded isoparametric

elements were employed, as these were found to be more effective in modelling the

bending effects of the wall stem. Other elements were used, such as the triangular

elements by Christiano and Chuntranuluck (1974) However, the quadrilatçral cle{ngltl

(are geometric{y suitable in the case of excavating and backfilling horizontal soil layers.

.ln 1Þ_p_resent rgse_arch, 8-noded isoparametric quadrilateral elements with 3x3

,integration points were used for modelling rigid retaining walls.,

Two techniques can be used to model the concrete section of cantilever T-walls, these

being: (1) one dimensional fledble beam elements which approximate the flexural effects

of cantilever walls; and (2) using two dimensional plane strain elements with adjacent

interface elements. In this research, the second technique was used to better model the

boundary conditions and to account for vcrtical and horizontal wall movcmcnts.

3.4.5 Time Limitations and Effïciency

Time, or computational effoft, is an important factor which needs consideration in any

finite element analysis. Increasing the number of elements, nodes, and the number of lifts

gives greater accuracy, but also increases the computational time and hence the cost.

Therefore, in any analysis, there needs to be a balance between accuracy and

computational time. This balance was the governing factor in the selection of various

mesh sizes, number of nodes and elements, and the number of backhlling lifts.

The effect of the number of construction lifts and the number of gravity application

increments on the lateral pressures were examined during the preliminary stage. Three

cases were considered for constructing the wall and backfilling: (1) using 5 lifts; (2) using

10 lifts; and (3) using l0 lifts and 5 increments for switching on the gravity. It was found

that, using l0 lifts requires a reasonable computational time and leads to satisfactory
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results. The validation of the results is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, where the results of
unlimited backfill analyses are compared with those of recent FE studies, as well as against

the classical theories.

The central processing unit of the server, HYDRA, of the Department of Civil and

Environmental Engineering at the University of Adelaide, was used to carry out the

numerical investigations. A typical run using a486IBM PC terminal, with 8 MB extended

memory, requires I20 to 150 minutes depending on the network load.

3.5 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OF NUMERICAL
INVESTIGATIONS

The main aim of these numerical investigations is to demonstrate the significance of
backfill size and geometry in the analysis of retaining walls. The previous work by Goh

(1993) and Clough and Duncan (I97I) represents the basis of the present investigation.

3.5.L Wall Type and Backfill Geometry

(a) Type of retaining wall

The response of three types of rigid retaining walls was investigated to determine the

effect of a limited backfill on the distribution of the LEPs. These three types represent the

most cornmon geometries encountered in residential and highway construction. These

types are the cantilever T-wall, the cantilever L-wall (with its base projected in the front of
the wall) and the gravity wall with constant width and vertical back. Figure 3.8 shows the

geometries of the three walls, and Table 3.2 gives the adopted dimensions of these walls.

Cantilever T-walls are the most common type used in practice, because the concrete base

provides a signif,rcant stability against sliding in addition to its good performance on soft

clays. Accordingly, cantilever T-walls form the major component of the present research.

In the geotechnical design of T-walls, the lateral earth pressures acting along the virtual

back of the wall are used in the calculations of safety factors against sliding and

overturning. In the structural design of cantilever T-walls, the lateral earth pressures along

the back of the wall are used as the working pressures. The classical earth pressure

theories do not provide any information about these pressures, which are usually estimated

by multiplying the limiting active pressures at the wall heel by a load factor. In this
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research, both the lateral pressures acting along the back of the wall and at the virtual back

of the wall are investigated.

(b) Wall Dimensions

The task of selecting wall dimensions for the present research involves some difficulties.

Measurements of earth pressures on rigid retaining walls in service have been reported in

many field studies, such as Rehnman and Broms (1912) and Broms and Ingelson (1912).

These studies observed that the measured earth pressures were higher than the active

values. Also, the numerical investigations by Goh (1993) drew the same conclusions.

This is to be expected because the margins of safety used against sliding and overturning

are such that the wall is not allowed to move far enough to develop active earth pressures.

In the present research, the wall dimensions have been selected to ensure sufficient

movements and to provide appropriate stability, particularly for walls founded on soft clay.

(c) BackfÏll Geometry

The backfrll geometry and size is chiefly determined from the required drainage system.

Huntington (1957) gave a wide range of drainage systems showing their requirements and

applicable field situations where each system may be used. Three different homogeneous

backfill geometries were investigated in this present research: triangular, rectangular and

trapezoidal, as they form the possible geometry of any drainage system. Also, the case of

non-homogcneous backfill is examined. Figure 3.8 shows the selected retaining walls and

backfill geometries. The triangular and rectangular shapes are found when the required

drainage zone is narrow and/or the granular material is not readily available.

On the other hand, when there is no limitation on the width of excavation nor availability

of backfill material, the trapezoidal backfill is used, where a relatively wide excavation is

made to allow for construction of the base of the wall. Also, when there is no limitation

on the width of excavation, but the backfill material is not readily available a non-

homogeneous backfill may be used. A non-homogeneous backfill identifies the case where

a simultaneous construction is carried out using both the granular material and a part of

the excavated clay as a backfill.

Bowles (1988) reported that there are situations associated with the construction of T-

walls, where the zone of the granular backfill used for drainage is very narrow, as shown

in Figure 3.9 (a). This situation may be found in a naturally stratified deposit. On the

other hand, this condition may arise when the backfill soil is not readily available and/or
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there is a limitation on the width of excavation behind the wall. It is accepted that this

situation is rare, as it requires very stiff deposit, but preliminary analyses showed that it
represents an upper bound for the lateral pressures, hence it was examined.

This latter situation is idealised in the present analyses by a homogeneous triangular or

rectangular backfill. The construction of such walls may be carried out in two steps as

follows (i) excavating a narrow zone along the stem height, then widening the width of
excavation close to the base of the wall to allow its casting; and (ii) constructing a granular

blanket between the clay deposit and the back of the wall. This possible construction

method is shown in Figure 3.9 (b).

The size of a triangular backfill is determined by the normalised distance, al}J, as shown in

Figure 3.8 (a). For the three wall types, the variable, a, represents the horizontal distance

from the back of the wall to the point where the excavation surface cuts the ground

surface, and H represents the wall height. It was discussed in Chapter 2 that Huntington

(1951) concluded that the backfi.ll size has no effect on the lateral thrust when

alH>cotp, where p is the Coulomb's angle of rupture. However, preliminary

investigations carried out by the author indicated that there were signif,rcant variations in
the lateral earth pressures even when a I H > cot p . Therefore, the backfill size ratio (a,/H)

was investigated for a relatively wide range, alIJ=O.2 to 2.0.

The case of a rectangular backfill was only investigated for T-walls. The excavation

surface was assumed vertical and the backfill size was determined by the ratio (b/H) which

was varied between 0.06 and 0.53, with increments b/H=0.07. These small increments

were considered essential in the case of a rectangular backfill, as large variations in the

lateral thrust were obtained for a small change in the ratio (b/H).

The size of a trapezoidal backfill was represented by the normalised distance (cÆI). For T-

walls, the distance, c, was measured from the vertical section through the heel to the point

where the excavation surface cuts the ground surface. 'While, for L-walls and gravity

walls, the distance, c, was measured from the back of the wall to the point where the

excavation surface cuts the ground surface. The value of cÆI was varied between 0.2 to

2.0. This case is more cornmon, however, it is not as critical as the triangular backfill.
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(d) Embankment Height

The cohesive natural deposit is made of the embankment soil above the wall base level and

the subsoil beneath the foundation level. The embankment was modelled as a self

supporting with an adequate safety factor. The mædmum height of the self supported

embankment, used in this research, was Hl= 4.1m, and Eq. 2.'l was used to determine the

associated safety factor against collapse. Table 3.3 gives these safety factors (SF) for each

clay type, which demonstrates that, prior to any placement of the granular backfill, the soft

clay embankment has at least a safety factor of 1.5 against collapse. Note that the soil in

the front of the wall, with height h, , was neglected in the analyses.

3.5.2 Model Parameters

Duncan et al. (1990) reported a survey of railroad engineers to gather information about

retaining walls and abutments that had performed in an unsatisfactory manner. The results

of this survey showed that all of the walls that showed progressive movements were

backfilled with clay or were founded on clay. They also recommended that more attention

should be paid to the evaluation of foundation conditions beneath walls which are founded

on clay subsoils. Also, a survey carried out by the author indicated that there is

uncertainty in lateral earth pressure computations associated with retaining walls founded

on clayey soils. Therefore, this resea¡ch project focuses on those walls founded on clayey

deposits.

There are numerous practical problems in which the soil within the backfill behind a

retaining wall is stressed quickly compared to the consolidation time of the soil. These

occur particularly when the backfill is constructed on clays. Lambe and Whitman (1969)

concluded that, for such problems, it is appropriate to use undrained strength analyses to

determine the lateral thrust acting upon the back of retaining walls. In the present

research, the backfill was assumed to be constructed quickly and the consolidation of the

natural clay deposit was neglected. On the other hand, it is accepted that the consolidation

will influence the behaviour of the backf,rll in the long term. The clay deposit was assumed

to be saturated, although the ground water table was assumed to be at a distance greater

than H below the foundation level. This condition is common in Adelaide, where soil

suction is very high.
t
I
I
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Since rapid construction was assumed, total stress ( 0 = 0 ) analyses were used for

modelling the construction on clays. Also, for simplicity, the stiffness and strength

parameters of the soil were assumed constant with depth, even though in many situations

the strength and stiffness do vary with depth. In the following, the basis for the choice of
these parameters is described.

(a) Shear Strength Parameters

The key factor of any finite element analysis is the choice of model parameters, since the

applicability of the results relies upon how well these properties represent the field

conditions. The angle of shearing resistance of the granular backfill was assigned a value

of 300. Four categories of clay were adopted, these being, soft, medium, stiff and very
stiff (hard) clays. The undrained shear strength of the clay deposit, cu , was assigned

values of 25 kPa, 60 kPa, 100 kPa, and 150 kPa, for soft , medium, stiff and very stiff

clays, respectively. The wall was modelled to behave linearly elastic by assigning relatively

high values for strength parameters compared with the stresses within the elements. A
summary of these parameters is given in Table 3.3.

In modelling the natural clay deposit, tension cracks were neglected and any other

discontinuities likeþ to occur in situ. In other words, the clay was modelled as a

homogeneous mass with constant soil properties.

(b) Stiffness Parameters

Although the use of the shear modulus, G, and the bulk modulus, K, offers the advantage

of improved representation of the bulk compressibility especially after failure, the Young's

modulus, E, and the Poisson ratio, v, were used in this work to represent soil behaviour

due to the availability of reasonable correlations for these parameters.

(i) Young's Modulus

Estimation of a single value for Young's modulus to represent the stress-strain behaviour

of clayey soils within a certain range of strain level is extremely difhcult. Islam (1994),

after extensive undrained riaxial tests on remoulded Keswick Clay, developed useful

relationships where the value of (E" /c") was found between 160-300 for different

overconsoildation ratios between I to 13. Þowles (1988) suggested using values of the

normalised Young's modulus (E" / c" ) between 200-500 for finite element analyses.

.t
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Figure 3.10 shows the variation of secant modulus normalised with respect to the

undrained shear strength (E,/c") with increasing shear strain, developed by Simpson et

al. (1979) from back analyses of f,reld measurements and laboratory testing using FE

linear-elastic model for London Clay. Preliminary finite element analyses by the author

showed large differences in strain level between the chosen four clay types. Therefore, a

single value of Eu I cu, based on Simpson et al. (1919) was used for each type of clay

according to the average mobilised shear strains within the elements. Table 3.3 gives the

adopted values of E" / cu for the four clay types.

(ii) Poisson's Ratio

A number of studies have been conducted to determine appropriate values of Poisson's

ratio for use in finite element analyses. For analysis of undrained conditions in saturated

clays, the value of v = 0.5 is consistent with the numerical stability of computer solutions

(Desai, 1972). Bowles (1988) recommended using v between 0.4 to 0.5 for undrained

analysis and saturated clays. In this research, values of v of 0.49, 0.47 ,0.45 and 0.40 for

soft, medium, stiff, and very stiff clays, respectively, were adopted. Desai (1972) reported

that, for drained conditions, or undrained conditions in partially saturated soils, the value

of v can be determined from the relationship

(3.1)

where Ko is the coefficient of earth pressure at-rest.

In the present research, the above relationship was used only to determine the value of v

for the granular backfill, which is given in Table 3.3.

(c) Coefficient of Earth Pressure at-rest

The initial stresses in the ground are required to define the initial conditions for any

incremental analysis. In this work, the ground surface was modelled as a horizontal

surface, and the soil-wall interface as vertical, hence, the at-rest condition should prevail.

The vertical initial stress within an element was taken as the geostatic stress at the centroid
of this element. The horizontal initial stress was taken as Ko times the overburden

pressure. The value of Ko is frequently estimated using empirical relationships, such as

Bishop (1958) for granular soils and Booker and Ireland (1965) for clays. Also, Jha

(1994) presented a suÍrmary for some of these empirical correlations that have been used

t
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in geotechnical design to estimate the value of K0. In this research, the value of Ko was

determined based on the Jaky (1948) formulation which was presented in Eq.2.I.

(d) Interface Parameters

A smooth-wall condition was used to carry out the analyses, as it represents the critical

case where the lateral earth pressures are large. In order to model a smooth concrete

surface the interface elements adjacent to the back of the wall were assigned a relatively

small shear stiffness of K, =0.001MPa./m, and ôlq= 9.76. The interface elements

adjacent to the base were assigned relatively high values, K. = 490 MPa/m and

cu / c = 0.95. A high arbitrary value was assigned to the interface normal stiffness ( K" ) to

prevent overlap of adjacent two dimensional solid elements. Table 3.4 shows the interface

parameters used in this research, which are similar to those used by Clough and Duncan

(te7 r).

The developed shear stresses were relatively small compared to the horizontal stresses

because of the low value of the interface shear stiffness that was selected to represent a

smooth interface. Therefore, only the horizontal pressures were considered as the lateral

earth pressures throughout the analyses.

3.5.3 Finite Element Mesh

Although the model chosen might not be applicable to every retaining wall, the model

dimensions have been chosen in such a way that they are representative of many situations

likely to be encountered in the field. Boundary conditions have a signif,rcant effect in finite

element analyses. In the study conducted by Morgenstern and Eisenstein (1970), they

found that the boundary condition has a significant effect on the horizontal earth pressures.

Therefore, roller constraints have been assumed at horizontal distances of 8H behind the

wall, 2H in front of the wall, and 2H beneath the wall; where H is the height of the wall.

Four different hnite element meshes were used to carry out the analyses. Figure 3.ll
shows the FE mesh used to analyse cantilever T-walls with limited triangular backfills.

This mesh consists of 466 8-noded isoparametric elements having 9 integration points with

1438 nodes. Figure 3.12 illustrates the FE mesh used for the analysis of T-walls with

trapezoidal and rectangular backfills. This mesh consists of 587 8-noded isoparametric

elements with 1814 nodes, with almost half of the elements concentrated in the zones of
high stress gradients at the back of the wall and beneath the base of the wall. Figure 3. 13

shows the FE mesh used tbr the analysis of gravity walls with 485 8-noded isoparametric
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elements and having 1461 nodes. Figure 3.14 shows the FE mesh used for the analysis of
L-walls consisting of 461 8-noded isoparametric elements with 1448 nodes. The soil in
the front of the wall that provides passive resistance was neglected in the analyses.

3.5.4 Computer Program

The finite element program AFENA (Algorithm for Finite Element Numerical Analyses)

has been used to carry out the investigations. Over the past 15 years AFENA has been

used successfully in Australia as a research tool. AFENA was first developed by Carter

and Balaam n 1979 at the University of Sydney, based on Fortran 77. The program is

made up of three parts: (i) the main module, AFENA, that does the arithmetical

computations; (ii) the program GENTOP, which is an automatic 2-D mesh generator; (üi)

FIELPA, the graphic post-processor. Using macro-programming makes AFENA a

versatile algorithm program capable of solving a variety of problems in geotechnical

engineering. In the present research, a 2-D plane strain finite element model has been

analysed using the latest version AFENA v4.6. AFENA is described in detail by Carter

and Balaam (1994).

AFENA is an MS-DOS Extended Memory Program (EMP) that utilises a large memory

space while running in DOS Shell. It was found that, a model of about 500 8-noded

elements as shown in Figure 3.12, rcquires at least 8 MB RAM, with 7 MB available

memory. The solution time was found to be very sensitive to the available memory,

particularly for out-of-core solutions. In these solutions, AFENA requires a comparatively

large disk space as the number of elements increases. AFENA was found suitable for

modelling a variety of construction sequences including excavation, backfilling and gravity

turning-on.

3.6 INTERPRETATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT
RESULTS

The key results to be determined from the numerical investigation ale the magnitudes of
the lateral earth pressures and the location of the lateral thrust. Accordingly, a detailed

study of the stress-strain output of AFENA, to determine the distribution of the lateral

earth pressures, has been carried out.
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3.6.1 Lateral Earth Pressures

The backfill height was divided into l0 equal layers, each of height h, . The horizontal

normal stress (o,), from the AFENA output, at the centroid of the element, was

considered to represent the lateral earth pressure at the corresponding height. In the

incremental analysis, the lateral pressures were determined from the accumulated

horizontal stresses of the backfill elements adjacent to the back of the wall. 'While, at the

virtual back of the T-wall, the elements behind the section through the heel were used. The

developed shear stresses were comparatively small, and have therefore been neglected in

the computation of the lateral earth pressures.

Although AFENA gives solutions at 3 Gauss points along the side of the element adjacent

to the wall, only one value was used to represent the average lateral earth pressure of an

element. The developed average lateral earth pressure at a depth z from the ground

surface was determined at the Gauss point located at the mid-height of the element. This

value was compared with the magnitude of the classical Rankine active pressure, Po, and

with the at-rest lateral earth pressure, p0, according to:

p (3.8)

p (3.e)

where K* and K0 are the Rankine and at-rest coefficients of earth pressures,

respectively. Although both the L-wall and the gravity wall satisfy Coulomb conditions,

Rankine values were used to compare the results with those from the finite element

analyses. This is because the three types of retaining walls were modelled using smooth

back of the wall, and also for comparison reasons.

3.6.2 Lateral Thrust

The lateral thrust is the summation of the lateral pressure distribution along the back of the

wall. In the f,rnite element analyses, the lateral thrust was determined as the summation of

the average horizontal stresses of the chosen 10 backfill layers (o, ) as follows:

I

0

TZK.

TzKn

t0

P - )o,h,
i= I
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The lateral thrust was compared with the Rankine active thrust ( P, ) as given in Eq. 2.2.

For the granular backfill properties given in Table 3.3, the Rankine lateral thrust, due to a
height HI=4.1 m, is 44.2 kN/m and acts at the classical height (HIl3) from the base of the

embankment. In the following chapters, the lateral thrust was determined and normalised
with respect to P^, and its location was determined and normalised with respect to Hl.

3.6.3 Location of the Lateral Thrust

In this research, the line of action of the lateral thrust is measured from the base (toe) of

the embankment. This was found to be appropriate, as the lateral earth pressures

developed only along the embankment height (H1). The location of the lateral thrust (due

to 10 backfill layers) was determined from the backfill elements adjacent to the wall as

follows:

10

)o,h,v,
Y i=l

l0

Io,h,
(3.11)

i=1

where

Y=
oi=
!¡=
n=
hí=

distance from the base of the embankment to line of action of lateral thrust

normal horizontal stress

distance from the base of the embankment to the point of application of o,

number of layers

thickness oflayer

3.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, some of the previous f,rnite element studies for retaining walls have been

reviewed, focussing on their major assumptions, procedures and conclusions. The

procedures used in a number of these studies were the basis for the present research. In

addition, this chapter has described the finite element methodology that was used to carry

out the numerical investigation. A linear elastic-plastic model and soil-structure interface

model, together with incremental construction sequence have been described. The three

types of retaining walls that are dealt with have been presented and the different

geometries of the backfill have also been described. Furthermore, the basis on which

model parameters were selected and the interpretation of the results of the FE analyses

have also been presented. The results of these hnite element analyses are presented in

Chapters 4 and 5.
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Table 3.1 Summary of previous finite element analyses of retaining walls

actlve

translation

isoparametric

quadrilateral

interface

elements

elastic plasticgranularGoh (1993)

active and

passlve trans.

isoparametric

quadrilateral

interface

elements

elastic plasticgranular and

clay

Goh (1984)

active and

passive trans

isoparametric

quadrilateral

interface

elements

4 different

soil models

granularV/ong (1978)

incremental

construction

triangle soil

& stiff beam

wall element

smooth wall

rough base

interfaces

non-linear

hyperbolic

loose & dense

granular

Christiano &

Chuntranuluck (I974)

incremental

construction

quadrilateralinterface

elements

non-linear

hyperbolic

stiff and soft

clay

Kulhway (1974)

active rotationtriangleinterface

elements

non-linear

hyperbolic

medium

dense

granular

Clough &

Duncan (1971)

passrve

translation

trianglerough wallelastic-plasticdense

granular

Simpson &

Wroth (1972)

active and

passive trans

trianglesmooth wall

smooth base

linear elasticMorgenstern &

Eisenstein (1970)

passive

translation

quadrilateralsmooth wallnon-linear

elastic

dense and

loose granular

Girijavallabhan &

Reese (1968)

Type of Wall

Movement

Element

Type

BoundariesSoil

Constitutive

Low

Soil

Description

Investigator
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Table 3.2 Dimensions of walls used ¡n analyses

Table 3.3 Parameters of soil and concrete used in the analyses

Table 3.4 Interface parameters adopted in the analyses

4.14.tH1Wall stem heisht (m)

4.54.54.5HWall heieht (m)

0.40.4hV/all-heel thickness (m)

0.40.4s
'Wall-stem thickness (m)

0.4tWall-toe width (m)

t.64.03.4BWall-base width (m)

Gravity
wall

L-wallT-wallSymbolProperty

0.202s, 0000.22240l.E+9Concrete

0.35400.s076300Granular backfill

3300.40501.0200150I .-tVery stiff clay

2500.45251.01801005.4Stiff clay

1650.47101.0770603.4Medium clay

800.4921.0t60251.5Soft clay

Eu/c,v,Eu

lMPa)

KoT

(kN/m3)

0

ldes.)

cu

lkPa)

SF'Material

0r42.51x 10e490Base-very stiff clay interface

0951x l0e490Base-stiff clay interface

0571x 10e490Base-medium clay interface

023.751x10e490Base-soft clay interface

22.801x lOe0.001Wall- granular soil interface

ô

(dee.)

ca

(kPa)

Kn

(MPa/m)

K,

(MPa/m)
Interface Properties
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Figure 3.1 Passive earth pressure tests (Girijavallabhan and Reese, 196S).
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Figure 3.2 Variation of horizontal earth pressure with wall movement from finite
element analyses (Clough and Duncan, l97l).
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Figure 3.6 Construction of the wall and the non-homogeneous backfill on 10 lifts.
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Figure 3.7 Wall movements when the wall was assumed in place before placement of
the backfill: (a) wall and soil movements; and (b) accumulated displacement vectors.
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Figure 3.1L The finite element mesh used for cantilever T-walls with

triangular backfills.
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Figure 3.14 The finite element mesh used for cantilever L-walls with triangular
backfills.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Cantilever T-V/alls

rt

¡

4.I INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the finite element (FE) analysis of cantilever T-walls supporting

cohesive soils and having limited granular backfills. First, the unlimited backfill case is

examined and the results are compared with another finite element study that was

reviewed in Chapter 3. AIso, a parametric study was performed to determine the key

factors affecting the LEPs and to quantiS their effects. Two different sets of analyses

were carried out: limited homogeneous backfills, which are described in Sections 4.4

to 4.6; and limited non-homogeneous backfills that are described in Section 4.7.

In the f,irst set, limited homogeneous backfill analyses have been carried out for three

commonly used limited backfill geometries, namely: a triangular zone through the

bottom of the stem; a rectangular zone; and a trapezoidal zone through the heel point.

For each backfill geometry, lateral earth pressure distributions (LEPDs) and the

maximum horizontal wall movements are given, together with the magnitude and

location of the lateral thrust. Design curves are then given based on the FE results,

which quantify the correction factor to be applied to Rankine active lateral thrust

values.
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In the second set, the case of a non-homogeneous limited backfill was examined where

both materials, the granular backfill and the clay soil produced from excavation, are

used in backfilling. The results of non-homogenous limited backfill analyses were

compared with those of one analytical model in the literature.

The performance of simplified analytical methods that were reviewed in Chapter 2 is
assessed to determine their suitability for design by comparing their predictions with

those of the present numerical investigations.

4.2 UNLIMITED BACKFILL

(a) Unlimited Granular Backfill

First, the idealised case of a T-wall founded on granular soil with unlimited granular

backfill was investigated. This was to validate the methodology described in Chapter 3

and to compare the results with those given by previous FE analyses of rigid walls with

unlimited backfills. The unlimited backfill was modelled by backfilling the entire

granular soil layers located between the back of the wall and the right boundary of the

FE mesh.

The results indicated that the wall rotated about the toe with full outward movements.

The settlement of the base of the wall was greater at the heel of the wall than at the

toe, due to the larger settlement of the foundation subsoil in the vicinity of the heel

compared with the toe. The maximum outward lateral movement of the wall due to

rotation and sliding was Â /H=0.0687o. This value is comparatively small and only

68Vo of that recommended by Terzaghi (1934) to develop the active state. However,

the results are consistent with those of Goh (1993) and in good agreement with the

findings of Broms and Ingelson (I972) that were presented in Table 2.I of this thesis.

Figure 4.1 shows the distributions of the horizontal (lateral) earth pressures at two

vertical planes; immediately adjacent to the back of the wall, and on a vertical plane

passing through the heel. The lateral movements of the wall resulted in a reduction of
the horizontal earth pressures on the back of the wall from the at-rest condition to the

Rankine active values (RAVs) in the upper two-thirds of the wall height. In the lower

third of the wall, the lateral pressures are significantly greater than the active pressures,

and are close to the at-rest values. This is due to: (i) the effect of the large shear
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stresses developed along the wall-base interface; and (ii) insufficient outward yielding

of the wall within the lower third due to wall rigidity.

The lateral thrust at the heel of the wall was approximately 7Vo greater than that at the

back of the wall. This may be attributed to the diminished influence of the lateral wall

movement with increasing distance from the back of the wall. Also, the lateral thrust,

with respect to the Rankine active thrust, was 1.285 times at the back of the wall, and

1.434 times at the heel of the wall.

These results are in good agreement with the results of the FE analyses of cantilever

walls by Goh (1993). The lateral pressures developed at the back of the wall and heel

of the wall were slightly larger than those predicted by Goh. This may be attributed to

the difference in the construction sequence used in this research and that used by Goh

(1993). He assumed that the wall had been already constructed before commencing

the backfilling. This would result in a variation of the magnitude of wall movements as

described in Section 3.4.3. In the present research, the wall has been constructed using

simultaneous incremental construction of the wall and backfilling, as described in

Section 3.4.3.

(b) Unlimited Clay Backfill

The case of unlimited clay backfill was examined, where the entire zone behind the

wall was backfilled using a clay backfill. The maximum outward lateral movement of
the wall due to rotation and sliding was A /H=0.247o, for the stiff clay. This value is

comparatively small when compared with the 5Vo that recommended by Tschebotarioff

(1951) to develop the active state. Figure 4.2 shows the distributions of LEPs

developed along the back of the wall and the virtual back, fo¡ the four clay types.
Note that Ko values in the latter figure are based on the soft clay parameters.

In general, the lateral earth pressures were less than the at-rest values, but significantly

larger than the RAVs. The lateral thrust acting at the back of the wall was

approximately l07o smaller than that developed at the heel of the wall. This is
attributed to the effect of tension cracks developed at the back of the wall. The depth

of tension cracks was approximately 0.lH for the soft clay and 0.23H for the very stiff
clay. These values are signifrcantly small when compared with those determined from

F,q.2.6.
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4.3 PARAMETRIC STUDY

A set of analyses to measure the sensitivity of the results to the model parameters has

been carried out, using models and parameters described in Chapter 3. It was found

that, the key factors affecting the lateral pressures are: backfill size and geometry; wall

stiffness and roughness; properties of the natural clay deposit; and the method of
construction.

Shear stresses were very small because a smooth wall interface was assu'med.

Therefore, they have been neglected and the horizontal normal stresses have been

taken as the lateral pressures acting on the wall. The lateral earth pressure

distributions have been determined and compared with the linear at-rest and Rankine

distributions. Note that the distributions of LEPs are plotted only along the height of
the embankment, Hl.

4.3.1. Effect of Wall Stiffness

(a) Walt Stiffness

The stiffness of the wall is represented by the flexural rigidity (8"I"), where E" is the

Young's modulus of concrete, and I" is the second moment of area of the cross section

of the wall. In practice, using a stiffer wall requires increasing the thickness of the

stem of the wall, or using a higher grade concrete with a higher E.. In this work, to

model a stiffer wall, the thickness of the wall was kept unchanged, but the Young's

modulus was increased.

The stiffness of the wall was examined for both trapezoidal and triangular backfrll

geometries. There was a minimal effect of the stiffness of the wall for a trapezoidal

backfill as the large weight of the backfill limits the effect of wall deformations on the

LEPs. However, for the triangular backfill there were significant effects. Figure 4.3

shows the LEPs distributions for: (i) E"=25x106 kPa, which represents the typical

design value of a reinforced concrete section; (ii) E" =25x10e kPa, that corresponds

to a very rigid wall. It can be seen that, the very rigid wall resulted in signihcantly

higher lateral pressures on the back of the wall, compared to the first case, in the upper

two-thirds of the wall.
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This may be attributed to a decrease in the outward lateral deflection at the top of the

wall in the second case, which was only 29Vo of the typical wall. The lateral pressures

on the stiffer wall were close to the at-rest values over the full height of the wall. The

lateral thrust was I37o higher than the corresponding value for the typical wall. The

location of the lateral thrust has negligibly changed, therefore, the bending moments of
the stiffer wall were approximately I3Vo larger than the corresponding values for the

typical wall.

Based on these f,rndings, it can be concluded that, the Adelaide Local Government

Council's requirements of using a stiffer wall is unsuitable as it leads to higher lateral

pressures and the possible cracking of the wall during its service life.

(b) Walt Movements

Figure a.a @) shows the deflected shape of a T-wall, founded on the very stiff clay and

having relatively wide rectangular backfill, after completion of backfilling. It can be

seen that, the wall deflected laterally with a pure rotation about the base. There was

approximately zero translation due to the large stiffness of the foundation subsoil and

the large stiffness and strength parameters assigned to the base interface elements. The

results of Harr (1977), for the case of outward rotation about the base, which is shown

in Figure 2.3(d), will be compared with those of the FEM, for the wall shown in Figure

a.a @). Harr recommended the use of a simplihed form, for Eq. 2.9, for a specific

range of the angle of wall friction, Q/2< ô <2Q/3. The angle of wall friction

employed in the FE model was ô = 2þ | 3 . This simplified form of Eq. 2.9 is:

where

I
m

õ

q

(4.1)

g=0- 0¿

H

[t+tanô/tan<p]"'
angle of wall friction
angle between the normal to the plane of rupture and the total reaction

acting upon it

Figure 4.4 (b) shows the lateral pressure distributions determined from Eq. 4.1 (using

ô = 22.80 ) and that developed from the FE analysis. It can be seen that the lateral

pressures predicted using Eq. 4.1 are significantly larger than those of the hnite
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element method. The lateral thrust using Eq. 4.1 is approximately twice that of the

FEM. Based on these findings, it can be concluded that Harr (L977) model

significantly overestimates the lateral pressure distribution in the case of outward

rotation about the base.

4.3.2 Effect of Interface Roughness

In the FE analyses, the interface along the back of the wall was assumed smooth with
the interface shear stiffness, K.* = 0.001 MPa i m. The case of a rough back of the

wall, with the interface shear stiffness, K.. = 490 MPa / m, was examined. The lateral

pressure distributions for the smooth and rough walls are shown in Figure 4.5.

The rough back of the wall resulted in slightþ lower lateral pressures in comparison to

the perfectþ smooth wall. The magnitude of the horizontal component of the lateral

thrust of the rough wall was lower than that of the smooth wall by approximately LÙVo,

which compares well with the7%o reduction reported by Lambe and Whitman (1969).

The wall base roughness was also examined for the case of a comparatively smooth

interface, with the interface shear stiffness along the base, K*u = 49xL03 MPa/m.

The smooth base resulted in a reduction of 2Vo n the lateral thrust with larger relative

horizontal movements along the base of the wall in comparison to the rough base.

4.3.3 Effect of Stiffness of the Clay Deposit

The results showed that the stiffness parameters that affect the lateral pressure

distribution at the back of the wall are: (i) Poisson's ratio of the embankment; (ii)

Young's modulus of the embankment; and (iii) Young's modulus of the foundation

subsoil. In the following, the effect of these variables are examined.

Two values were examined to determine the effect of the Poisson's ratio of the

embankment: (i) vz=0.25; and (ii) Yz=0.49. Figure 4.6 shows the lateral earth

pressure distributions for these cases, where the lateral pressures in the second case are

larger than those for the hrst case, particularly at the lower third of the wall. The

magnitude of the lateral thrust in the second case was found to be 87o larger than that

of the first case.
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Young's modulus of the embankment was examined for three values: (i) Er=29 ¡4po.

(ii) Ez=70 MPa; and (iii) Ez=J GPa. Figwe 4.7 shows the lateral pressure

distributions for these cases. It can be seen that the lateral pressures decrease as E,

increases, particularly at the lower half of the wall. It was found that the magnitude of
the lateral thrust of the second case is smaller than that of the f,rrst case by about l3%o.

Also, the lateral thrust of the third case was found 7Vo smaller than that of the second

case.

The effect of the Young's modulus of the foundation subsoil, E' on the lateral

pressure distribution was examined for two values: (i) E,=fQ MPa; (ii) Er=7 6pu.

Figure 4.8 shows the lateral pressure distributions for these cases, where larger lateral

pressures at the lower half of the wall are associated with the stiffer subsoil. It was

found that, for the second case of a stiffer subsoil, the lateral thrust increased by 5Vo

and the settlements decreased to only ZVo, in comparison to the first case.

The results show that there is minimal effect of the undrained shear strength of the
embankment, cu , on the lateral pressure distribution and the magnitude and location of
the lateral thrust. When cu was reduced by a factor of 4 the lateral thrust increased by

only 0.37o. This may be attributed to the fact that a great part of the load was

transmitted vertically to the subsoil.

The results showed that, large movements of the embankment soil, in the case of soft

clay, cause comparatively large LEPs. On the contrary, lowers LEPs are associated

with large deformations in the foundation subsoil (settlements). For T-walls, the

stiffness of the embankment has the prime effect on the LEPs over the stiffness of the

foundation subsoil, as the projected base of the wall limits the effect of settlements.

4.3.4 Method of Construction

Two methods of construction have been examined for T-walls with limited triangular

backfills: (i) backfilling behind the wall; and (ii) excavating in the front of the wall.

Figure 4.9 (a) shows the variation of the normalised lateral thrust, with respect to the

Rankine active thrust, for different backfill size ratio (a/H). In the case of excavation,

most of the movements were due to swelling, while for the case of backfilling they

were mostly due to settlement. Typical wall movements, due to swelling, for the case

of excavation in front of the wall are shown in Figure 4.9 (b). The normalised lateral

thrust for the case of excavation was approximately lOÙVo higher than the

corresponding value for the case of backfilling.
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On the basis of these sensitivity analyses it can be concluded that:

the behaviour of the wall is complex and involves rotation and translation of the

stem of the wall and the base of the wall. These movements appear to be

influenced primarily by the stiffness of the stem of the wall, the wall-base

interface, the stiffness of embankment soil, and the stiffness of foundation

subsoil. These movements, in turn, affect the lateral soil pressures in the

backfill; and

the theoretical active pressures at the lower half of the wall are unlikely to
develop, due to the employed safety factors against sliding and overturning that

lead to relatively small wall movements and consequently large lateral

pressures.

o

4.4 INFLUENCE OF TRIANGULAR BACKF'ILL ZONE

The methodology of the incremental finite element modelling used to simulate retaining

walls having limited backfills was described in Chapter 3, and in the following only the

results are presented. The results of limited homogenous granular backfills are

presented and will be discussed in terms of: (i) the distribution of the LEPs and the

associated wall movements; and (ii) the magnitude and location of the lateral thrust.

4,4.L Distribution of Lateral Earth Pressures

The results of the triangular backfill indicate that the wall has typicalty rotated about

the heel point, as shown in Figure 4.10. The magnitudes of outward wall movements

increase as a./H increases and the stiffness of the embankment decreases, while they

decrease as the stiffness of the subsoil increases. The maximum outward movemcnts
for the stiff clay was Â /H= 0.027o for al$=2.0. The magnitudes of wall movements

for the soft clays are larger by 10 to 15 times. Also, the results demonstrate that most

of the wall movements are due to the horizontal deflection of the stem rather than

sliding or rotation of the wall. For the case of an unlimited backfill, the wall rotated

about the heel point due to the heavy backfill that extends a distance of 8H placed over

the base. However, in the case of a limited triangular backfill, the rotation of the wall
is typically about the toe, which is as expected due to the fact that the centre of gravity

of the triangular backfill is closer to the toe than that of the unlimited backfill.
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The lateral earth pressure distributions at the back of the wall for a/H values between

0.1-1.0 are shown in Figure 4.11. It can be seen that the lateral pressures increase as

the backfill size ratio (a/H) increases. In general, there is a critical limiting value of the

backfill size ratio (À) at which the lateral thrust is equal to the Rankine active thrust.

This value can be used to distinguish between two categories of backfills; narrow and

wide backfills. This limiting value (À) was 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 for medium, stiff and very

stiff clay, respectively. The value of î, was found to have a relatively small value of
0.1 for soft clay.

Huntington (1957) used the terms: "steep slopes" to identify naffow backfills; and

"gentle slopes" to identify wide backfills. He suggested the value of l" to be the
Coulomb classical value of cot p for all types of embankment soil, regardless of the

type of natural deposit. Only the predicted value of l, for medium and stiff clay agree

with this classical value. In the following, factors affecting the results for narrow and

wide backfills a¡e discussed.

(a) Narrow Backfills

In the case of nanow backfills, the plane of rupture can not form within the backfill
zone and the classical theories are invalid. The wall movements at the upper part were

much larger than those within the lower part. Figure 4.Il (a) shows the distribution of
lateral earth pressures where they are uniform and signihcantly less than the Rankine

active values for small a./H values. This uniform distribution was found due to: (i) the

developed shear force along the excavation surface; and (ii) the stress redistribution

within the backfill soil and the natural deposit. Below, this latter factor is explained to
some depth.

The backfill soil in narrow backfills behaves in a confined manner. This confinement

affects the behaviour of the granular backfill soil and the natural clay deposit. A
considerable part of the load resulting from backfilling was absorbed and turned

laterally to the embankment rather than taken by the vertical stresses within the

backfill. Accordingly, the vertical pressures within the natural deposit and close to the

excavation surface exceeded the geostatic pressures, while the vertical pressures

decreased within the backfill zone and were less than the geostatic ones (yå).

Another factor relates to the plastic behaviour that contributes to the reduction of the

horizontal stresses, is the dilation effect. Since an associated flow rule was adopted
with <p - Q, this considerably reduces the horizontal pressures at failure.
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The confined behaviour and stress redistribution effects were reported in a number of
field measurements on retaining walls having limited backfills. Kany (1972) reported
that the stress redistribution was responsible for the lateral pressures decreasing during
placement of the backfill behind a buried concrete pump storage plant. This pump
house had a cylindrical shape and the backfill was trapezoidal. Measurements on a 2
m high model retaining wall with a limited trapezoidal granular backfill, conducted by
Rehnman and Broms (1972), also demonstrated that the stress redistribution was
responsible for the low vertical pressures within the natural deposit, particularly at the
bottom of the excavation surface.

(b) Wide Backfills

Figure 4.11 (b) shows typicat lateral earth pressure distributions for wide backfills.
The effects of stress redistribution and lateral conf,mement diminished with increasing

size of the backfill. Two zones in the distribution of the LEPs can be observed:

in the upper half of the wall, the overburden pressures within the backfill zone

decrease due to the combined effect of the wall yield and the shear stresses

developed along the excavation surface. As a result, the lateral pressures are

close to the Rankine active values; and

a

O in the lower half, the vertical stresses within the backfill zone are close to, but
less than, the geostatic ones, but the horizontal pressures are very large and

exceed the at-rest values. The increase of the LEPs within the lower half of
the wall most probably results from the conf,rnement at the apex of the

triangular shaped backfill.

4.4.2 Magnitude and Location of Lateral Thrust

(a) Magnitude of Lateral Thrust

It was pointed out in Section 4.4.1 that the magnitude of the lateral earth pressure

significantly increases with the backfill size ratio (a/H). Since rhe lareral thrust being
the integral of horizontal pressures, the lateral thrust increases with the ratio (a/H).
For example, in the case of stiff clay, the lateral thrust increases from a small value of
0.25 P", for a,/H=O. l, to 2.3 P, , for a/H=2.0, where { is the Rankine active thrust for an

unlimited granular backfill. To account for the variation of the lateral thrust with the
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backfill size ratio (a/H), a correction factor B is used to relate the predicted lateral

thrust to the classical Rankine active thrust:

P = Þ.P^

where

(4.2)

lateral thrust obtained from the FEM
Rankine active thrust for unlimited granular backfill

Figure 4.12 shows the variation of the lateral thrust correction factor, p, for the four

clay types, for a./H values between 0.1-2.0. It can be seen that, the general trend for
the four clay types is that B increases with a/H in a non linear form. However, for the

soft clay there is a large scatter in the results due to large movements associated with

the soft clay, which lead to apparent numerical instability in the solution.

The lateral thrust correction factor determined using Huntington's (1957) analysis is

also shown in Figure 4.12. It can be seen that, Huntington's values are larger for
n¿ilrow backfills in comparison to those of the FEM except for the soft clay. The trend

of the numerical results agrees well with Huntington's trend only for narrow backfills.

Huntington assumed that the sliding surface in narrow backfills is the excavation

surface which agrees well with the extension of the plastic zone developed from the

numerical analyses. However, Huntington's assumption, that the type of the

embankment soil does not affect the results, is not shown by the FEM results.

Further, as suggested by Huntington, the assumption of zero cohesion along the

excavation surface was used to determine B in Figure 4.12. This explains, to some

extent, why the FE values are less than those of Huntington for n¿urow backfills. He

also concluded that, for wide backfills, the classical theories are valid, and B-1.0,
regardless of the backfill size. However, the numerical results demonstrate that the

lateral thrust continues to increase with a,/H, even beyond the limiting value 1", due to

the backfill-embankment interaction.

Figure 4.13 shows suggested design curves for the correction factor B based on the

curves of best ht to p versus a/H which were determined by least squares regression.

Hyperbolic models were found to give the best correlations.

P
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(b) Location of Lateral Thrust

The distance of the line of action of the lateral thrust, measured from the base of the
embankment, Y, was determined and normalised with respect to the height of the stem,

Hl. Figure 4.14 shows the variation of Y/H1 for a/H values between O.L-2.0. It can

be seen that, the trend for the four clay types is Y/Hl decreases as a./H increases. It
was explained in Section 4.4.1 that the lateral pressure distributions for narrow
backf,ills are uniform, and this explains why the lateral thrust is located close to the mid
height of the stem. On the other hand, the lateral pressure distributions for wide
backfills increase linearly with depth, and this explains why Y/Hl is close to the
classical value of Il3 for the range of a/H between 0.5-1.0.

Figure 4.15 shows the proposed design curves for YÆIl, which are the curves of the

best fit for the data shown in Figure 4.14. The design curves for magnitude and

location of the lateral thrust can be of benefit for design purposes. For example, for
the stiff clay, the lateral thrust predicted using the design curves in Figure 4.I3 and,

Figure 4.15 yields that (Ð for a,/H=0.1; P=0.25P" and YÆI1=0.42: and,(ii) for aIH=Z.o:
p=l.80P" and YÆI1=0.24. This would result in a reduction of 68Vo and an increase of
307o,rcspectively, in the corresponding maximum bending moment based on Rankine's

method.

4.5 INFLUENCE OF RBCTANGULAR BACKFTLL
ZONE

The rectangular geometry results from a relatively steep cut which might be founded

within a comparatively stiff clay deposit. The analyses have been carried out for the
four clay types, and for bÆI values between l/I5-8/I5, where the ratio 8/15 is the
value of Br / H in Figure 3.8 (c). The analyses have been canied out fbr these fine

increments as large variations in the lateral pressures were obtained from a small

increase of b/H. Only the lateral pressure distributions at the back of the wall are

investigated. The results of the modified silo equations developed by Bell (1987) are

examined.
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4.5.1 Distribution of Lateral Earth Pressures

The results demonstrated that, for narrow backfills with b/H less than î,, the wall
rotated about the heel with a maximum active movement being A / H=0.01 Vo, for the
stiff clay, as the centroid of the backfill was close to the toe. On the other hand, for
wide backfills with comparatively large weight, the wall rotated about the toe with a

maximum active movement of A, /H= 0.023Vo. These values are small when compared

with those of O.l%o, reported in the literature in Chapter 2, which are required to reach

the active state. These trends of wall movements were typical for stiffer clays, but for
medium and soft clays, there was more tendency for rotation about the heel, as there

were large settlements at the toe due to the low stiffness of the subsoil.

Although the mode of rotation of the wall varies with the backfill size, the magnitudes

of wall movements were sufficient for the backfill soil to reach the plastic state. The

results showed that, the extension of the plastic zone behind the wall depends on the

backfill size, and AFENA showed that the inner plane of rupture did not completely

form, as assumed in the classical theories. Figure 4.16 shows the plastic zones formed
behind a T-wall founded on a stiff clay with b/H=8/15, where the plane of rupture cuts

the wall within its lower third.

The lateral earth pressure distributions at the back of the wall for a./H values between

lll5 and 8/15 are shown in Figure 4.17. The LEPs signif,rcantly increase as the size of
backfill increases, as is the case for triangular backfills. The limiting value, À, was also

used to distinguish between narrow and wide backfills. It was found that l, was equal

to 0.18, 0.28, 0.33 and 0.4 for soft, medium, stiff and very stiff clays respectively. In
these distributions two types of backfill can be distinguished; narrow and wide

backfills.

(a) Narrow Backflrlls

In this case, bÆI is less than I and the LEPs are less than the Rankine active values,

particularly within the lower half of the wall, as shown in Figure 4.17 (a). A small

increase in b/H from l/15 to 2/I5, produces a large increase in the LEPs, particularly

within the upper part of the wall. The lateral pressures increase very rapidly with b/H
and reach the Rankine active condition at small values of b/H compared to triangular

backfills. As it was explained in Section 4.4.1, stress redistribution due to confinement

of the backhll soil and shear stresses along the excavation surface are responsible for
the lateral pressures being less than the RAVs.
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(b) Wide Backflrlls

In this case, b/H is larger than l, and the lateral pressures are approximately linear and

close to the RAVs along the full height of the wall, as shown in Figure 4.I7 (b). The

analyses demonstrate that the plane of rupture has partially formed but intersects with
the wall at a point within the lower third. Accordingly, the lateral thrust is very close

to the Rankine active thrust. The backfill-embankment interaction has a slight effect

when compared with the triangular zone. This is as expected since the excavation

surface is vertical and there is less lateral effect of placement of backfill on the

embankment soil, unlike triangular backfills.

The modified silo equations developed by Bell (1987), are examined for the case of T-

walls founded on stiff clay and having relatively wide rectangular backfill, with

b/H=8/15. Figure 4.18 (a) shows the vertical pressure distribution predicted using the

FEM and those given by Eq.2.10. Figure 4.18 (b) shows the lateral pressure

distributions predicted using F,q.2.l1 and those resulted from the FEM. It can be seen

that, the lateral pressures predicted using Eq. 2.II are larger, particularly at the upper

two thi¡ds of the wall. Accordingly, the lateral thrust of Eq. 2.11 is I0.4Vo larger than

that of the FEM.

4.5.2 Magnitude and Location of Lateral Thrust

(a) Magnitude of Lateral Thrust

Figure 4.I9 (a) shows the variation of the lateral thrust correction factor, P , with b/H,

where B increases with the size of backfill, bÆI, for the four clay types. The values of
p determined from Eq. 2.11 are also shown. The properties of the granular backfitl

which were used in Eq. 2.I1, are Q = 300 , ô, = 2q l3 and K=0.5. It can be seen that,

the values of B of the medium clay obtained from the FEM are well represented by Eq.

2.r1.

Figure 4.19 (b) shows the design curves for the correction factor, B. It can be seen

that the values of B for rectangular backfills are larger than the corresponding values

for triangular backfills, ie for a/H=b[H. For example: (i) for a triangular zone in a stiff
clay with a/H=0.4, Þ =0.75 from Figure 4.14; (ii) for a rectangular zone in a stiff clay

with bÆI=0.4, þ=1.25 from Figure 4.19 (b). In the case of rectangular backfill the

weight of the backfill zone is twice that of the triangular backfill, and this accounts for

the lateral thrust being 1.7 times larger.
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(b) Location of Lateral Thrust

Figure 4.20 (a) shows the magnitude of the normalised distance of the lateral thrust,
Y/FII, measured from the base of the embankment. It can be seen that Y/Hl slightly
decreases with increasing b/H, with a mæçimum value of 0.42 and a minimum value of
0.32. The suggested design curves for YÆIl are shown in Figure 4.20 (b). It can be

seen that the classical value of 1/3 is only valid for the very stiff clay between bÆI=

0.4-0.6. For the other cases YÆI1 was slightly larger than the classical value.

4.6 INFLUENCB OF TRAPEZOTDAL BACKFILL
ZONE

The trapezoidal backfill is a commonly used form of construction for cantilever T-
walls. Both the stresses acting on the back of the wall and at the virtual back of the

wall (vertical section through the heel) are investigated. These locations are of interest

to present a detailed summary of the behaviour of the soil throughout the limited

trapezoidal backfill zone. The distributions of the LEPs at both the back of the wall
and the virtual back were presented only along the embankment height (H1). The

analyses have been carried out for values of cÆI between O.l-2.0, where the distance,

c, is shown in Figure 3.8 (b).

4.6.1 Distribution of Lateral Earth Pressures

The results demonstrated that for the four clay types, the wall rotated about the toe,

with full active movements, as shown in Figure 4.2I. The maximum active movement
atthebottomof thewallwas A/H=O.022Vo,forthecaseof stiffclay. Thebackfill

weight was relatively large and its center of gravity was located closer to the heel.

Accordingly, the wall rotated about the toe, unlike triangular backfills. The results

demonstrated that the lateral wall movements, in the case of soft clay, were of the

order of l0 to 15 times larger than those for the stiff clay. The average settlements

under the base of the wall, in the case of soft clay, were of the order of 10 times larger

than those of the stiff clay.

The shear force developed along the excavation surface is a direct function of the

relative movements along this surface which, in turn, depends on the settlements of the

backfill relative to the embankment. Since the settlements, in the case of soft clay, are

larger, the magnitude of the lateral force acting on the virtual back (based on
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equilibrium) is comparatively less than a stiffer clay. Therefore, it is expected that the

correction factor, p, possesses small values for soft clay, compared with the medium,

stiff and very stiff clay at the virtual back of the wall.

(a) Wall Back

Typical lateral earth pressure distributions are shown in Figure 4.22 (a) and (b). The

results show that there are minimal variations in the distribution of the lateral earth

pressure for cÆ{ larger than 1.0. It can be seen that, when cÆI increases, there are

negligible changes in the magnitudes of the LEPs within the upper two thirds of the

wall. However, there is a significant increase in the LEPs within the lower third of the

wall. This increase is responsible for the increasing nature of the lateral thrust acting

on the back of the wall as cÆI increases.

The results reveal that, for a relatively n¿urow backfill having a small value of cÆI, the

LEPs slightly exceed the RAVs along the full height, except for the lower region where

values of the LEPs are between the RAVs and the at-rest values. Accordingly, the

lateral thrust is slightly more than the Rankine active thrust, and the magnitude of the

correction factor, p , exceeds 1.0 for all values of cÆ{.

For wide backfills, the nature of the distribution of the LEPs was similar to narrow

backfills, but the magnitudes of the LEPs exceed the at-rest values in the lower third of
the wall, as shown in Figure 4.22 (b). It is of importance to realise that the distribution

of the LEPs at the back of the wall, for a wide trapezoidal backfill, is close to that of
an unlimited granular backfill shown in Figure 4.1.

(b) Virtual WaII Back

Typical lateral earth pressure distributions along the virtual back of the wall are shown

in Figure 4.23 (a) and (b). It can be seen that, the distributions at the virtual back are

significantly different in nature than those at the virtual back of the wall. This is

because the confinement effects are larger, whereas base effects are smaller, at the

virtual back. There are minimal variations in the distributions of lateral earth pressures

for cÆI larger than 1.0, therefore typical distributions of lateral earth pressure are given

for c/H between 0.1-1.0. For a relatively narrow backfill zone (c/H=O.1) the LEPs are

close to the RAVs, and the correction factor (Ê) is less than, but close to, 1.0. Also,

Figure 4.23 shows that as c/H increases, the LEPs increase along the full height of the

wall. For soft and medium clays, the LEPs are signif,rcantly less than the RAVs.
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4.6.2 Magnitude and Location of Lateral Thrust

(a) Magnitude of Lateral Thrust

Figure 4.24 shows the variation of the lateral thrust correction factor, B, at the back of
the wall for backfill size ratios (c/H) between 0.I-2.0. It can be seen that, for the four
clay types, B increases as cÆI increases. Also, the values of p for stiff and very stiff
clays are essentially identical.

It can be seen that, the lateral thrust correction factor, p, is larger for medium clay

than for stiff and very stiff clays for narrow backfills, whereas it is smaller for wide

backfills. This is likely to be due to increasing settlements as cÆI increases. The

settlements produce large shear forces along the excavation surface which, in turn,

cause lower LEPs. Figure 4.25 shows the proposed design curves, where only a single

design curye is given for both stiff and very stiff clays.

Figure 4.26 shows the variation of B with cÆI values between 0.1-2.0 obtained at the

virtual back of the wall. It can be seen that the value of B for soft clay is smaller than

the corresponding value for the very stiff clay. The scatter in the results most probably

results from the complex interaction between the embankment movements, wall

movements and settlements of the backfill and the subsoil. This interaction is

discussed in some depth in Section 4.8. In comparison, the values of p at the back of
the wall are more consistent because the base of the wall limits the relative movements.

Figure 4.27 shows the design curves tbr B at the virtual back of the wall.

It can be seen that, at the virtual back of the wall, the value of B is less than 1.0 for

narrow backfills, indicating confined behaviour of the backfiti soil located between the

excavation surface and the vertical section through the heel. However, B values

shown in Figure 4.2'7 are comparatively large compared to those of narrow triangular

backfills shown in Figure 4.13. This likely results from different boundary conditions

which affect the stress redistribution between the backfill soil, embankment soil and the

retaining wall.

(b) Location of Lateral Thrust

At the back of the wall, the distance measured from the base of the embankment to the

line of action of the lateral thrust (Y/Hl) is shown in Figure 4.28. It can be seen that,

for the four clay types, YÆIl decreases as cÆI increases. The design curves for Y/Hl
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applicable at the back of the wall are shown in Figure 4.29. Only a single curve is

given for the stiff and very stiff clays owing to the very close values of Y/Hl obtained

from the analyses.

For the virtual back of the wall, the normalised distance (Y/Hl) is given in Figure 4.30.

It can be seen that, there is a scatter in the results with small variations between

maximum and minimum values of YÆI1=0.4II and Y/Hl=0.33, respectively. As

discussed, complex interaction of backfill settlements, embankment and wall

movements causes considerable scatter in the results. In comparison, most of the

values of Y/H1 for the back of the wall are less than the classical value of 1/3 while,

for the virtual back, most of the values are greater than 113. The design curves for

YtHL at the virtual back are shown in Figure 4.31.

4.7 INFLUENCE OF NON.HOMOGENEOUS LIMITED
BACKFTLL

The limited homogeneous backfills with three different geometries have been

investigated in the previous three sections where the backfill was made entirely of a

granular material. In the current section only the case of a trapezoidal non-

homogeneous backfill is examined.

Cost factors lead to situations where it is not possible to backfill the entire excavated

zone using a granular material. One of these situations results when a large excavation

is made to allow for the construction of the base of the T-wall. This f,reld situation is

shown in Figure 3.8 (d), where the backfill zone is made partially of a granular

triangular zone and the remaining part of the trapezoidal backfill contains a part of the

excavated cohesive deposit. This case is termed here as the non-homogeneous

backfill.

In this set of analyses the backfill size remains unchanged throughout the analyses, and

the only variation was the "relative size" of the triangular, granular zone to the clay

zone (a/H). This set of analyses is different from the other backfill geometries

presented in the previous sections. The main difference is that the backfill size in the

other geometries is made entirely of a granular soil, but here the total size that is

actually constructed is constant and the relative size is varied. The analyses have been

carried out for values of the relative size (a/H) between 0.2-2.0.
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4.7.1 Distribution of Lateral Earth Pressures

Figure 4.32 (a) shows one example for a T-wall having a non-homogeneous backfill

with aJH=2.0 and founded in the stiff clay deposit. It can be seen that the plastic zone

extends in both the granular and the clay backfills. The right boundary for the plastic

zone is the excavation surface, ie the boundary at a distance from the back of the wall,

d=2H. The stage-by stage construction of this wall was shown in Figure 3.6. It can be

seen that the embankment and the subsoil remain in the elastic stage.

The results showed that wall typicalty rotated about the toe, as was the case for
trapezoidal backfills, with a maximum movement of A,/H=0.01 for the stiff clay.

There was a little variation in the magnitudes of wall movements as a./H increases.

This results from the fact that the overall size of the backfill was kept unchanged.

Typical lateral earth pressure distributions at the back of the wall, for different a,/H

values, are shown in Figure 4.32 (b). It can be seen that, the lateral earth pressures are

linear and close to the RAVs in the upper two thirds of the wall and exceed the at-rest

values in the lower third. It can also be seen that the magnitudes of the lateral

pressures significantly decrease as a./H increases, particularly within the lower half of
the wall. Due to large initial lateral pressures from the clay backfill (Ko=1.0) and

since there was minimal changes in the wall movements, the LEPs decreased as a,/H

increased. Although the wall rotated about the toe, the nature of the distribution of the

LEPs is close to that of wide triangular backfills presented in Section 4.4.1.

4.7.2 Magnitude and Location of Lateral Thrust

(a) Magnitude of Lateral thrust

Figure 4.33 shows the variation of the lateral thrust correction fäctor, B, with the

relative size, a/H, where p decreases as a./H increases for all clay types. It can be seen

that the magnitude of B is considerably large, and reaches a value of 2.35 for soft clay

at a./H=l.0. The telm "narrow bacffills" is invalid in this case as the magnitudes of B ,

for all a/H values, are larger than 1.0. Figure 4.34 shows the design curves for the

lateral thrust correction factor.

Figure 4.35 shows some of the results of Bang and Tucker (1990) where the lateral

thrust is normalised with respect lo y 
"Hz 

(T2 is the embankment unit weight). It can

be seen that, the lateral thrust decreases as the backfill size increases, which agrees
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with the design curves shown in Figure 4.34. This primarily results from their
assumption that failure is due to instability in both materials (the backfill and the
natural deposit). Accordingly, the failure zone is composed of two zones: (i) the zone
in the backfill with a large strength and hence a lower lateral thrust; and (ii) the other
zone in the embankment with low a strength and hence a large lateral thrust.
Increasing the backfill size leads to the case of the active wedge possesses a relatively
large strength and consequently the lateral thrust decreases.

Also, simila¡ results were obtained by limit equilibrium analysis of limited rectangular

backfill by Stefanoff and Venkov (1972), where the lateral thrust decreaSes as the
backfill size increases.

(b) Location of Lateral Thrust

Figure 4.36 shows the magnitude of the normalised distance (Y/Hl) measured from
the base of the embankment. It can be seen that all the values of YÆIl are less than

the classical value of ll3 with a maximum value of 0.282. This resulted from the
concentration of stresses at the lower third of the wall. Figure 4.37 shows the design

curves for the location ofthe lateral thrust.

4.8 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A summary of the results of the FE analyses presented in this chapter is given in Table
4.1. The magnitudes of maximum and minimum values of B and Y/H1 are given,

together with their maximum variation. The magnitude of the maximum wall
movement with its mode of rotation are also given.

The resuits demonstrated that there was a conhned behaviour within the backf,ll zone

in the limited homogeneous narrow backfills. This confined behaviour is different from
the confined behaviour in the oedemeter where the soil is fully laterally restrained. In
comparison, in the limited backfill condition, the soil can deform laterally but limited by

the stiffness of the embankment and the retaining wall. The confined behaviour
depends on the state of stress along the boundary of the plastic zone, and the geometry

of that boundary. The geometry of the boundary includes the geometry of the wall, the

excavation surface and the ground surface. A very slight change in the state or the
geometry of the boundary, changes the equilibrium of the forces acting within that

Ì
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boundary which, in turn, produces a significant variation in the lateral pressures on the

retaining wall.

In general, when the size of the backfill zone is increased, there are three different

factors that control the lateral pressures:

a with respect to slope stability, the additional backfill weight shifts the centroid

away from the retaining wall, thereby increasing the rotational movements

which, in turn, decreases the lateral pressures;

the lateral component of the additional backfill weight directly increases the

lateral pressures; and

the settlements beneath the base increase as the loading increases by the

additional backfill weight, thereby reducing the lateral pressures.

The interaction between the latter factors is responsible for the lateral thrust to

continue varying with the size of the backfill, even for stiff and very stiff clays.

However, Huntington (1957) expected that, for stiff natural deposits, the lateral thrust
will reach a maximum active value when a I H =cot p.

The effect of the base of the wall on the distribution of the lateral earth pressures on T-

walls having limited backfills is of considerable importance. The reinforced concrete

base of the retaining wall can be viewed from two different respects:

the base leads to a concentration of the LEPs, as a strut in a braced excavation.

This analogy helps in answering the question of why the LEPs are very large at

the lower part of the wall; and

j\]

j

a

the base acts as an equivalent soil stratum with a stiffness greater than 60 times

the average stiffness of soil used in the analyses, that greatly reduces the

settlement effect.

As a result, large local lateral earth pressures at the critical section, where the stem

meets the base, will be associated with wide homogeneous and non-homogeneous

backfills. It is therefore, providing haunches at this critical section will be suitable to

account for these large local pressures.

t
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Although sufficient base width of the wall was selected, the results demonstrated that

the distributions of lateral earth pressure for retaining walls founded on soft clays were

erratic. This primarily resulted from the large difference in stiffness between the

granular backfill and the soft clay deposit. Decreasing the stiffness of the clay leads to

a case where the stability of the embankment controls the stress redistribution behind

the wall and, consequently, the lateral behaviour of the wall. This represents a

diff,rculty in obtaining confident results for soft clays.

In addition, the results of the homogeneous backfills indicated that, for a particular

backfill size, the associated plastic zone extended only in the granular backfill between

the back of the wall and the excavation surface, while the embankment soil remained in

the elastic range. However, for the case of soft clay, an additional small zone under

the heel went plastic.

4.9 SUMMARY

The finite element results, of a cantilever T-wall supporting cohesive clay deposits and

having limited backfills, were presented. Two sets of analyses were investigated: the

homogeneous granular backfills with three different geometries; and the non-

homogeneous backf,rll. The nature of variation of the lateral thrust with the size of
granular backfill zone for homogeneous backfills was significantly different from the

non-homogeneous backfills. The limited homogeneous triangular backfrll zone

represents a severe case and signihcantly high lateral pressures are associated with this

case, particularly near the bottom of the stem of the wall.

In homogeneous limited backfills, the embankment movements control the distribution

of the LEPs for triangular backfills, while the settlements of the foundation subsoil

primarily influence this distribution for trapezoidal shaped backfills.

Huntington (1957) procedure can be used only for narrow triangular backfills and

trapezoidal backfills, but only at the heel of the wall for the latter. The modified silo

equations developed by Bell (1987) can be used for homogeneous rectangular backfills

founded on cohesive deposits except for soft clays. Bang and Tucker (1990) design

curves are valid only for limited non-homogeneous backfills.
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Summary of the FE results of a cantilever T-wall with limited
backfrlls

excluding the soft clay

clH

linear

linea¡

0.5-0.7

c/H

linear

linear

b/H

uniform

linea¡

0.28-0.4

alH

uniform

linea¡

0.5-0.7

li nea¡Lâteral Eâ¡th pressures

- backfill size ratio

- narrow backfills

- wide backfills

- limiting value (1,)

these values a¡e for stiff

clay, but for soft clay wall

movements a¡e of the order

of 10-15 times these values.

0.01

toe

0.02

toe

0.01

toe / heel

0.02

heel

0.068

toe

Active mov. ( A, / HVo )

rWall rotation

o.282

0.241

t7

0.45

0.32

35

0.35

0.29

20

0.4

0.32

20

0.47

o.25

96

0.3

0.3

ry/Ht)
(Y/Hl).

Maximum variation 7o

for the soft clay.

between soft and very stiff

clays.

2.35

1.32

'78

68

l.27

0.44

> 100

100

1.32

r.07

24

aa

1.35

0.25

> 100

70

2.28

0.24

> 100

1.434

1.285

Þ,*

ß

Maximum variarionVo

Max diffe¡ence Vo

NotesNon-

homog.

Trap. zone

back heel

Rect.

zone

Triang.

zone

unlimited

granular

backfill
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Figure 4.1 Lateral earth pressure distributions for T-walls with unlimited
granular backfïlls.
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Figure 4.2 Lateral earth pressure distributions for T-walls with unlimited clay

backfills: (a) along the back of the wall; and

(b) along the virtual back of the wall.
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Figure 4.3 Effect of wall stiffness on the lateral pressures at the back of the

wall.
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Figure 4.4 Comparison between the FEM and the results of the Harr (1977)

model for T-walls founded on very stiff clays with unlimited backlilts:(a) lateral
wall movements from AFENA; and (b) lateral earth pressure distributions.
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Figure 4.5 Effect of wall stem roughness on the lateral earth pressure

distribution.
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Figure 4.6 Effect of Poisson's ratio of the embankment on the lateral earth
pressure distribution.
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Figure 4.8 Effect of Young's modulus of the foundation subsoil on the lateral
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Figure 4.10 Typical wall and soil movements for T-walls having triangular
backlills: (a) wall and soil movements; (b) accumulated displacement vectors.
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Figure 4.11 Typical lateral earth pressure distributions for T-walls with
triangular backfrlls and founded on stiff clays: (a) a/H between 0.1-0.5; and (b)

a./H between 0.6-1.0.
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Figure 4.12 Yariation of the lateral thrust correction factor with aÆI for T-walls
having triangular backfills and founded on cohesive soils.
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Figure 4.14 Normalised distance of the lateral thrust, YIHI, versus the backfill
size ratio, a/H, for T-walls with triangular backfills.
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Figure 4.16 The plastic zone of a T-wall with rectangular backfill having

bÆI = 8/15, where the "X"s indicate soil in the plastic zone.
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Figure 4.21 Typical wall and soil movements for T-walls having trapezoidal

backflrlls: (a) wall and soil movements; (b) accumulated displacement vectors.
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Chapter 5

Analysis of Gravity V/alls and Cantilever
L-Walls

5.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the investigation of the lateral earth pressure distributions

behind gravity walls and cantilever L-walls having granular backfills and founded on

clays. The case of unlimited backfill is fust examined and the results are compared

with those of FE studies reviewed in Chapter 3. The parameters that affect the lateral

earth pressure distribution are determined through a parametric study. Only the case

of limited homogeneous triangular backfill is covered fully. Additional analyses have

been carried out to investigate the significance of trapezoidal and non- homogeneous

backfills.

Proposed design curves for the magnitude and location of the lateral thrust are

presented. The lateral thrust correction factor and the normalised location of the

lateral thrust are also developed. Typical lateral earth pressure distributions, at the

back of the wall, are given. In these distributions, the lateral (horizontal) earth

pressure is plotted on the horizontal axis, against the normalised depth zÆI, on the

vertical axis, where z is the depth from the ground surface behind the wall.
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5.2 ANALYSIS OF GRAVITY WALLS

The unlimited and limited backfills are examined in this section. The geometry of the

gravity wall and different backfills are shown in Figure 3.8. The case of limited

homogeneous triangular backfill is presented below, whereas the trapezoidal and non-

homogeneous backf,rlls are investigated in Section 5.4.

5.2.1 Unlimited Backfill

(a) Unlimited Granular Backfill

The same procedure for the unlimited granular backfill, discussed in Section 4.2, was

used for gravity walls. The results indicated that the wall rotated slightly (as a rigid
body) about the toe due to placement of the backfill and construction of the wall itself,
with a maximum lateral outward (active) movement of the wall A I H: 0.O24Vo. This

value of A / H is close to A / H: O.O3Vo which was reported by Broms and Ingelson

(1971) for a 3.3 m high retaining wall with an unlimited granular backfill. On the other
hand, this value is comparatively small when compared with A /H:0.237o reported

by Clough and Duncan (1971) for a 3.3 m high gravity wall with an unlimited sand

backfill.

Figure 5.1 (a) shows the distributions of lateral earth pressure developed for a gravity

wall having an unlimited backfill. It can be seen that the movements of the wall

resulted in a reduction of the horizontal earth pressures acting on the wall from the at-

rest condition to the Rankine active condition in the upper half of the wall. In the

lower half of the wall, the horizontal pressures are in excess of the active pressures and

they are less than the at-rest values. This is because of the insufficient active

movements at the bottom as a result of the rough base.

For a rotation about the toe, it would be expected that the wall rotated into the

granular backfill and developed a passive state of stresses, however the mechanism was

somewhat more complex. The foundation and the wall tilted "bach,vard" rather than

forward, as would be expected from the classical theories. This backward titt is due to

placement of the backfill and the consequent uneven foundation settlement of
tl / B = 0.044Vo, which is greater beneath the heel of the wall than the toe.

I
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Thus, even though the wall tilted backward, it moved and tilted forward, in a relative

sense to the backfill. This backward movement, reported by Clough and Duncan

(I97I), for a gravity wall with a sand backfill, as shown in Figure 3.4. The results

agree with those of Clough and Duncan, and their results of lateral earth pressure

distributions for various amounts of rotation of the wall are shown in Figure 5.1 (b).

The lateral thrust acting on the wall was 5.6Vo larger than the Rankine active thrust.

This value is small compared with the corresponding increase of 28.57o for T-walls.

Thus, the active conditions assumed in the classical theories better predict the

behaviour of gravity walls than cantilever T-walls, because the base of a T-wall limits

soil and wall movements.

(b) Unlimited Clay Backfrll

The case of unlimited clay backfill was examined, where the entire zone behind the

wall was backfilled using a clay backfill. Figure 5.2 shows the distributions of LEPs
developed along the back of the wall, for the four clay types. Note that Ko values in

the latter figure are based on the soft clay parameters. The magnitudes of the lateral

thrust for gravity walls are 70Vo, 37Vo, 3OVo and 27Vo lower than the corresponding

ones for T-walls, for soft, medium, stiff, and very stiff clay, respectively. These

reductions in the lateral thrust are also attributed to the effect of the base of T-walls.

The depth of tension cracks was approximately 0.08H, 0.lH and 0.2H for medium,

stiff and very stiff clays, respectively. These values are also signihcantly srnall when

compared with those determined from Eq. 2.6. The analyses did not show any tension

cracks in the soft clay.

5.2.2 Parametric Study

A parametric study was carried out to determine the sensitivity of the model to a

number of parameters, and to determine the critical factors affecting the distribution of

lateral earth pressure. Preliminary analyses showed that the interface roughness and

the stiffness of the clay deposit were the key factors.

5.2.2.1 Effect of Wall Stiffness

It was found that a large change in Young's modulus of the wall resulted in negligible

changes in both wall movements and the associated distribution of lateral earth

{
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pressures. This may result from the compa-ratively large width which gives the gravity

wall high lateral stiffness. In comparison, the stiffness of the cantilever T-wall has a

significant effect on the distribution of lateral earth pressure, as it was demonstrated in

Section 4.3.I, because it is relatively slender and most of the deformations result from
the bending action of the stem. However, in the case of a gravity wall the lateral

movements are due mostly to the rotation of the wall as a rigid body. This rotation of
the gravity wall is due to the uneven foundation settlement underneath the wall which

results from the construction of the wall and placement of the backfill.

5.2.2.2 Effect of Interface Roughness

The results demonstrated that there was a large variation in the distribution of lateral
earth pressures when the wall back shear stiffness, K*,, was increased as shown in

Figure 5.3. Two values were examined: K,. = 490 MPa to represent a rough wall

back; and K,. :0.001 MPa to represent a smooth wall back. It can be seen that, the

rough wall produces a relatively large scatter in the results, while the smooth wall

produces a more favourable linear distribution.

The results of the FE analyses were found to be sensitive to the value of the interface
base shear stiffness ( K,o ), as shown in Figure 5.4. It can be seen that, the rough base

resulted in a linear distribution, but the relatively smooth base resulted in a large

scatter. It is therefore, the rough wall base and smooth wall back conditions were

adopted in modelling gravity walls.

5.2.2.3 Effect of Stiffness of the Clay Deposit

The Young's modulus of the embankment (E, ) was found to have a signihcant effect

on the distribution of lateral earth pressures, while Poisson's ratio had a negligible

effect. Figure 5.5 shows that the magnitudes of the LEPs are compilatively low,
particularly in the lower third of the wall, when E, =2.5 GPa compared to the case of
Ez=25 MPa. This reduction in the lateral pressures can be attributed to a reduction in

soil movement and, hence stress redistribution within the soil as the stiffness of the

embankment increases. It was also found that the lateral thrust in the case of E"=2.5

GPa is SOVo of the lateral thrust for E, =25 MPa.

The effect of Young's modulus of the foundation subsoil (Er) was also examined.

Figure 5.6 shows the distributions of lateral earth pressure for two cases: E¡ =2.5 GPa;

and E¡ =25 MPa. It can be seen that, the lateral earth pressures for Et=2.5 GPa are

f
I
I

¡
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signifìcantly larger than those for E, =25 MPa. Hence, the lateral thrust increased by

22Vo. This is attributed to the smaller settlements of the foundation subsoil as the

stiffness of the subsoil increases, which reduces the rotation of the wall. In
comparison, for T-walls, when E, was increased by the same factor, the lateral thrust

increased by only 5.37o. This difference is possibly due to the effect of the base of the

wall as it limits the effect of settlements beneath the T-wall and within the backfill.

5.2.3 fnfluence of Triangular Backfrll Zone

The size of the triangular backfill was represented by the ratio a./H, where a and H are

shown in Figure 3.8. In the following, the results of an investigation into the

significance of limited homogeneous triangular backfills are presented. Note that the

term homogeneous represents a single granular material used as a backfill. The

triangular backfill is the focus of the investigation, while other geometries, including
non-homogeneous backfills, are examined in Section 5.4. The results are discussed in

terms of the distribution of the LEPs and magnitude and location of the lateral thrust.

5.2.3.1 Distribution of Lateral Earth Pressures

The results demonstrated that the gravity wall rotated backward slightly about the toe,

as for the case of unlimited backfills. For a gravity wall founded on stiff clay, with
aJH=2.0, the maximum deflection measured at the top of the wall was A / H =0.01 and

the differential settlement under the wall was n lB =0.02. Figure 5.7 shows wall and

soil movements for a gravity wall founded on stiff clay and having limited granular

backfill with a./H=1.0. It can be seen that, the wall rotated slightly about the toe and

most of the wall movements are due to the settlement underneath the wall, whereas the

lateral movements are relatively small. This is primarily due to the large lateral

stiffness of the gravity wall and its comparatively large weight.

The limiting value À has been chosen to distinguish between narrow and wide

backfills, and has been found to be 0.9, 0.6, 0.55 and 0.75 for soft, medium, stiff and

very stiff clays, respectively. Figure 5.8 (a) shows typical lateral earth pressure

distributions for a gravity wall founded on a stiff clay and having narro,,ry limited
homogeneous triangular backfills with a / H < À. The lateral earth pressure

distributions are curved and less than the active values in the lower half of the wall.

This results from a stress redistribution within the soil. Figure 5.8 (b) shows the lateral
earth pressure dist¡ibutions for wide backfills with a / H > À. It can be seen that, the

distributions are essentially linear and close to the active values over the full height.
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Figure 5.8 shows that the lateral earth pressures increase rapidly for narrow backfills

but marginally for wide backfills as a/H increases. The effect of the size of the backfill

on the lateral earth pressure distributions is similar to T-walls with triangular backf,rlls,

except that the magnitudes of the lateral pressures for wide backfills are larger for T-
walls due to base effects.

5.2.3.2 Magnitude and Location of Lateral Thrust

(a) Magnitude of Lateral Thrust

Figure 5.9 shows the variation of the lateral thrust correction factor (p), for the four

clay types, for a./H between 0.2-2.0. Also, the values of B, determined using the

Huntington (1951) procedure, are also shown. It can be seen that, the general trend

for the four clays is that B increases with a/nl in a non linear form. It can also be seen

that the values of p for stiff and very stiff clays are closer to the Huntington (1957)

value of 1.0 for wide backfills than those for medium and soft clays. In addition,

Huntington's values are larger than those of the FEM for narrow backfills, whereas

they are smaller for wide backfills. The assumption of zero cohesion along the

excavation surface was used to determine Huntington's values for the lateral thrust

correction factor. This explains why Huntington's values for narrow backfills are

larger than those of the FEM. There is obvious scatter for medium and soft clays due

to instability and interaction between movements in the embankment and settlements of
the foundation subsoil. Table 5.1 gives mærimum and minimum values of p developed

from the FE analyses.

The values of B for wide backfills are closer to the classical solution of B=1.9 ¡¡un

those of a T-wall with a triangular backfill presented in Section 4.4.2. This may be

attributed to: (i) cantilever T-wall base effects which lead to concentration of stresses

and limited settlements; and (ii) the assumptions of the classical theories are best

approximated by the geometry of a gravity wall. Figure 5.10 shows the design curves

for a gravity wall with limited granular backfills and founded on clays, which are based

on curves of best fit for B versus al}J. 
^ 

logarithmic model was found to give the best

correlations.

(b) Location of Lateral Thrust

The distance of the line of action of the lateral thrust (Y) acting at the vertical back of
the wall measured from the base of the embankment was determined and normalised
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with respect to the height of the embankment (H1). Figure 5.1I shows the variation of
Y/Hl with increasing a/H values from 0.2 to 2.0. It can be seen that, for the four clay
types, YÆIl decreases as a./H increases. Figure 5.12 shows the proposed design
curves for YÆIl which are the curves of best fit for the data shown in Figure 5.11.
Based on these design curves, it can be concluded that using the classical value of 1/3

will overestimate the value of Y/Hl for wide backfills, but underestimate it for narrow
backfills.

5.3 ANALYSIS OF CANTILEVER L.WALLS

The geometry of the L-wall and the chosen backfill geometries are shown in Figure
3.8. The case of unlimited backfill is first examined and the results of L-walls with
homogeneous triangular backfills are then presented. The trapezoidal and non-

homogeneous backfills are examined in Section 5.4.

5.3.L Unlimited Backfill

(b) Unlimited Granular Backfrll

Examination of the results of L-walls with unlimited granular backfills indicated slight
wall rotation about the toe with outward late¡al movements along the full height of the
wall. The maximum outward movement A/H=0.02Vo is slightly less than that of
gravity walls. This outward tilt is caused by a non-uniform foundation settlement
resulting in a tilt of q/B=0.0187o, greater beneath the heel than the toe. The

outward movements resulted in horizontal earth pressures close to the active values in
the upper two thirds of the wall, while in the lower third, the horizontal pressures

exceeded the active values but were less than the at-rest values.

Figure 5.13 (a) shows the lateral earth pressure distributions for T-walls, gravity walls

and L-walls with unlimited granular backfills. It can be seen that, most of the

variations in the lateral earth pressure distributions are near the bottom of the wall.
This may be attributed to the effect of the base for both L-walls and T-walls, where the

base acts as a stiff structural member which limits both the lateral movements and

causes a concentration of lateral pressures.
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(b) Unlimited Clay BackfÏll

The case of unlimited clay backfill was also examined for the four clay types. Figure

5.13 (b) shows the distributions of LEPs developed along the back of the wall, for the
four clay types. Note that Ko values in the latter f,rgure are based on the soft clay

parameters. The magnitudes of the lateral thrust for L-walls are I}Vo, 36Vo, 2Vo and

1Vo lower than the corresponding ones for T-walls, for soft, medium, stiff, and very

stiff clays, respectively. These reductions in the lateral thrust are also attributed to the

effect of the base of T-walls. The depths of tension cracks were the same for gravity

walls.

5.3.2 Parametric Study

V/all stiffness, interface roughness and stiffness of clay deposit were found to be the

key factors affecting the lateral earth pressures behind cantilever L-walls. These

factors are examined below, and the results are compared with those of cantilever T-
walls.

5.3.2.1 Effect of Wall Stiffness

Two values of Young's modulus of the wall (E" ) were examined:

E" =25x106 kN / m2 ; anda relatively stiffer wall with E" =25x10e kN/ m'. There

was a slight increase in the lateral pressures for the stiffer wall, and the lateral thrust

was 8Vo larger than that of the wall with lower stiffness. In comparison, for a T-wall,

when the Young's modulus of the wall was increased by the same factor, the lateral

thrust increased by I3Vo.

5.3.2.2 Effect of Interface Roughness

Similar investigations as those presented in Section 4.3.2 for T-walls have been carried

out to examine the effect of interface parameters on the distribution of LEPs at the

back of L-walls. The results show that the lateral earth pressure distribution at the

back of L-walls is very sensitive to the strength and stiffness parameters of the soil-

wall interface.

Figure 5.14 shows the lateral earth pressure distributions for three values of the angle

of wallfriction along the wall base interface (ô). It can be seen that the there are only

slight variations in the lateral earth pressures. Figure 5.15 shows the variation of the
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lateral earth pressure distribution for different values of the wall base interface shear
stiffness, K"o . It can be seen that the rough wall base, with K.o = 490 MPa , resulted

in relatively large LEPs in the lower third of the wall, whereas the smooth wall base,
with K"o = 0.001 MPa, resulted in significantly smaller lateral earth pressures along

the full height. The value of K"o = 4.9 i[v4Pa resulted in an active state along the full

height of the wall.

Figure 5.16 shows the lateral earth pressure distributions for a smooth wall back with
K,, = 0.001 MPa and a rough wall back with K,, = 490 MPa . It can be seen that the

lateral pressure distribution is comparatively linear for a smooth wall back, while a

large scatter is associated with the rough wall. The rough wall base and smooth wall

back conditions have been used to model L-walls with limited backfills.

5.3.2.3 Effect of Stiffness of the Clay Deposit

The numerical study demonstrated that variation of the Young's modulus of the
embankment ( E, ) resulted in large effects compared to those observed for gravity

walls. Figure 5.17 shows that, when E, was increased from 25 MPa to 2.5 GPa, the

lateral earth pressures decrease, particularly in the lower third of the wall.

Accordingly, the lateral thrust decreased by I6Vo. In comparison, for T-walls, when
E, was increased by the same factor, the lateral thrust decreased only by 7Vo.

The Young's ttodulus of the foundation subsoil (Er) was also examined. Figure 5.18

shows the lateral earth pressure distributions for two cases: Et=25 MPa; and

Ez=2.5 GPa. It can be seen that, the lateral earth pressures are significantly larger

for the latter case, particularly in the lower third of the wall. As a result, the lateral

thrust inc¡eased by 277o. This increase is due to the reduction of settlements and

rotation of the wall with increasing stiffness of the foundation subsoil.

5.3.3 Influence of Triangular Backfill Zone

The methodology of the FE modelling used to simulate the construction of L-walls

with limited homogenous triangular backfills was described in Chapter 3. The size of
the triangular backfill was represented by the ratio a/H, where a and H are shown in

Figure 3.8 (e). Note that the base of the embankment is located at a distance, h, from

the base of the wall.
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5.3.3.1 Distribution of Lateral Earth Pressures

The results showed that the wall typically rotated about the toe with fulI active
(outward) horizontal movements. The maximum wall movement was d,/H=0.02Vo
and the associated differential settlement under the wall was n /B=0.02Vo, for L-

walls founded on stiff clays with a,/H=2.0. Figure 5.19 shows one example of the

deformations of the wall and the soil in the vicinity of an L-wall with a triangular

backfill, having a./H=0.8, and founded on a stiff clay. It can be seen that, there is a
slight backward rotation about the toe and the relative displacements, along both the

excavation surface and the back of the wall, are evident.

The lateral earth pressure distributions are shown in Figure 5.20. It can be seen that,

the distributions are curved for narrow backfills, while they are essentially linear for

wide backfills. These pressure distributions are close in magnitude to those of gravity

walls with limited triangular backfills. It should be realised that the gravity wall has a

shorter base width which causes lower shear along the base. On the other hand, the L-
wall has a significant lateral stiffness and, accordingly, undergoes larger lateral bending

deflections. These two factors, of base width and lateral stiffness, are of opposite

effects and control the lateral pressure distribution.

5.3.3.2 Magnitude and Location of Lateral Thrust

(a) Magnitude of Lateral Thrust

Figure 5.21 shows the variation of the lateral thrust correction factor (p), with a/H

values between 0.2 and 2.0. Also, it shows the corresponding magnitudes of p based

on Huntington (1957). It can be readily seen that large scatter exists the results of the

soft clay which is caused by the opposite effects of the embankment movements and

the settlements in the subsoil. The maximum variation of B between wide and narrow

backfills is for the soft clay and is larger than I00Vo. In general, for narrow backfills,

B is typically small for the very stiff clay and large for the soft clay.

The values of p for wide backfills are slightly lower than the corresponding values for

gravity walls with limited triangular backhlls. Figure 5.22 shows the design curves for
determining the lateral thrust correction factor, p, for L-walls with limited triangular

backfills.
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(b) Location of Lateral Thrust

Figure 5.23 shows the variation of YÆIl with a/H values between 0.2 and2.0. It can

be seen that, Y/Hl decreases as a./H increases, except for the soft clay where there is a

large scatter. Also, it can be seen that the values of YÆIl are concentrated close to the

classical value of 1/3. Figure 5.24 shows the design curves for YÆIl for the four clay

types.

5.4 ADDITIONAL NUMERICAL ANALYSES

Additional analyses were carried out to investigate different field conditions

encountered with cantilever L-walls and gravity walls. Although detailed analyses

were not ca:ried out, as for the triangular backfill, the aim was to obtain possible

variations in the lateral thrust due to large changes in the size or the geometry of the

backfill.

(a) Trapezoidal Backfill

The case of a trapezoidal backfill has been investigated for L-walls and gravity walls.

Only a single case of trapezoidal backfill, with alH=2.0 and bÆI=0.5, founded in a stiff
clay was examined. Figure 5.25 shows the lateral pressure distributions for both walls.

It can be seen that, there is only a slight variation in these distributions (less than l7o),

which are close to those of wide triangular backfills. Thus, it can be concluded that the

lateral pressure distributions for wide triangular backfills are valid for trapezoidal

backfills with b i H > 0.5.

(b) Non-Homogeneous Backfill

As discussed in Section 4.7, a non-homogeneous backhll defines a backfill composed

of two different soils: a granular backfrll used for drainage; and a part of the excavated

cohesive deposit. Figure 5.26 shows the lateral pressure distributions for a gravity wall

having non-homogeneous backfills and founded on stiff clays. It was found that,

Þ=1.14 for a./H=0.2 and P=1.08 for a/H=2.0. Therefore, as the granular zone is

enlarged the lateral force on the wall decreases. This va¡iation of p with a/H is similar

to that for T-walls with non-homogeneous backfills.
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Figure 5.27 shows the lateral pressure distributions for L-walls founded on stiff clays

and having non-homogeneous backfills. It can be seen that, the backfill, with a
comparatively large granular zone, produces lower LEPs. It was found that, B=1.18
for al}J=0.2 and B =I.02for a/H=2.0. However, the corresponding values for T-wa]ls

with non-homogeneous backfills are B =I.87 for a/H=0.2, and þ=1.42 for aJH=2.0.

The magnitudes of B for T-walls with non-homogeneous backfills are comparatively

large due to effects of the base of the T-wall.

(c) Effect of Young's Modulus of the Embankment

Additional analyses have been carried out to examine the relative effects of Young's
modulus of the embankment soil (Er) for gravity walls with limited homogenous

triangular backfills. The case of E, lBr-EzlEt for different practical values was

examined and the corresponding Þ -a./H curves were developed. Figure 5.28 shows

the variation of the lateral thrust correction factor ( B ) for a./H values between 0.2-1.0

and for different values of. E,lEt. It can be seen that p increases as the rutio Er lE,
decreases, ie, the lateral thrust of an embankment with a low stiffness is larger than

that having a larger stiffness. Simila¡ analyses have been carried out for L-walls and

about 57o difference in the corresponding values of p were observed.

5.5 SUMMARY

The results of numerical analyses of gravity walls and cantilever L-walls with limited,

granular, triangular backfills have been presented. Design curves for determining

correction factors for the magnitude of the lateral thrust and its location have been

presented. The embankment-subsoil interaction and base interface parameters are

more critical for L-walls and gravity walls than T-walls.

The variation of p with the size of the granular backfill for homogeneous and non-

homogeneous backfills is essentially the same for L-walls and gravity walls. In general,

there are some differences in the corresponding lateral pressure distributions between

the two types of retaining walls, due to the difference in geometry. However, from a

design standpoint these differences are slight and in most cases can be neglected.
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Table 5.1 Summary of the FE results of gravity wall and L-wall

* for the soft clay, wall movements are of the order of 10- 15 times these values

alH

curved

linear

0.40- I . l5

linear

alH

curved

linear

0.55-0.9

linearLateral Earth pressures

- backfill size ratio

- n¿ìrrow backfills

- wide backfills

- limiting value (1,)

for stiff clay

for stiff clay

0.02

0.017

toe

0.019

0.018

toe

0.01

0.02

toe

0.024

0.044

toe

active movement,

(a,lH) vo*

differential settlement

wall rotation about

0.442

0.252

0.75

0.30.51

0.29

76

0.3(YÆI1) mâx

(Y/Hl) *¡n
maximum variationVo

1.55

0.53

>100

1.303t.284

0.4r

> 100

1.056Þ.*
Ê*"
maxvariationVo

NotesL-walls

Unlimited Triangular

Gravity Walls

unlimited Triangular
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Figure 5.1 (a) lateral earth pressure distributions for gravity walls with
unlimited granular backfills; (b) lateral earth pressure distributions for different
deflection ratios for gravity walls with unlimited granular backfills (Ctough and
Duncan, 1971).
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Figure 5.3 Effect of wall back shear stiffness, Ko, on the lateral earth pressure

distribution behind gravity walls.
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Figure 5.6 Effect of Young's modulus, E' of the foundation subsoil on the

lateral earth pressure distribution behind gravity walls.
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Figure 5.16 Effect of wall back roughness on the lateral earth pressure

distribution behind cantilever L-walls.
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Figure 5.20 Typical lateral earth pressure distributions for L-walls with
triangular backfills: (a) narrow backfills; and (b) wide backfills.
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Chapter 6

Application of Numerical Results to the
Design of Retaining Walls

6.I INTRODUCTION

The current practice of the design of retaining walls is reviewed, as well as the factors of the

cost allocated for design, uncertainty of soil design parameters and insuff,rcient information on

different drainage systems. Simplified lateral earth pressure distributions are presented, based

on the results of numerical studies of limited backfill conditions presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

These design distributions are given for homogeneous and non-homogeneous backfills, in the

form of upper and lower bounds. In order to present a rational method for design, a step-by-

step design procedure for retaining walls with limited backfrlls is introduced. One case study

of a retaining wall, built in the Adelaide metropolitan area, South Australia, is used to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed design method.
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6.2 CURRBNT DESIGN PRACTICE

The vast majority of design manuals, such as Code of Practice No. 2 for Earth Retaining

Structures (1952), recommend that a drainage system be used behind retaining walls.

However, no sufficient design data on drainage systems are provided that take into account

different site conditions. This is to be expected because site specific factors and cost greatly

vary from one site to another. A survey carried out by the author of the consulting engineers

in Adelaide, South Australia, showed that the engineers have been left without guidance and

there are many instances of poor practice. The reasons are many but include:

minimal expenditure on design due to low overall construction costs of concrete

retaining walls;

insufficient data on drainage systems;

uncertainties in the choice of soil design parameters, as a result of limited or no testing;

use of classical earth pressure theories under inappropriate field conditions;

Local Council requirements and regulations.

In routine design, the engineer is given the height of the retaining wall and incomplete data on

in situ soil parameters. Accordingly, the engineer relies on experience in selecting appropriate

soil design parameters. Using these parameters often overestimates the lateral pressures on

the wall. It is common practice for the engineer to not clearly speciff on the construction

drawings the lateral extent of the drainage zone due to lack of data on drainage systems.

Accordingly, the choice of the geometry and dimensions is left to the contractor who uses an

in house drainage system (independent of the type of wall) without engineering support. As

an example of this poor design, Figure 6.1 shows a construction drawing of a retaining wall

that was designed and built in the metropolitan area of Adelaide. It can be seen that the

dimensions of the drainage zone are not specified on the drawing provided by the consulting

engmeer.

6.3 SIMPLIFIED DESIGN DISTRIBUTIONS

The lateral earth pressure distributions presented in Chapters 4 and 5 showed only slight

differences, from the design point of view, for the different types of walls considered. This is

due to the fact that the three retaining walls moved slightly, with a maximum movement of

^ 
/ H < I.}Vo , and this movement was sufficient to reduce the lateral pressures, at least, at the

upper half of the wall to their active values. However, the shear force along the base of the

a

a

o

a
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wall increases the lateral pressures, particularly at the base of the wall. Therefore one

distribution can be used, for the three walls, for design purposes.

In the following, the design distributions are developed for both homogeneous and non-

homogeneous backfills. Note that these distributions are valid only for rigid retaining walls

with smooth vertical backs and a horizontal ground surface. The distributions resulted in the

case of the very stiff clay are not shown as they arc very close to those of the stiff clay.

Although sufficient dimensions of the wall were selected, the prediction of the behaviour of
retaining walls founded on soft clays and the associated lateral pressure distributions, involve a

high level of uncertainty. This was partially due to incompatibility of strains close to the

interface zone between the soft clay and the granular backfill. Therefore, the simplified lateral

pressure distributions, presented in the current section, are not recoÍìmended for soft clays.

6.3.L Homogeneous Backfills

It was discussed in Chapter 3 that trapezoidal and rectangular backfills are more likely to be

found in the construction of cantilever T-walls. Therefore, the simplified lateral pressure

distributions for these geometries ¿ìre presented only for T-walls. On the other hand, the

simplified distributions of triangular backfills are given for the three types of retaining wall.

Except for the soft clay, the results show that the limiting value of the backfill size ratio is
close, from design point of view, to the classical value, I" = cot (45 + Q / 2) , which was

recommended by Huntington (1951). Thus, the classical value of î," is recommended for

design purposes to be used to define the boundary between nanow and wide backfills.

(a) Triangular Backfills

Figure 6.2 shows typical lateral earth pressure distributions for the three walls, having limited
homogeneous triangul¿ì.r narrow backfills, with a / H < À", and founded on medium and stiff

clays. It can be seen that, there are slight differences in magnitudes of the LEPs for the

corresponding a/H values, between the three types of retaining walls. Figr.rre 6.3 shows typical

lateral pressure distributions for the three walls having limited homogeneous triangular wide
backfills, with a / H > À", and founded on medium and stiff clays.

Figure 6.a @) shows the simplihed lateral earth pressure distributions recommended for use in

the design of rigid retaining walls with narrow triangular backfills, which are based on the data

presented in Figure 6.2. As a lower bound of the LEPs, it is recommended to use a linear
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0.5 K" distribution in the upper half, and linearly decreasing the LEPs to zero in the lower

half. For the upper bound, it is recommended to use a linea.r Ko distribution in the upper half

and a uniform 0.5 Ko distribution in the lower half.

The simplified lateral earth pressure distributions recommended for wide triangular backfills

are shown in Figure 6.4 (b), which are based on the data presented in Figure 6.3. It is

recommended to use a linear K" distribution over the full height of the wall, as a lower bound

of the LEPs. For the upper bound, it is recommended to use a linear Ko distribution in the

upper half, and linearly increasing the LEPs in the lower half to reach a value of 2.5 Ko at a

depth, z=H.

(a) Rectangular Backfills

Figure 6.5 shows typical lateral earth pressure distributions for cantilever T-walls having

naffow rectangular backfills, with a lH<?,"", and founded on medium and stiff clays. Figure

6.6 shows typical lateral pressure distributions for cantilever T-walls having wide rectangular

backfills, with a lH> ì\", and founded on medium and stiff clays.

Figure 6.1 (a) shows the simplified lateral earth pressure distributions recommended for use in

the design of cantilever T-walls with narrow rectangular backfills. As a lower bound of the

LEPs, it is recommended to use: a linear 0.5 K" distribution in the upper half; and a uniform

0.25 K" distribution in the lower half. For the upper bound, it is recommended to use: a linea¡

Ko distribution in the upper half; and a uniform 0.5 K0 distribution in the lower half.

The simplified lateral earth pressure distributions recommended for wide rectangular bacldrlls

are shown in Figure 6.1 (b). It is recommended to use a linear K" distribution over the firll

height of the wall, as a lower bound of the LEPs. For the upper bound, it is recommended to

use a linear Ko distribution over the full height of the wall. Note that the LEPs a¡e

comparatively close to their lower bound ( K" ), except for the upper third of the wall.

(a) Trapezoidal Backfills

It was concluded in Section 5.4 that the LEPs for L-walls and gravity walls with trapezoidal

backfills, from design point of view, are close to wide triangular backfills. Accordingly, the

simplified distributions developed for triangular backfills are recommended to be used for L-

walls and gravity walls with trapezoidal backfills. Note that the LEPs for L-walls and gravity

walls are comparatively close to the lower bound shown in Figure 6.4 (b).
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Figure 6.8 shows typical lateral earth pressure distributions for cantilever T-walls having
narrow trapezoidal backfills, with a lH<Ì,"", and founded on medium and stiff clays. Figure

6.9 shows typical lateral pressure distributions for cantilever T-walls having wide trapezoidal
backfills, with a / H > X", and founded on medium and stiff clays.

Figure 6.10 (a) shows the simplihedlateral earthpressure distributions, at the virtual back of

the wall, recommended for use in the design of cantilever T-walls with narrow trapezoidal

backfills. As a lower bound of the LEPs, it is recommended to use a linear 213 Ko

distribution over the full height of the wall. For the upper bound, it is recommended to use a

linear Ko distribution in the upper half, but a uniform 0.5 K0 distribution in the lower half.

Note that this upper bound is the same one recommended for T-walls with narrow triangular

backfills.

The simplihed lateral earth pressure distributions, at the virtual back of the wall, recommended

for wide trapezoidal backfills are shown in Figure 6.10 (b). It is recommended to use a linear

K" distribution in the upper two thirds of the wall, but a uniform 2l3K^ distribution in the

lower third, as a lower bound of the LEPs. For the upper bound, it is recommended to use: a

linear Ko distribution in the upper two thirds of the wall; and a uniform 2/3Ko distribution in

the lower third.

In Chapter 4, the results of T-walls with trapezoidal backfills showed some differences in

magnitudes of the LEPs between lateral pressure distributions at the back of the wall and those

developed at the virtual back. However, these differences are slight and can be neglected from
design point of view. Also, the results showed that the lateral pressures exceeded the K"

values, and the term narrow bacffills is not valid. Therefore, the simplified lateral pressure

distributions presented in Figure 6.10 (b) are recoÍrmended to be used, at the back of the wall,

for T-walls with trapezoidal backfills.

6.3.2 Non-Homogeneous Backfïlls

The results of analyses of retaining walls with non-homogeneous backfills demonstrated that

the lateral thrust is often larger than the classical values. Figure 6.11 shows distributions of

lateral earth pressures behind the three wall types founded on medium and stiff clays. Figure

6.12 shows the simplihed lateral earth pressure distributions for the three retaining walls with

non-homogeneous backfills and founded on medium, stiff and very stiff clays.

A linear K, distribution is recommended to be used over the full height of the wall, as a lower

bound of the LEPs. For the upper bound of the LEPs, it is suggested to use a linear Ko
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distribution at the upper hall and linearly increasing the LEPs, in the lower half, to reach a
value of 3 Ko at a depth, z=H.

The simplified lateral pressure distributions, presented in the present section are valid only for:

a rigid retaining wall having a vertical rear face and less than 4.5 m in height

with a horizontal ground surface;

a self supported cohesive embankment during construction, as there is no

provision for tempora"ry supports or allowance for large movements of the

embankment, due to softening or wetting of the clay due to surface water or

rainfall. The embankment is less than 4.1 m in height; and

a a loosely placed backfill, to provide the necessary drainage, as there was no

compaction allowed in the granular backfill.

Based on the design distributions presented in the present section, it can be concluded that the

linear K0 distribution, which was recoÌnmended by Bowles (1988) for limited backfill

conditions, represents an upper bound for the LEPs, at least in the upper half of the wall.

6.4 DESIGN PROCEDURE

Based on the analyses that have been carried out in the current numerical study and the results

of the survey of the current design practice, a design procedure is recommended. This design

process, for retaining walls, involves a number of steps that are summarised in a flow chart

shown in Figure 6.13. The fìrst step in this design process is the identification of design

constraints such as site conditions, material availability and cost factors. After selecting a

suitable type of the wall, which meets the design constraints, a preliminary design of the wall is

required. Having the site conditions and the preliminary dimensions of the wall, a suitable

drainage system can be chosen guided by those recommended by Huntington (1957).

Obtaining a suitable size and geometry of the backfill, a favourable type of backfill material

can be determined in step four, guided by the requirements of design codes, such as CP No. 2

(1951) for filter properties.

o
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In step five, the engineer will be able to obtain the magnitude and location of the lateral thrust.

If the properties of the natural deposit are known, it is recommended that the design curves

presented in Chapters 4 and 5 be used according to the type of the wall. To use these design

curves, an evaluation of properties of the clay deposit is required and the category of the clay

should be determined, ie whether soft, medium, stiff or very stiff clay. Table 3.3 will help the

engineer to f,rt each job to one of the four clay categories used in this research, by comparing

the available parameters of the clay with those used in the analyses and using engineering

judgement for intermediate values. From these design curves, the magnitude of the lateral

thrust can be obtained as the product of p times the Rankine active lateral thrust. The

location of the lateral thrust can be determined directly from the YÆIl curves.

However, for a small design, if the soil parameters of the natural deposit are not known, which

is often the case, the recommended distributions, presented in Section 6.3, can be used. These

distributions are favourable for geotechnical engineers as they not only offer the magnitude

and location of the lateral thrust, but also the location of the maximum bending moment can be

determined by using the principles of linear-elastic-beam method. Thus, the magnitude and

location ofthe lateral thrust can be readily obtained.

In step seven, sufficient information regarding the magnitude and location of the lateral thrust

is obtained. In step eight, a number of classical steps are involved similar to any geotechnical

design, that should be carried out to ensure the integrity of the retaining wall. These involve

checking the overall stability, bearing capacity, and settlements. Attention shouid be paid to

retaining walls founded on soft clays as they might experience shallow shear failure.

Structural design and dimensioning is carried out in step nine. Care should be given to the

provision of haunches for T-walls, if required, at the critical section where the stem meets the

base. This is because large lateral pressures were predicted by the FEM at this critical section

for wide triangular backfills and non-homogenous backfills. If the wall, with its final

dimensions, still satisfy the design constraints, a final step is carried out, including execution of

construction drawings which should clearly specify the drainage system dimensions and

material properties. However, if the wall does not satisfy the design constraints, a hne tuning

step is required, in which it may be necessary to select another type of retaining wall.
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6.5 CASE STUDY

A case study of an existing retaining wall is investigated to demonstrate the applicability of the

design procedure discussed in the previous section and the simplified distributions presented in

Section 6.3.

The wall was designed in 1990 by one of the consulting engineering firms in Adelaide, and was

constructed in the metropolitan area of Adelaide, South Australia. The wall was built on a
stiff clay with a limited granular backfill. Figure 6.14 shows the construction drawing of this

wall, showing insuff,rcient dimensions for the size and geometry of the backfill. It can be seen

that the wall is a cantilever L-wall which forms a part of a basement. The wall is a 370 mm

wide double leaf masonry wall. The total height of the wall, H=3.05 m and the embankment

height, }lI=2.6 m. Inspection of the calculation sheets demonstrated that the engineer over

estimated the soil parameters in order to account for their uncertainty. The wall was assumed

to have a smooth back, and the linear active Rankine distribution was used to determine the

lateral pressures, without consideration of the geometry and size of the backfill.

As mentioned, the dimensions of the backfill were not provided, but the backfill size ratio can

be roughly estimated as aJH=0.2 by scaling from Figure 6.14. Using the design procedure

outlined in Section 6.4, a drainage system comprising: (i) an impervious surface layer to

prevent infiltration of surface water, which is represented by the pavement around the

building; (ii) a free draining granular soil; and (iii) weep holes, is used.

If the design curves given for L-walls are used, assuming: a triangular backfill; backfill size

ratio, a./H=0.2; and a stiff clay deposit. Thus, the lateral thrust, P : 0.7P,, , from Figure 5.22

and the location of this thrust, Y=0.39H1, from Figure 5.24. Hence, the bending moment at

the bottom of the stem is less than the design bending moment by I87o.

On the other hand, if the upper bound of the LEPs, given in Figure 6.4 (a), for a narrow
triangular backfill is used, hence P=1.125P^ and Y=0.44H1. Thus, the estimated bending

moment at the bottom of the stem is larger than the design value used by the engineer by 507o.

On the other hand, if the lower bound of the LEPs is used, which is given in the same figure,
hence P=0.5P" and Y=0.5H1. Thus, the estimated bending moment at the bottom of the

stem is lower than the design value used by the engineer by 25Vo.
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Figure 6.2 Typical lateral pressure distributions for rigid retaining walls having narrovy
triangular backfills and founded on: (a) medium clays; and (b) stiffclays.
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Figure 6.6 Typical lateral pressure distributions for cantilever T-walls having wide
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Chapter 7

Summaty and Conclusions

7.I SUMMARY

The principal objective of this research program was to develop design aids that

reliably predict the behaviour of retaining walls having limited backfills and founded on

cohesive deposits, thus enabling retaining walls to be designed safely and economically.

In the following paragraphs the main aspects of the project are summarised.

Review of the literature showed that the determination of lateral earth pressures on

retaining walls having limited backfills is poorly treated in major text books, design

manuals and codes. The classical earth pressure theories assume that the backfill

extends a suff,rcient distance behind the wall, whereas the trial wedge method is

inappropriate for the analysis of limited backfill conditions. However, a number of

analytical methods have been developed during the last 40 years or so for the analysis

of retaining walls with limited backf,rlls.



Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions

Some of the analytical methods are based on a rational theoretical basis, such as

Huntington (1957), Bell (1987) and Bang and Tucker (1990). On the other hand,

other methods are based on experience and engineering judgement, such as Teng

(L962). The FEM was used to assess the suitability of the first group of these

analytical methods for use in design.

The finite element program AFENA v4.6 (Carter and Balaam,1994) was used to study

the performance of three types of rigid retaining walls commonly used in residential

and highway construction. These walls are: cantilever T-walls; gravity walls; and

cantilever L-walls. These walls were modelled as having vertical smooth backs, at-rest

initial stress conditions and a horizontal ground surface. Two types of backfill were

examined: (i) homogeneous backfill with three different geometries, in which the

backfill entirely consists of the granular soil used for drainage; and (iÐ non-

homogeneous backfill in which the backfill consists of two zones, the granular drainage

zone directly behind the wall and a cohesive zone made up of the excavated material.

The cohesive deposit was categorised into four types: soft clay; medium clay; stiff clay;

and very stiff clay. For convenience, unconsolidated undrained analyses were carried

out and the ground water table was assumed below the foundation level. These

conditions provide an adequate simulation of ground water conditions in Adelaide.

The FEM has been found successful in modelling cantilever and gravity retaining walls

with different field conditions, particularly those having limited backfills. Two

dimensional plane strain, 8-noded isoparametric elements with perfect elastic-plastic

constitutive model and Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion were employed in AFENA.

The 8-noded isoparametric elements were found appropriate for soil elements and

suitable to account for bending rotations of cantilever walls. An incremental

construction method was used to simulate a realistic construction sequence of

placement of the backfill and simultaneous construction of the wall.

Some difhculties have been encountered with the use of zero-thickness interface

elements: (i) insufficient literature on interface shear stiffness for cohesive soils; (ii)

ineff,rcient manual procedure when inserting these elements in AFENA.

Although, the numerical results are not supported by laboratory models or field testing,

the results have been compared with a number of finite element studies and field

measurements, and they were found in good agreement. The results have been
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presented in the form of design curves and simplified lateral pressure distribution

charts. The major results of the research can be summarised as follows:

unlimited granular backfills showed reasonably accurate active pressure

predictions for L-walls and gravity walls, whereas comparatively large lateral

pressures resulted for T-walls particularly in the lower third of the wall.

the limited homogeneous backfills can be divided into: narrow backfills where

the critical backfill size À < cot @5 + þ / 2) ; and wide backfills where

ì, > cot (45+þ l2). These values are conservative for the design of L-walls

and gravity walls.

a

a

o

o

for limited and unlimited backfills, wall movements were small and less than

l.ÙVobut sufhcient to mobilise the active conditions, at least in the upper half

of the wall.

Ijran (1977) model, that accounts for rigid wall movements, was examined for

the case of pure rotation about the base. It was found that this model

significantly overestimated the lateral earth pressures, particularly in the lower

half of the wall.

for homogeneous nanow backf,rlls, the distribution of lateral earth pressures are

uniform and less than the Rankine active values. In wide homogenous backfills

the lateral earth pressurcs are linear and exceed the Rankine active values

within the lower third of the wall.

the lateral thrust for homogeneous backfills increases as the backfill size

increases and it is largest for soft cohesive deposits. In contrast, the lateral

thrust decreases as the relative size of the granular zone to the cohesive zone

increases, for non-homogenous backhlls.

Huntington's (1957) method for limited backfills can be used for narrow

backfills but it considerably underestimates the magnitude of the lateral thrust

for wide backfills.

the results of Bang and Tucker (1990) are valid only for non-homogeneous

back-f,rlls, where the lateral thrust decreases as the size of the granular backfill

increases.

O

o

o
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the modified silo equation, developed by Bell (1987), is suitable for the

determination of the lateral pressure distribution for retaining walls with narrow

rectangular backhlls where b/ H < cot (45 + þ / 2).

in general, the lateral thrust increases as the embankment movements increase,

and decreases as the settlements in the subsoil increase.

the parametric study demonstrated that the lateral earth pressures are greatly

affected by wall stiffness, stiffness of the embankment and stiffness of the

subsoil, and interface parameters.

although wall dimensions were chosen so as to ensure stability against sliding,

overturning and shallow shear failure, erratic distributions were obtained for

soft clays. This was found, during construction, due to large movements in the

embankment and the subsoil. Therefore, the simplified lateral pressure

distributions given in Chapter 6 are not valid for soft clays. However, for the

design of retaining walls on soft clays the design curves developed in Chapters

4 and 5 may be used.

in non-homogeneous backfills, the lateral earth pressures significantly exceed

the Rankine active values in the lower half and reach three times the Rankine

active values, in the case of T-walls founded on soft clays.

a

7.2 SUGGESTED FUTURE NUMBRICAL STUDIES

The present study focused on the typical parameters of clays. A number of aspects

have received limited attention. In future modelling of retaining walls it is favourable

to use interface elements at the upper surface of the T-wall base. This may produce

more accurate results as this may allow the wall to rotate away from the backfill soil.

It is worthwhile to study the influence of: sloping sites; shallow ground water table in

the clay deposit; walls with sloping rear backs; a surface surcharge loading located at

the surface of the backfill zone; and the effect of expansive clays.

It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that there is insufficient data on the interface

parameters between concrete and cohesive soils. In future, it would be useful to ca-rry
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out some laboratory shear tests on a composite sample of soil and concrete to develop

design values ofinterface shear stiffness for different types ofconcrete and clay.

The results presented in this thesis relate to loosely placed backfill. However, it is
widely recognised that compacted backfills are common because they offer

improvements in the shear strength of the soil. Excessive compaction is associated

with larger at-rest lateral stresses which would be carried by a non-yielding retaining

wall. It was previously discussed in Chapter 3, that compaction of the backfill will be

an obstacle for drainage, but it may be used for the remaining region of the backfill to

enhance the strength characteristics. It may be of interest to model non-homogeneous

backfills, but introducing compaction in the region beyond the granular zone.

A limited parametric study was performed in Chapters 4 and 5 to identify the critical

parameters affecting the lateral earth pressures. Only practical ranges of soil

parameters were selected to aid the designer in the determination of lateral thrust on

retaining walls. However, the results have shown complex effects of strength and

stiffness parameters of embankment soil, foundation subsoil and wall-soil interface. It
is therefore vital to carry out a detailed parametric study of these parameters so as to

better quantify the relative effects ofeach factor.

A part of this detailed parametric study has already been carried out in order to
quantify the effect of Young's modulus of the embankment, E' as shown in Figure

5.28. Similarly, these latter curves could be developed for Young's modulus of the

foundation subsoil, E, , by investigating a practical range of E, lEz - 0.1, 1.0, 10 and

100, while setting E3lF,z =E¡ /Er. These future unique combinations given in the

form of P -alH design curves would aid the designer in a wide range of held

conditions.

The prediction of the behaviour of retaining walls founded on soft clays and associated

lateral pressure distributions involves high uncertainty. In future, these walls should be

modelled using the practical application of pile foundations underneath the base of the

wall, instead of using a wide footing to provide the required stability, as used in the

present research. This would provide a more realistic estimate of the lateral behaviour

of the wall.
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7.3 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the investigations presented in this thesis, the following can be concluded:

the assumptions of the classical theories are most applicable to cantilever L-
walls and gravity walls. For cantilever T-walls, the variation in the distribution

of the LEPs is significantly different from the linear distribution.

the use of the classical theories for the determination of the LEPs for retaining

walls with wide rectangular backfills leads to minor errors;

the classical theories overestimate the LEPs for retaining walls with narrow

homogeneous backfills, while they underestimate the lateral earth pressure for

retaining walls with wide backfills or non-homogeneous backfills;

a the parametric study demonstrated that the stiffness of the embankment, the

stiffness of the natural deposit, and the interface parameters control the

behaviour of retaining walls;

the lateral earth pressure distribution is the product of the stress redistribution

resulting from the complex interaction between the backfill, the embankment,

the foundation subsoil and the retaining wall;

o

o

a

a

a the case of non-homogenous backfill was found to have significant effects, with

the lateral pressures significantly exceeding the RAVs, particularly for the case

of T-walls.
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